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is with The lied Cross draws no distincin Calloway county has failed to Bedwell, Mrs. Mary Sue Enoch and zens of the smith west section
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sity of intelligent loyalty. deathless
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t o ward Freeman, Fred and Bunch Jones. that, everything is practically in
Commodities distributed in Callo- gent to get out the full strength are restricted only to need. In its bid in by. I. E. Owen for $5,850. fidelity. and a constancy in the life
normalcy and a more abundant life
readiness for the building of the
property
This
of their supporters in Calloway eyes all people are equal who
also attracted several of every member that would call
for all. Dollars have been kept
need
road from a point on the highway way county .from June 1, 1934 tO
interested persons who took part down upon their efforts
and if the weather is favorable help. The Red Cross does
May 31, 1935-working where otherwise business
not disthe power
west of Murray to Wiswell and
in the auction.
those registered are expected to criminate, it simply aids.
Foodstuffs:of pod, which under the dominance
stagnation .. would have prevailed.
This is
Crossland.
gis to the polling places almost as true of the local Red
Butter, 3420 poUnds.
of God the Holy Spirit would make
We are proud of the job we have
Cross
All the right of way has been
100 per cent.
Fresh Beef, 22,100 pournia,
serving this community as it is of
the church faithful in witnessing
done thus far and invite Calloway
given, the money has been allotCanned Beef, 15,540 pounds.
..the national organization. If you
for Jesus Christ the Head of the
countians to inspect the result of
ted and a work order is expected
Cheese. 1,350 pounds.
want to help your less fortunate
Church in it ministry of winning
i ,or efforts within their own enFocuser Hurray College Student to be issued at any moment. This
Lard, 1,824 pounds.
neighbors' - the underprivileged
the lost, healing the maimed, and
virons, after which I am sure the
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b
a
modern
highway,
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Named President of Baptist
Dry
Skim
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everywhere-do so
training for glorious service the
;
consensus of opinion will be that,
by
joining
feet wide.
Student Organisation
Evaporated Milk, 2,871 pounds.
forces with this active agent for
young Christian. At the claw of
with the wholehearted cooperation
Sorghum Molasses. 277 gallons.
the relief of suffering through Jones,
if calloway sponsors, we have
for Council. Churchill, the sermon, Bro. N. S. Castleberry
It H. Falwell, Jr., was . elected
Molasses Syrup, 180 inflIon.s.
membership. The Red Cross calls
led the dedicatory. prayer.
been able to establish needed and
Hale for School Board
president of the Kentucky Baptist
Canned Mutton, 1.044 pounds.
lasting improvements.
Some Interesting History
Sister of Mrs. Susie McKee! and the roll, invites your membership.
Unopposed
Student Union at its annual conSmoked Pork, 6.400 pounds.
frotn Armistice Day to ThanksgivTuesday morning, July 29, 1924.
Under the Kentucky' Emergency
Clifford Davis Dies in
eintion at Bowling Green SaturIrish Potatoes, 3,200 pounds.
ing.
Relief Administration a totel'eni
Ronald W. Churchill and -W. V. began the work of removing the
Paducah
day, October 24. He is a first
Rice, 3,456 pounds.
During the past year the Ameri- ,,Hale will be re-elected
8129.909,84 was spent,. in Calloway
The annual fall revival of the
to the old building_ The basement of the
year student at the Baptist TheoSugar, 800 pounds.
county of which .00i1,7.58 repreThe remains of Mrs. Laura Mc- can Red Cross brought permanent Murray City Board of Education present building was built in the
logical Seminary, Louisville, and Memorial Baptist Church. which
Canned Veal. 972 pounds.
sented local funds and with apwas to hlive begun on next SunConnell, 51. who died Monday at help to more than 131,000 families and Robert S. Jones to the Mur- fall of 1924. On March 25, 1925,
a graduate of Murray High School
Milk Wheats, 432 pounds.
proximately 13 per cent funds supday, has been postponed until Sunher
home in Paducah. were brought affected by disasters which struck ray City Council without opposi- work was begun in earnest on the
and Murray State College. R. H.
Cod Liver Oil, 168 bottles.
plied by the State. Under the
da?. November 8. Dr. E. C."'Stevto
Murray
Tuesday for funeral and 39 states. One hundred and five tion in next Tuesday's general present building. The new buildwas BSU student president of the
Garments. Clothing, etc.:ing was sufficiently completed to
Works Progress
ens. Clifton Baptist Church. LouisRed Cross election.
Administration Murray college
burial.
Mrs.
McConnell was a times the American
association for two
Mattresses, 88.
$96,683.89 has passed into channels
ville, Ky., and present moderator
sister to Mrs. Susie McKeel, and rushed trained and volunteer workMr. Jones was elected by the be used in the spring of 1928. NO
years while a student here at
Women's and Childdren's Coats, Clifford Davis, Murray.
ers-hundreds of nurses-into the council to fill out the unexpired
of industry in Calloway county of
of the General Association of KenMurray. He is the only son of
(Continued on Back Page) which the taxpayers have contucky Baptists, will arrive in Mur- 123.
She also leasves her husband, M. field in the wake of flood. fire, term of the lafe Dr. W. H. Graves,
Mr. and Mrs. R. H. Falwell, Sr., of
Comforts, 1,022.
tributed $13,058.92. From the Works
ray on Monday, November 9. and
M. McConnell; parents. Mr. and wind, earthqueke and other catasMessrs. Churchill and Hale have
West Main street.
Women's and Children's Dresses, Mrs. Joe Davis;
Progress Administration the county
a son, Lloyd; tezo trophes. The hungry were 'fed. each served one full term on the
About 175 delegates from Ken- will remain here through Saturday sott."
has received $48,413.63 in streets, tucky
November 21. He will speak twice
other sisters. Mrs. Josie Beard. the homeless_ sheitered, the des- council.
Colleges attended the conOveralls, Men's and Boys', 388. Marshall county and
titute clothed and the injured cared
$18,352.20 in farm to market roads
daily throughout the meeting. -...Mrs. Vera
vention, which opened
Friday
Overall Pants and Coats. 57.
in an effort to life the farmer out
Although this meeting was planJones, Paducah; and three other for as the "Greatest Mother -your
night.
Pillow Cases, 2.762.
Red Cross--stayed on the job until
of the mud, $1,896.12 in schdols and
sons, Charlie
Davis,
Marshall
The convention adopted a resolu- ned at least six months ago to
Sheets, 1,511. _
$31.019.74 in other highly construccounty and Jim and Alvis Davis, all persons unable to help themtion requesting the State Baptitt begin November 1, the Memorial
Shirts, Mipet:s-nnei Heys', 486.
selves were assured of a livelitive and permanent improvernentlt. Mission
Baptist Church has no desire to
Missouri.
Board to employ a State
"The Healing - Gospel To The Regular Meeting
Gowns and Pajamas, 464.
hood. The Red Cross was able to
Mr. Goodman was asked about
begih a series of services in conHere Next ThursThe
services
were
preached
by
BSU secretary to promote student
accomplish these things,, only Handicapped" will be the sermon
'Powels, 3.011.
the future of the Works Progress 'activities
day Night, November 5
_ict with the revival that is now
the
pastor.
the
Rev.
Sam
P.
Martin
at Kentucky colleges.
Havens,
of
V.
minister
A.
of
the
Children's Rompers, 39.
Administration in Calloway county
going on in the First Baptist Church
at Court House
and burial was in the city ceme- because you pledged your support
The convention closed Sunday
First Christian Church. at the
Bloomers. 390..
of this city.. It is for this reason
and immediately announced that in morning
tery. Many friends attended the through_ menibership last year.
with a sermon by the
Sunday
church
service,
night
Jail no* to. enable the Red Cross
Diapers, 8811„An appropriate program for
the change has been made. Dr.
the State. as a whole, plans now Rev. T.
services.
L. Holcontb, Nashville.
to relieve human distress in 19377. beginning at 7:30. This will be the Armistice Day. November 11. Will
Stevens is well pleased with the 'Undergarment, Women's and
were under way for the expendi- B.S.U. organizations
of - Bowling
fifth
in a series of sermons on be planned by Murray Post AmerThe Red Cross has watched the
‘,
change and is making his plans Children's. 1,452.
ture of a minimum of 229,879.248 Green Business
University and
accident problem for some time. It "The Healing Gospel."
Commodities,- distributed in Calican Legion No. 73 at its regular
accordingly.
on 960 approved projects by June Western
Kentucky College were
"Most of us." Mr. Havens stated, monthly meeting next Thursday
has brought first aid to Ihe motorDr. E. C. Stevens is one of the loway county from June 1, 1935
30. 1937. providing the work re- convention hosts.
,,ist by establishing more than 1,000 "recognize that something is keep- night, November 7, at the court
to October 31, 1936:
lief program is continued. CalloAttending the convention from outstanding Baptist ministers of
Red Cross emergency highway first ing us back from doing what we house. Fleetwood B. Crouch, comClothing, Garments, etc:the state of Kentucky. For many
way county will receive its prorate Murray -Were,
Mr. and Mrs. Ralph
aid stations manned- by at least two want to do. We may even recog- mander.,ibras announced.
Diapers, 288.
years he ha been pastor of the
share of this amount, he said, ex- Churchill, Flora.
Allcock, Wilma
persons trained in first aid. Truck- nize our handicaps as being physiDresses, 408.
A large attendance is urged and
Clifton Baptis Church in Louisactly in proportion to the ability Lemons. Vernon Trevathan,
Little Miss Shirley Durham. 8 ing groups and utility
WilGowns, 215.
companies ological, economic, social or men- expecte to take part in the planville. For the last two years he
of sponsors to submit projects that liam Hoppe, John
years
Travis, Hawold,
had
a
miraculous
escape
However,"
tal.
minister
the
conwith
fleets
Men's Overalls, 171.
of trucks patrolling the
ning alnd transacting other business
has been Moderator of the General
.will accrue to the interests of the thorne Wallis. Sam
from serious injuriee'Suriclay after- road have been
Wallace, Della
Boys' Overalls, 331.
organized into tinued, "it is not enough that we which will be presented.
Association of Baptists in Kencounty .as a whole and carry them Bell, Mrs. A.
L. Bailey, Eveyln
about
noon
four
o'clock'qiihen
she
should
recognize
'thorns
such
in
mobile units. The highway police
Overall Coat and Pants, 8.
The membership campaign will
to a conclusion.
Ruth Gingles, and LaVerne Call. tucky. He is well knoWn in MurPajamas, Women's and Children's, was struck by a car driven by „Miss of eight states have finished in- the flesh'. The important thing, is also receive attention at this meetray and Calloway county. having
Hattie
May
Long,
in
front
of
the
what
are
going
we
to, do about ing. A membership committee
struction-are now ready to take
appeared here at different times in 114.
will
residence of Charles Mercer on part. Already many of these
State Inspectors Make
Rompers, 22.
high- them. We will have to handle be appointed:,Bible Institutes and revival meetWest
Main.'
way first aid posts have' given our handicaps or they will handle
Check on Trucks ings.
Sheets, 40. ,
The hour is _seven ci,clocle.
The accident happened at a time emergency care to the injured.
us," MG Havens said. "Many lives
Pillow Cases, 68.
The Memorial Baptist Church revzhett
traffic was heavy and visiare miserable because they 'have
Inspectors for the state motor joices in the coming
Max B. Hurt, .
Shirts, Men's and Boys'. 68.
of this able
transportation department are mak- minister
Roll Call Ch. Calloway Co. not been able to adjust themselves
Slips, Women's and Children's, bility poor. Miss Long. who was
and desires, that the enTuesday-night Jack lest-made
,
driving - Mrs. Charley Hates 'car
'tsr'
sttuattons. -TM!.
ing checks in Weatern Kentucky tire town and community
shall be 104.
his first visit to Calloway county
and e accompanied by Mrs. Hale,
will seek to show how the healing
for the enforcement of the state streetly blessed
Bloomers, 175.
through ,the mesand apepared again Wednesday truck
going East did not see the child
Gospel can adequately deal with
laws. The truck owners are sages he will bring.
Comforts, 360.
• night w:th a heavy killing frost: charged
who had thrown her coat over her
our handicaps."
with operating trucks on
The Pine Bluff baseball team
Shoes, 18 pairs.
Fall temperature approached as the highways
head to ward off the rain and
•"The World And
be Mr. finished the season with an averfor hire without
Beds, 7.
with
week
Wednesday
this
well
e
darted across the street. The child
Havens' . sermon 114 the Sunday age of .565. considerably under the
proper permits from the state.
Kitchen Cupboards, 7.
Attendance Percentages
morning getting as low as 26 dewas knocked almost 20 yards under 'FRANKFORT, Ky., Oct. 28- morning :worship service,. This previous year when they had
A. R. Steele. of Paducah, and
Foodstuffs:an
in
County
Schools
High
grees.
the car of Irvan Forrest, who sum- Commissioner of Highways Robert will be the third in a series of ser- average of .620.
Robert Hale Jr.. of Mayfield, are
Oat Cereal, 1,152 pounds.
For wick October 22 to 28 in- the inspectors,'
moned
Humphreys
Cleybourne
Adams
to
aid
today
mons
on,
awarded con"Modern Problems And
and have preferred
L. Bucy, shortstop, again led the
Dried Peas, 2,802 pounds.
The county high schools show
clusive:
him and they brought her to the tracts on 13 road construction pro- the Prophets."
charges in Graves and McCracken improvement in their
hitting with an average of .431.
Syrup, 842 gallons.
attendance
High Low counties
Date
clinic
hospital
jects.
bids
Adams'
for
car.
in
The service will begin at 10:45, Other members of the team hit as
which were opened
before Judge Brady"M. records for the second month,
Bran Shorts, 40.000 pounds.
fi70
48
Thursday. 22
While severely shaken up and October 23.
Sunday morning. Special music follows: Steele. catcher, .300; B.
Stewart of McCracken
county gures compiled by Miss Ola Mae
San Pears. 12,100 pounds.
49
43
Friday, 23
sufferinn_fr
The Calloway county project of will be presented by the trained Bucy. first base. .250: 0. Elkins,
many cuts and
om
court.
They said that several Farmer, county attendance
Canned Beans, 10,080 cans.
officer,
82
Saturday. 24
38
bruises the little girl was able to concrete paving .251 miles from the chorus choir directed by- Everett left field, .300; D. Salyer,
other cases are pending and will show. They are as follows
Dried Beans, 3,280 pounds.
right
for the
70
45
Sunday. 23
return home Monday._ She makes College campus to Five Points
be'pu$ed when the case* before rooms hi.
Crane
field, .366: Thomas, pitcher, .184;
Canned Beeb, 33.531% pounds.
..each school:
64
42
Monday 28
her home with her grandmother, iawarded J. A. Reed. of Smith
-the 'judge are completed.
The unday School will meet at C. Salyer, pitcher, .360: Thurman.
Butter, 1,952 pounds.
& 2, 93; 3 dr 4, 95; 5
47
35
Tuesday 27
Mrs. Horace Jones. near Lynn Grove. Ky., at a bid of $12.214.75.
9:30 Sunday morning, led by W. second base. .309; S. Eincy, utility,
Cabbage. 7,200 pounds.
&6. 96: 9 to 12, 97.
50
Wednesday, 28
26
Grove. She waslyisiting her aunt,
B. Moser. superintendent. The .298; R. Elkins. utility, .246; Weeks. .
Flour, 91,997% pounds.
Kirksey-1 & 2. 96; 3 & 4, 97:
Rainfall for the past week totaled rCripple Children's Clinic
Mrs. Mercer, when the accident
Young People's Society of Chris- pitcher. .170; Melton. catcher, .340;
Grape
Tim
1,386
pounds.
5
&
6„98;
7
&
8,
97;
10.
9
&
97;
2.12 inches.
occurred
tian Endeavor will meet at 6:30 Byrley. outfield, .263; Walker, inat Paducah November 24 11 & 12. 97.
Dry Shim Milk, 3,210 pounds.
Sunday evening with, Mrs. George field. 306; Parker, first base, .257.
Concord-1 to 3, 95; 4 &5. 95.. Canned Mutton, 468 pounds.
Hart as adult counelor-.---The semi-annual Cripple 6hil- 6 to
Maurice Weeks led the pitching
Rolled Oats, 3,600 pounds.
PIOSIFYTERIAN CHURCH
8, 92;4 to 12. 97.
•.
dren's clinic will be held in the
The Mid-Week Meeting.
staff with an average of .125.
Spring Onions, 6,000 pounds.
Hazel-lst, 94: 2 & 3. 93; 3 &
Dr.
J.
W.
Porter
will
deever
his
nesday night. at 7:30, will be led
Thurman. second base,- tarried in
Dried Pees, 1,152 pounds.
Sunday School, 10 o'clock, morn- Woman's Club building, Paducah, 4, 96; 5th, 96; 6th, 90; 7 & 8. 95;
famous sermon "How to make or by the minister. His subject will the best
November 24.3
infield performance with
Dried Prunes, 6,312 pounds.
9th, 08: 10th, 98; 11th. 92; 11th. 97.
ing Waship rt o'clock. Sermon
break the Home" Sunday, after- be.'"Man's Relationship to God in "ery few
errors during the season.
Sugar. 225 pounds.
It is the desire of the cornmIttee
Lynn Grove-1 & 2, 97; 2 Pa 3,
theme. -They Sang."
All teachers have the privilege to noon, November I. 2:30 p. m., at the
practice of the
Apostolic
Canned Tomatoes, 6.960 pounds close their schools
me Lord's Supper will be cele- to give. each cripple a chance to 97; 4 & 5. 96; 5 dt 6. 97; 7 &8,
Tuesday. No- the First Baptist Church where he Church." This will be.
Farmers in Breckinricige eminty
the third in
Canned Veal, 900 pounds.
brated at the morning worship be examined. Communicate with 97; 9 & 10, ti4i 11 & 12. H.
vember, 3, in order 45 vote in the is holding revival services. All a
series'of meetings on "Man's Re- are cutting and shredding corn and
Dr. Outland, his staff. or T. 0.
Faxon-1 & • 2, 92. a St 4, 85;
hour.
Presidential election.
persons are urged to hear -this lationship to God.' Seventy-thre also
putting up rag weed for wine
Read the Classified Ads.
Bruce B. Maguire, pastor Turner for definite arrangements. 5.& 6.89; 7 & 8,90; 9 to .12, 94.
M. 0. Wrather, Supt.
world famous lecture.
were present last Wednesday night. ter Use.

To Speak Monday

Imposing Structure Costing Over $130,000
Built Without Debt; 3 çommitics Served

E. F. LAMPKIN BUYS Dedicatory Sermon.
NATIONAL HOTEL by Dr. J. W.Porter'

RELIEF DRAWN BY
1933 PERSONS 507,
COUNTY FAMILIES

UNCLE DAVE JONES,
LYNN GROVE, DIES

Red Cross Drive to
Open Armistice Day

R. H. FALWELL, JR.
STATE B.S.U. HEAD

•

SERVICES HELD FOR
MRS. M'CONNELL

NO CONTESTS IN
CITY ELECTIONS

Revival at Memorial
Baptist Opens Nov. 8

Havens To Preach
To The Handicapped

a

LEGION TO PLAN
ARMISTICE DAY

Knocked 60 Feet by
Car Little Girl Is
Only Slightly Hurt

Heavy Frost'Is Seen
in County This Week

J. A. Reed Gets
5-Points Contract

County Schools to
Close Election Day

- mienuso.
A

•

ing Bluff Ball Club.
Has .565 Season Avg.

Porter to Lecture
on "Home" Sunday

_
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THE LED,CIER &

Mrs. Joe T. Lovett, Editor

Phone 338, Pleacee ,

OdrTY
Copy for this pace should be submitted not later than Tuesday
afternoon each week.

TIMES, MURRAY, KENTUCKY, THURSDAY AFTERNOON, OCT0j3ER 29! 1936:

Tosca Jones
A meeting is called for this evening the 29th by the membership committee.
• • ,• • •
B. & P. W.'s Club,Members
Go to reduce!'
Representing the Murray Clpb
at the Sixteenth Anniversary dinner of the Paducah Business &

nes of the rooms.
The singing of favorite hymns
was first enjoyed 'Then 'inform/a
games and centests were directed
by the host assietbd by Mrs. C.
k Bishop. Miss Alice Waters for
whom the society was nareed. was
featured in a group of contests.
Clever and cheerful telegrams
written by the guests were awaiting Rev. 0. A. Marrs who arrived hite.
A Otte lunch with the Halloween motif was served to the
guests including Mrs. Leslie Putnam, Mrs. J. D. Sexton. Mrs. Garnett Jones, Mrs. L J. Herein, Miss
Lula Clayton Beale, Mrs. Luther
Robertsan Mrs. C. C. Duke, Mrs.
Bob Gatlin, Mrs. Chas. Hale, Mrs.
Burnett Warterffeld, Mrs. Durrett
Padget. Mrs. Bryan Tolley.
Mrs. Lula flisenhoover. Mrs. C.
A. Bishop. Mrs. Lester Farmer,
Mrs. W. A. Bell, Mrs. W. J. MeCoy, Mrs. Joe Lovett. Mrs. Roy
Farmer, Mrs. C. A. Hale, /Arse F.
E. Crawford, Wt. N. P. Hutson,
Mrs. 0. J. 'Jennings, Mrs. Albert
Lassiter, Mrs. A. F. Doran, MTS.
Glenn Asheraft,• Mre. J. A. Dulaney, Mite Alice Waters, Rev. 0. A.
Marrs' Mrs.Bessie Bale Mrs. lc*
Baker. Mrs. Jesse Wallis and Mrs.
John Janles.

Edgar Allen Poe Contrasted".,by
Mrs. Ben Grogan and "A Modern
Contrast In Life and Works—Cart
Sandburs and Edna St. Vincent
MIllay". Mrs. E. S. Diuguid Jr.
Mrs. C. S. Lowry, herself a
recognized poet, very beautifully
read a number of poems written
by the poets being discussed during
the afternoon.
..The club voted 1200 to be used
for a club house if one were
started during this club year.
A salad plate was served by the
assisting hosts Mrs. B. .1. Scherffius, Mrs. J. W. Carr, and Miss
Nellie May Wyman.
• • • 5,•
Mrs. B. G. lihnaphroys
Entertain& Guest

We appreciate the splendid attendance and order at the Freshmen play Sattirday evening. The
play was exceptionally good. Each
character was well chosen for the
part and presented his part in a
splendid manner.
Miss Swain, a representative for
the
American
Book
Company
taught an interesting reading class
to the Pre--Primer children Itan
week. All the grade teachers were
audience.
Shirley Durham, a pupil' in Miss
Swann's room ti/Ifs struck by two
automobiles Saturday but was not
Mrs. B. G. Humphreys was host seriously injured, however, she is
to an informal party Friday ev- not able tO 'be at • school.
ening...at 7 o'clock, alaporinn_Mre_ -A.negro. minstrel will be:-given
Clarence Phillips, of Memphis. here Saturday evening, November
Tenn., who is visiting in the city. 7. This minstrel will be different
A delicious party plate was serv- from any other we have given
dere
ed to Mrs. Phillips, Mrs. L. M. in that it is written in a drama
Overby, Mrs. Frank Pool, Mrs. form, with only otie 'pet used for
Clyde Downs, Mrs. George Downs, comedy. Cast of characters
will
Miss Salle Burke, Mrs. Kit Red- appear next week.
den, Mrs. Phela Watchell, and Mrs.
Visitors last week were, Rubena
C.H. Moore.
Ford, Cfavel Myers and Robert
Singleton.
Mrs. 0. B. Boone Entertains
An event of wide spread interest
Sunday School Class
occurred last Friday evening when
Miss Salle Howard. our English
Mrs. 0. B. Boone entertained
teacher, was married to the Rev.
her Sunday School class of the
E. D. Farris. a Methodist minister.
First Christian church with a HalThe wedding was solemnized at the
loween party tia her home Monday
Lynn Grove Methodist Church at
night. The brilliant colored cos6:30 o'clock in the presence of
tumes of the guests added much
many friends" and relatives. The
to the hilarity of the occasion.
beautiful and impressiyea ring cereAfter playing games suggestive
mony was read by the Rev. L. Z.
of the season, they were invited
Hurley. pastor of the Murray
into the dining room where reCharge.
freshments were served from an
Basketball
attractively decorated table. We open cur.basketball season
Those present were: Joan FulFriday -geening, October 30, with
ton, Charlotte Jackson, Ann Mca game with Heath, at Heath.
Lean, Jamie Branch, Jane Jones,
A Va Nell Farmer, Ellen Stanfield,
It pays to read the claaulled ads.
Betty. Johnson, La Don Mercer,
and Joan Farris,

Monday evening were Mrs. A. F.
gay, on the plates were of white Doran. Mrs. T C. Doran. Mrs. Ebarvardia, yellow rose buds and thel Bowden and Mrs. Calista ButA wedding of wide interest !is I maiden hair fern tied, allith silver. terwarth Jones. s
• • • • •
th4t of Miss Marjorie McElratn. The cream frozen in individual
daarttites of Mr. and Mrs.. William hearts and also the nut cups con- Project on "Colonial 'We"
Wellace McElrath. and Mr. William tinued the color scheme of yellow
Is Feature of Party
Samuel Major. son of Mr and Mrs. and white.
On Friday afternoon the child'Trenton.
N.
Salpuel L. Idetor of
For ginrig away the bride wore a ran of the fifth grade at the
J.,. which was solemnized in the
vionnet model of wool crush, a training school directed by M
presence ef close friends at four,
sport. coat !with flattering fox col- Naomi Maple 'entertained. A pico'crock October the tWenty-fourth
lar and brown accessOries. After ture on colonial life merle last
in - the home, of Mr. and Mrs.
a trip in the east Mr. and Mrs. year was shown.
W4liam J McKinney. 1008 Crest
Major will make their home in
Children from the H. S. and
Ciacfe. Cincinnati. Ohio. Dr. Albert
Cincinnati.
mothers were included.
Q.•Schatzman. pastor of the Hyde
Mrs. Major possesses a charmThe tea table was very pretty.
Pet'y Community Methodist Church
ing personglity and many lovely
About 130 attended.
officiated.
Bra-•
• • • • traits. She is a graduate of
fuarnediately preceding the cerenau
Clelege, Gainesville.
Ga..
the Boys and Girls League of
Mtpay Mr. Carlton Coleman flag
where she was a member of the the M. E. Church wilt' have a HalLove You
"At Dalvning" and
Theta Upsilon Sorority. Mr. Major loween supper party in the base.
'Truly" accompanied • by Mrs. Edis a graduate of Lehigh University, ment of the church Saturday evwnrd B. Sudhoff. To the strains
Bethlehem. Pa_ and as district ening at 6 o'clock. All members
of the "Wedding March" played by
sales manager for the AmeriCan are invited to bring a covered
Mra Sudhaff. the Maid of honor,
Engineering Cc., of Philadelphia.
, dish and sup the witch's brew.
M. E. Society Has
Mies Madge Butt of Cairo. Ga. and
All-day Meeting
Mrs A. D. Butterworth and
Ciiieinnati. descended the stairs
A beautifullly appointed re- Mrs. Joe T. Lovett will have
preceding the bride and toqk her
The Alice Waters Missionare
hearsal .dinner was that given at cearge.
1i at the improvisel `altar. The
"--1:
4
Society of the M. E. Church had
•
• • •
the Alnes Hotel Friday evening
bride Pros met at the altar by the
at all-day meeting on Tuesday at
for the MeElrath-Major wedding Garden Department
groom .and his best man. 'Mr.
the home of Mrs. W. J. MeCoy,
party • and other friends. Covers
meet November 5th
of Wilmington.
GeOrge Hofman
The Ay was especially set a,
were laid for eighteen- and many
De:. and Cincinnati. ,•
The Garden Department will side for mission study. Mrs. W. J.
blasts were graciously given the
the bride wore a prncess style happy couple.
meet Thursday November 5 at MeCoy, chairman of this phase,
Rosen oi ivory iatin with train.
the home of Mrs. R. H. Hood presided and the book on "Home
The dinner was served in one of
Hej finger tip tulle veil was, held
Hosts are 'Mu. Hood. Mrs. Luther Missions" was reviewed by Mrs.
the well appointed private dining'
in 'place by orange blbesoms and
Robertson, Mrs. Arthur Farmer G. T. Hicks.. Mrs F. B. Houston,
rooms, at the conclusion of which
her bouquet was a creation of
Mrs. N. P. Hutson and Mrs. 0. J.
and Mrs. Gatlin Clopton,.
the guests were invited to adjourn
myetery „ gardenias. lilies of the
Jennings.
to -The Village", where gay music
valley and maiden hair fern tied
Mrs. IL .H. Hood is opening her
An elaborate pot luck luncheon
and dancing was enjoyed till •a late
with white satin. The maid of
home this afternoon to the Entre was served at the noon hour.
hour.
ho4or wore a pervanche blue velNous Club,
Present were; Miss Alice Watvet made princess stsle with hat
ers, Mrs. Barber McEaraith, Mrs,
Lovely Was the ItfeElrath-Major
and slippers to blend.
wedding breakfast given Saturday Guests Of Mrs, Walter Blackburn S. B. Tandy, Mrs. W. W. Holland, Assistant County Agent And Mrs.
The brieess mother was gowned morning at the Kemper Lane
Are Feted
Mrs. Jack Beale, Mrs.e.W, P. DuKelly Cromwell Entertain
p claret colored velvet and she Hotel. I in the Green Room, for the
laney, Mts. C. B. Fulton, Mrs. M.
Assistant County Agent and Mrs.
Mrs, W S. Alexander and Miss T. Morris. Mrs. Henry Elliott, Mrs.
wore an orchid. • The groom's,wedding_ _pasty :and out-of-town
Built Alexander of Somerset. Kys Deseey Jonet, Mrs. Luther Jack- _Kelly Cromwell entertained with
mother wore 'a wine colored velvet'! guests.
who were noose guests of Mrs. son Mrs. Bryan Tolley. Master delightful 6 o'clock supper at their
dress and lA slender corsage of
home on Elm street on Friday evWalter Blackburn from Wednes- Harold Tolley, Mrs. Bob Gatlin,
Talisman roses. The pianist wore Mr. Joseph Moore Is
ening of last week.
day to Monday, were entertained
Gerbeva
burgundy
velvet and
Mrs. W. A. Ross, Mrs. 0. J.
Honored On Birthday
Covers were laid for Mr. and
at several
delightful
informal Jennirigs, Mrs., C. A. Jennings,
da4les The hostess was charming
Mr. J. .J. Moore celebrated his parties. On Wednesday evening Mrs. Kirby Jennings, Mrs. E. B. Mrs. 0. W. Barnett, Misses Juanita
In black velvet and a corsage of
McDougal and Margaret Purdom,
sweet pea. The groom. the best seventy-fifth birthday on Sunday, the Blackburns had a group-ousted,
ififtson. Mrs;
Mr. Conn Barnett and Mr. and
close friends to meet them.
man. the vocalist and the minister Oct.•ber the, 25th.
3. T. Robinson, Rev, 0. A. Marrs,
Thursday afternoon Mrs. t.. L. .Mra. .J. T. Cochran Mrs. W.., 0. Mrs. Cromwell,
wore boutonniers of gardenias
He was honored with a bountiful
The decerancei for a background basket dishier served at the home Sharborough included them_ with Moore. Mrs. J. F. Dale: Mrs. Alto. the altar was arranged of smilax of `us ,daughter. Mrs. Jeff Farrel, her bridge club.
bert Lassiter, Mrs. W. L. Whitand palms—the latter sulaornireated. and Mr. Farris. North Fifth street. - -Friday -afternoon -Mrs,-A. Y Yan- nell. Miss }fettle England, Mrs. Et
Against thrs burned fourteen Ivory
A selection of nice gifts express- cey had two `tables of bridge in W. Spire, 'Tiers. Lula Risenhoover,
candles and were placed several ed love and esteem for this sterling compliment to them. Mes. E. S. Mrs. William Purdom. Mrs. G. C.
artistically arranged bouquets of character..
Diuguid Jr. had high score and Ashcratt, Mrs. J. D. Sexton Mrs.
cream Pscl white porn porn ehryG. T. Hicks. Mrs. W. J. MeCoy,
Present for-dinner were Mr. and the honor guests received gifts.
santhemums. snap dragoiss and Mrs. Coon Moore. Max Gene
Friday evening they were din- Mrs. Mary MeCey Nall.
• • • • •
ss. timbales The path leading to the Moose. —Mrs. la. A.- Moore. • Mn ner guests of Mrs. .r.
Branch.
"altar was formed of white linen. Albert Bradley. Mr. and Mrs. LuSaturday evening Mrs. Cliffta
ys and Girls Enjoy
kelestring the ceremony a recep- cien Gupton. Miss Eula Mae Gup- Melugm had a small garty In their
Party in Hood. Home
tion fik held at the home of 'Mr. ton: -Mr. 0. L. Jones. Mrs. Phrona honor,
Martha Belle Hood and 'Oliver
and Mrs. McKinney. The labie Jones. Mr. and^lers. C. P. Moore,
ed linen cloth had Joe Moore of Mayfield.
with Its
- • ••
Mrs. Carrie 'Denham
had a; Hood . entertained friends in their
home on Friday everting.
as The cen'tersee a three, 1.ereel
Mr. and Mrs. Jeff' Farris, Mary luncheon guests at her apartment
The party had a touch of fork
wedding cake flaslked
v
Chasries Farris. Calling in the Mrs. C. A. Bishop. Mrs. Leslie
maliti with the little misses weareapitt. vases • of whi
afternoon' were. Mr. ,and Mrs., Putnam, Mrs. Vernon Stubblefield
ing their pretty love party* dress• ase-aall white tapers
,"ayne Paschall. Mr. and 11.47. B. Sr.. Mrs. E. B. Houston and Mrs.
es, a well planned program of proW. Rolland.
—
tarks. Charles B. Starks. Joe Hal
This was One of a series being gressive games and a delightful
tares. `Mr. Sammie Paschall of
buffet supper served late in the
given by Circle No.- 3.
..,,Nashville, Tenn.
dining room.
Mr. and Mrs. R. H. Hood assistThe Woodmen Circle had a bus'Ilewe'en Is Here
ed in the hospitalities.
Mess meeting in the B. & P. W.'s
Present were; Imogene Bailey.
, HalIoWeern will be celebrated in club room on Tuesday
evening.
Marion Sharborough, Barbara Diuthe tity by eeveral parties during
• . • •.
•
guid. Frances Sledd. Jennie Wren
the corning Wee.sir end. On Thurs- m„ E. Society to ,
day night the 'Training School
. Coleman, Mary Callis, Elizabeth
Elect Officers
Ray Finney. Emma Sue Gibson,
-tudents will have 'ifsparty: Friday
mght several Sunday 'School etas-, The general meeting of the M. Thelma Riley. Louise Putnam. Ma'es are having parties;sehooI
ry Society will be at ry Virginia Hoffman, Martha Belle
N44. E. Missionary
orss,SaturHsiod.
day evening the high
the church on Tuesday the 3rd.
will
:
• -SUFFER IEROM ONE OF
Herman Ellis, W. D. Adams. Rihave its annual- carnisash the
The Christian Social Relations
• FOUR EYE DEI ECTS
E League will have a supper„par- Committee with Mrs. Lula Risen- chard Gholson, Charles Canis, J.
and each defect requires 41 dii
will have Buddy Farmer. Dan Hutson. Wade
fervid treatment in the selection !y and the college students will .hbever as chairman
Graham, Wells Lovett, Virgil Robcelebrate.
chai
-sse of the program.
of glasses.
,
.
Eleeticei of officers wil be held. ertson. Billy Lipford. James Dale
•
.
Jr0E T. PARKER
•• • • • •
Clopton and Oliver. Hood.
The B. & P. W.'s Club had the
• • •
r
• •
Optometrist
regular fellowship supper on last Mother's ciato alfeet
John Daniel Lovett
Thursday evening in
First Friday
the club
Celebrates Tenth- Birthday
rooms
The Training Scheel Mother's
Hosts were Mrs. Ethel Bowden,
Jam Daniel Lovett. son of Mr.
• Mrs. Celia Crawford and Mi;s Ro- Club will meet in the third grade
and Mrs. Joe Lovett, was honor
robm
Friday.
November
6.N,
berta Whitnah.
guest at a birthday luncheon on
Mrs. Lois Waterfield had charge
The program is as follows':
Care--of the Eye — Dr. Orvis Saturday. October the 24th, in his
of the program on "Citizenship."
home.
Two splendid talks • were made on C Wells.
The long table had as'a center-Letislation for Women" by Mrs. "How Well Lighted Is Your
piece a silver bowl filled with pink
R. M. Pollard and on "State Rome." Mrs. Chas. Hire.
flowers and flanked by pink
Vocal sole—Mrs. U.
• •RS:hts ss Centralization" by Mrs.'
Demonstration—Ky.'-'eenn. Light tapers burning in silver holders.
The birthday take held ten tiny
& Power Co.
a .• • • •
pink candies.
ss
Lovely gifts were livid..from
,efre (angles Wallis Is
the guests. ,is paren <and his
Given Birthday Party
.grandparents.
Members of the Birthday Club
tel
Covers were laid for John
met with Mrs. Gingles Walls Lovett, Dickie Hood, Pat Crawford,.
. 'IsIVe bu
ett
a
n-3
-ave
money.
,W
-e
ear-74
?
"
ih&
best
of
..
Friday
evening
Ootober 24th. Charles Lassiter, Ben Crawford,'N,,
es and fresh meatx, and offer them at -the lowest la:sharing Mr+. Wallis.
'
Siena'Pricw.Wiilard, Chariee
e prices at aritiThes. .-- A delicious buffet supper was Joe Butterworth, Welia_L.ovett,
.
enjoyed at small _tables where and Mrs. Lovett,
99c face
CAltBAGE, 10 lbs. 23c; 50-pound barg.i,.
flowers were attractively arGRAPE FRUIT. 3 for
.
10c ranged.
November 130 Is Set
....:::,,
The honoree was the recipient
,
ORANGES, dozen
20c
For Delta Meeting
of love,
handkerchiets from
. . Sc events
LETTUCE, nice treads
The November meeting of the
•-CELERY
,
Sc
Those present were Mrs. Graves Delta Department has been post17,
poned to Friday evening. November
ONIONS, 5 pounds for
10c Siedd. Mrs. Burgess Parger. Jr.. 13,
i
at which lime Miss Ruth Sex....—
'Mrs. C. C. Farmer. Mrs. Ronald
19c Churchill, MrS. 0, X. Bennett, ton will open her home for the ocCRANBERRIES, quart
designed by
' 6c Paducah. Mrs. John 'Farmer, Mrs. casion. Hosts will be Miss Sexton,
ROYAL GELATIN,•any flavor
Miss Estelle Houston, and Mrs.
CANDY, 1-lb. box Cliocolate Cherries
24c 'fohn Whitneil, Mrs. Roy Farmer, Myrtle Wall.
Mrs. Rudy Tyree, Mrs. Garnett
HEINZ CATCHUP, large size bottle
19c Jones, Mrs., Walter Boone. Mrs. The change was made because of
Here's the smart topper you
OLEO, 2 pounds for ' •
25c Wells Overbey, Mrs. Thomas the.. services being held at the
have always longed for . . .
First
Baptist
ghurch.
CLUSTER RAISINS, 15-oz. pkg..
20c Banks. Mrs. Robert Jones and
"Llomalwre" is the new, soft,
• • • • •
DATES, 24-oz, pkg.
25c Mrs Wallis.
tufted fabric that is causing so
r
Alphas' Met On
_much furor in the world of
27c
10 pounds MEAL, Jersey Cream
Saturday
sports ... Wear them for busi25c Mrs..'F, B. Minton Entertains
Thart 'mod PINGDINGER COFFEE 2 pounds
Official Staff "ef M.. E.
ness, sports, motoring and in
Poetic Contrasts" was the subMOOS—No. 16
.,
19c
Society
teem and you'll be fashionSaturject
of
a
program
given
on
COAL HODS
• ........
38c
. . ••
wise. Very ressonabk.
••
Mrs. E. B. Houston on Friday day before the Alpha membere at
,
SW? JARS, Ivory •
68c
the
home
"of Mies Beatrice Frye,
*
afternoon, entertained the official
2,'4,-ips jar PEANUT BUTTER mad
Two papers read by two cemof the Alice Waters Mission39c staff
'
2-pound box CRACKERS'
ary SoeietY for the past two years petent local literary critics shotiSed
during-. which „ time Mrs. Houston study and created intense interest.
Will FAY highest market prices for EGGS.
They were "Life and Works of
has been president.
.
PHONE NO, 37 Fall flowers added to the 10V11,- 'Henry Vtaiisetnrth Longfellow and
WE DELIVER
MeEleath-Major

Lynn Grove High
News

_
I Actually Domiciled There .for biz
'
I Maths Next Preceding"the
I Date for Receipt, of Applietitions,arid who meet the other retilture
Mason
to
the
Patienb admitted
ments set forth in Form 1971. Beth
Hospital the past week:
men and women, if qualified. any
Mrs. E. M. Mason, Hazel; Miss enter this examination, but appoint.
Marie Hatcher. Murray; Clarice D. ing officers have the legal right to
Jackson, Puryear, Tenn.; Omer seeelfy the sex
desired in - reWells, Murray; Mrs. Marvin Hale, questing certification .of eligibles.
Hazel; Willis Hickok. Murray; Mina Form 1977 and application blanks
Ada Adair, Sedalia; Mrs. Era Bar- can be obtained from the vacancy
-low, Paris, Tenn.
office mentioned above or from
the
Patients dismissed from
the United. .eaates Civil Seisms
Mason Hospital the past week:
Commission 'at' Washington,
Camden,
Hicks,
Mrs. Clifford
Applications must be on file with
Tenn.; Mrs. H. R. Towery, Redden; the Commission at Washington, D.
Miss Marie Hatcher, Murray; Mrs. C., prior to the close of business
Chester Rowlett, Memphis, Tenn.; on the date specified above. At
Mrs. Sadie Lee Vance, Redden; the examination, applicants must
Omer Wells, Murray; Jim Page, furnish unmounted photograpla of
Murray: Mrs. Miller Rose, Murray; themselves taken within two yeata
Willis Hickok, Murray; Mrs. Wilson
Melugin, Murray.

lio.ipitai News

Hazel F. F. A. I
Notes

RURAL CARRIER EXAMINATION
The United States Civil Service
Commission has announced an examination to fill the position of
rural carrier at Murray, ity.. The
examination will be held at Murray, Ky.
Receipt of applications will close
on November 13, 1936.
The date of examination will be
stated on admission cards mailed
to applictnie 'after the close of receipt of applications, and will be
about 15 days aftee'that date. The
salary of a rural carrier on a standard route of 30 miles served daily
except Sunday is 11,800 per annum, with an additional $20 per
mile per annum for each mile or
niajor fraction- thereof in excess
of 36 Miles. Certain, allowances
are also inaci- for the maintenance
of equipment... The Examination
Will Be Open Only to Miens Who
Are Actually Domiciled in the Territory of the Post Office Where the
Vacancy Exists, _Who Have Been

The. Hazel F. F.
sponsored a'
party Tuesday night, October 27,
This party was one of the most anpoiliant events Of the year for the
Hazel Future 'farmer organization,. The party on this occasion
was featured by the "Crowning of
the Harvest Queen." Miss-Elreta
Lamb -of Midway was crowned
Harvest Queen.
The class has'gen busy the past
week Making bulletin boxes altil
cleaning our room etc.
Monday morning. October 20,
one of the members of our club
brotight his radio to -class,' clang.
tile 'bays an opportunity, to listen
to the natiqnal public speaking
contest held at Karisas City, Mo.
Several Fayette county Negro
farmers have built and partly furnished , homes from used materials
at low cost.

Formerly AURORA LUNCH
RED WORKMAN'

Pleasant

Now...

rvice-at .

Night Manager

BROWN'S
CAFE

SAME EXCELLENT
FOOD AND
SERVICE

Now under new management
Retaining the SAME
EMPLOYEES

Delicious Sunday
Dinners
Miss Gertrude Wright
TRY THEM!
Miss Lura Barrow
.7
SANDWICHES, HOT BARBECUE, COLD BEER and
SOFT DRINKS
We specialize in Good Kentucky Country Hams and
Maxwell House Coffee.
Across from the Postoffice—

BROWN'S CAFE
FRED BROWN, Proprietor -

lout of every 10

-

PARKERS
JfWELRY STORE

• Mark Their Final Resting Place

TOLLEY & CARSO
FOOD MARKET

IT•
c

Before the Cold and Gloomy November Rains Set In
When you face the stern reality of death, all
you can do
for your loved ones is to
them an appropriate buTrar and mark
their final resting place v.'ith airtionument of permtnenee,104 kgt41,4_
When you trade with us, your home folks, y6u can See the monument from start to finish and you are diisured of The heist stones that
c4rn. be had, the very highest-grade workmanship and the lowest
prices
•-• for the same quality that you can find anywhere.

—FOR SPORTS

Our range is practically unlimited.

A Suitable Marker May be Obtained for as little as $10

PRINTZESS

,

REGAL DRESS
SHOP

[FALL Is An UNEXCELLED SEASON]
To ERECT A MEMORIAL

-MURRAY MARBLE WORKS
TELEPHONE 121

East Depot St.
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GOLDIt ORR, Manager

Murray, Ky.
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Linty Negro
partly turnid materials

rent, I suppose. I've heard of it.
Mrs. Rob‘rt Maddox of Murray Arnett of Lynn .Grove, were in
Mr. and Mrs. Jake Mayer were
It's nice to feel you %toil be out
is spending the week in }Wel Hazel Sunday to visit Mrs. Arnett's
in Mayfield Monday to visietheir
of pocket by my stay. anyway."
with her daughter, Mrs. Floyd parents. Mr. and Mrs. S. S. Hernson. Dr. Jacob Mayer, and.-Mrs.
Simon looked at Hilda, speechless.
Fudge.
don.
Behind his great-soot's back he
Mayer.
a. The Woman's Missionary Society
H. I. Neely and 0. B. Turnbow
Mrs. Carlos Warren of the Green
kicked at her blankets. "Sh -She'll of
the Hazel Baptist Church met attended the dedication of the Mur- Plain section, was
J. W. Owens of near Buchaaas
in Hazel Tueskill you if you mark them! I don't on
Tuesday afternoon, October 27, ray Baptist church Sunday, after- day to visit relatives.
Austin-Peay reached Murray's 20Tenn.. was a business vale` In
By LILLIAN M'DONALD believe fat people are always so
and had their regular monthly noon.
yard line, but that was as far as
good-natured and your great aunt
C eeeeclated Newspapers.
Coleman Hurt was in Murray Hazel Wednesday.
Bible
study, "The Minor Prophets."
they Were allowed to come.
N U Service.
Mist Lula Paschall of Puryear Tuesday on business.
Is worse than all my poor relatives
Mrs. Joe Wynn and daughter of
The whole Frosts team displayed
The meeting was openeo by sing- was a guest in the borne of W. D.
put together."
Oudrey Simmons was a business Puryear, Tenn., were Hazel visita surprisingly well-played game 4 0
ing
"What
hymn,
Friend."
a
Kelly
and
family
Sunday.
4
visitor in Paducah Monday.
NE thing does make me
Great aunt beamed. "Doctor
ors last Friday.
against the heavier, more-experiThe scripture reading was given
happy," said Mrs. Lane.
Mrs. Fannie Moore of Wiswell,
Jones says he'll fix it all within •
best Frosh team since enced team. Coach Miller used
"That's fortunate," said couple of days," said she. "Now by the president, Mrs. Grace Wil- Ky., was in Hazel last Tuesday
1931 downed Austin-Peay Normal 18 men in the fray, changing linesSimon, her husband. "What Is it?" let's get busy. I don't like this dull son.
'to visit her only brother, E. D.
at Clarksville, Tenn., 7-0 Thursday men and alternating backs in each
"That we simply can't entertain browe paper and those pictures 'Prayer, Mrs. Frank Vaughn.
Hurt, and Mrs. Hurt.
night, October 22, in a rough-an- period.
relatives from the country. We look awful queer to we. What are
Mr. and Mrs. Ira. Morgan had
tumble affair. The game was the
The Bible discussion was very
Lawson, Ward, Johnson. Irvan, literally couldn't put them
they?"
up."
first of the season for Coach Mill- and the whole crew displayed
interesting with each one present as their guest a few days last
Simon took his pipe out of his
Vote as you please. I hope, as that is the right
"Japanese
prints," murmured
week, Mrs. E. L. Freelancrof Jacker's Yearlings.
taking part.
varsity possibilities. Downey, Pa- mouth, looked solemnly around the Hilda.
son,
Tenn.
of
citizen who has registered except travelevery
session
A short businges
followMurray scored in the first seven ducah guard, who was in every 20 by 14
"A good Amerkan picture is good
living, davenporhaleeping,
.rninutes of play on one of the play while he was in, and Jack
Mrs. Alice Jones who has been
ed the study period.
men
women, officers or preachers who were
ing
or
dining room and grinned.
enough for me. Heathenish, they
confined to her room for several
"Frank Mertiwell's" when Ernie Lu ns f or d, 240-pound Danville
Eleven members were present.
"Might try 'em In the bathtub," look, Why not try and sell them for
necessarily
away at regular time of registering, is
Ward, Fresh half, shot a 40-yard tackle', served is co-captains.
The M. E. Missionary Society of days with influenza„A_much_imhe said. "It's large for its size."
a few cents .and get at geed, cheerpass diagonally across the field to
--the last 'ruling bp-the 'courts, that -such a one Tway
No serious injuries were inflicted
"Sever," said his wife who was ful landscape with a few nice cows, the Hazel church tVillshave their pilved.
Bob Smith who fell over the goal- on Murray's team; however several nice but
fall mission study class meeting
Boyce Wilson, who nas been
register"iin election day or day before.
not overweighted with a or a little girl's head."
line barely catching the heave.
Friday and Msgeday afternoon. The working in Paris the peat few
of the men suffered bruises from sense of humor. "No—we're flute.
"We like them, Mrs. Warren, and them
of the meet will be "The weeks has returned home.
Murray coasted from there, with a battering ristic attack in the You see, I have fa; aunts, four
• ;•
I'hope all will choose to vote for Franklin D.
perhaps, as you are good enough to
the ball in Austin-Peay's territory final period, when both teams were cousins, seven
Mr. and Mrs. E. M. Mason of
uncles, two perfectly think you can rest comfortably for American Negro". "A Preface to
Roosevelt
for the Presidency that he may continfor the major portion of the game. slugging.
nice but enormous grandmothers two nights in a bathtub, you won't Racial Understanding" by Charles North Hazel are the proud parue
the
control
of governmental finance and continS.
Johnson
discussed.
will
be
•ents of a son, born last Thursday!
and grandfathers, a mother and fa- mind our keeping our prints
where
A very interesting study is being at the Mason Hospital.
devaluation
ue
of the dollar until those who
the
Mrs. Gracie Scott has been very ther; they're all large eaters."
they are."
led by Mrs. K. G. Dunn with a
Mrs. R. R. Hicks was in Murray
"Say no more. 'I understand,"
Ill. Her infant was buried at Lone
went
"Keep what you 111:e, my dear,
debt
in
prices
were high may pay with
when
number
of the missionary ladies Monda
to visit relatives and
waved Simon, who was hanging a only I think it makes people deOak last Wednesday.
high priced farm products and government works
taking part on the program.
friends.
picture. "How does this look?'
pressed and queer when they Use
Mrs. Mae Towery and infant son
Fall is lovely, in spite of the
Mrs. Mamie Nix, Wright and
"Nice, but crooked."
labor until such time as industries will be able to
with queer things, that's all."
drouth, or maybe, it is because of were brought home in an ambuMiss Hallie Marie Pennick of daughter, Rose Mary, left Friday
Ills wife gently tilted It slid put
"Where
is
ehe?"
give employment to the idle, and homes are saved
whispered
Simon,
Mason
Wednesday
lance
the
from
the dry summer and late frost.
Gleason, Tenn., is a guest in the for Memphis where they will join
her head to one side. "This un- entering with the ingredients
for home of her aunt, Mrs. Laymon
Last year there was a killing Memorial Hospital.
and small towns and communities are re-estabMr. Wright who is working there
packing is au fut. I'm hungry again- the "light" meal;
frost October 8, but the first genLittle Dewey Gene, son of Mr. already.'
White, and family in North Hazel. and will spend the winter there.
lished.
"In the bathroom making her bed.
eral frost this season has not come and Mrs Joe Towery,'is in the
Miss Libbie James was in PurS. S. Garrett of McKenzie, Tenn.,
Simon aighe4, vanished into the
I
simply won't make up beds In year last'-'Thursday as guest of
now 20 days later. The yellow Clink Hospital very ill.
Remember the polls open at 6 and close at 4.
was a business visitor in .Hazel
kitchenette aid produced a delicabathrooms. nor will I be responsi- Mrs. Birdene Birchett.
maples, hickory, and sasafras were
Tuesday.
Mrs. Arie Vance was returned tessen chicken, radishes and,a bothope
I
this law will be changed to.close at 6, givble for barbarians." As Simeon
never more translucent; the reds last week from Mason Memorial tle of beer.
Mr. and Mrs. Seldon Optiand,,,, ..,Mrs. W. E. Dick has kmen con'- .
looiced a trifle hurt, she flew to film 'Mrs. 'Pearl Outlahd and 'daughter
ing
hours instead of 10. . New York has 12
of gum -sand sumacs never more .Hospital not much improved in
12
fined' to tier- heir* on- School .street
They atia.
'
and putting her arms around his Nell Ruth, Mrs. Bob,Oyercast,,Mp
gorgeoul, and' the late rains have health. '
s. for severaf dayt with illness..
The bell rang vociferously.
hours
and
lire asking for 15shours.
neck whispered, "I'm sorry. But Jack White and baby. Jerry, were
refreshed the greens of oaks, popSimon rose, wiped off chick-soy
. Mrs. C. C. O't-r, west of tOwti, is
-Mrs. Veia Adainskserved a family
our scheme for no spare room Paris _visitors last Saturday afterMrs. elms,.and willows.
It is your job to vote. No one can do it for
confined to her bed with illness.
home dinner Sunday in honor of fingers ad went to the 'door.
-scarcely seems a success."
noon. ,
"Simon," his wife heard (she'd
Dr. and Mrs. B. Cherry are 'the
We should stake some pride in her husband's birthday.
If you are disabled, some one will help you..
you.
"I
forgot
Aunt
Matilda. She only
The Rev. R. F. Gregory of Mur- parents of a new baby, born last
the picturesque roads we have, if , Another birthday dinner in the had presence of mind to dash for
if you will let it be known.
the bathroom with the remnants of comes to town for her plate about ray filled .his regular monthly ap- Wednesday night.
neighborhood
Sunday
was
last
one
we cannot boast the broad high-,
every four years, dear, that's all. pointment at the Baptist church
Miss Mildred Patterson visited
by neighbors and the family in food, and hide).
ways of Central Kentucky. Last honor of Mr. T. 0. Turner, an aged
"How you've grown! I simply Anyway, she will stay only one here Sunday.
in Murray Monday.
week Mrs. Wrather accompanied man.—Alf.
Mrs. Neumie Doherty and sons. s.The Rev. and Mrs. . Charlie
never would have known you. And night. I'll see to that."
ANOTHER CHOICE YOU CAN MAKE. Ev"But how, Simon? tVe can't mur- Billie and Bobbie of Hot Springs,
Miss Swain, a charming and brilmarried? I must see your wife. I
ery time you come to town, come to our BASEliant woman of Danville, to the
hope she is worthy of you, for you der her. Nothing else would get her Ark., are in Hetet this week visit- feet••••4110411••••••••••41.0404041
county schools. The visitor thought
ing friends.
were always such a good, sensible out."
MENT DEPARTMENT. It is the warmest place in
"Listen. When I was • kid I
the Old Newburgh-Murray road to
Mrs. Alice Jones and daughters.
boy."
... That big open furnace, and HOT PRICES
town
be a private road through a parkMurle and Hazel, Mrs. Willie JenkRapturous hugging and audible walked In my sheets," - s
"Well?"
EAST ST. LOUIS. Ill., Oct. 28— kisses followed. Hilda washed her
like estate, and she was so charmins, Mr. and Mrs. Orville Jenkins
on Work Clothing and Shoes. Dewey and Joe will
"I might get up eark and turn were in Murray Sunday afternoon
ed_sisigesits betmty that she insists Hops 12,000, market slow; steady hands vigorously, removed a black
._
make it pleasant for you.
on
the
shower."
Tuesday's
averthan
!Meer
to7Hic
ed on returning over its rough
spot from her nose and hastily powMilt Mrs. D. N. White, who -is
Hilda giggled. "Oh. Simon, you a patient in the Williams Mason
hills, rather than by the highway. age; top 9.50; bulk 190-280 lbs. 9.30 dered it. Then she tiptoed to the
In the READY TO WEAR, Mrs. James is so
mustn't. It might kill her."
Memorial Hospital.
The neighbor women gave Mrs. 6.9.40; 170-190 lbs., 9.00519_35; 140- door, holding fast to the handle.
nice to you. Special showing of Fur Coats this
180 lbs.. 8.150 8.75; a few 8.85;
"Hilda!" shouted Simon.
Mr. and Mrs. Owen Brandon,
Tamson
. , "You don't know Great Aunt MaParker a
shoyser
100-130 lbs., 7.000 8.00: sows mostly
She entered to tint' the room -tilde. I do."
Max Brandon, MSS Pearl Thompweek end.
Wednesday. Twenty-five
were
son. Mrs. W. B. Milstead, and Mrs.
present and a number sent gifts. 8.1508.40; smooth light weights usurped by the largest person she'd
ever seen In her life.
At no time in the history of Muregy'have you
0. B. Tarnbow were in Mayfield
Yale College Gets Copy
Mrs Effie Holland, Mrs. Octa held higher.
Cattle; 4,000. calves 2.000, relaMein smiled and came forward
and Paducah last Thursday..
Geurin, and Mrs. Stella Ragsdale
had
the service offered you in SHOE FITTING
Emmett's
of
Dan
"Dixie"
Miss Verna Littleton of Puryear
served dainty refreshments to the tively few native steers sold, some with hand outstretched.
Probably no more stirring tune
from
so well assorted stock as is now on display
strictly
choice
average
10.00:
1,042
"I
am
SIMOD'S
was
great
in
aunt,
Hazel
Saturday afternoon
Matilcallers.
light weights 9.75; looking strong to da Warren," said the invader. "I has been produced in this country
opping.
at
Shoe Store. If your feet could vote, they
our
The Bible lessons and preaching
higher; indications 'around heard you were in town and so I than the Inimitable "Dixie," says ' Muncie Steely, Jess Stelly and
25c
would come to TURNER'S.
were well attended Sunday at
steady on low piiced steers, mixed made an appointment with niy the New Orleans Times Picayune.
land Morris were in Murray
Friendship. Mrs. Ed Walker, E. yearlings
and heifers active, steady dentist a have to get a new plate) It has a thrilling, soul-searching
nday.
Lyons and family, and Mr. and
'to strong. cowstufi and bulls and I just know you'll 'eve to have quality that puts it on a parity with
Mrs. Lutie Gibbs of Murray has
Mrs McNabb and son were among opening steady; treaters
other
the
great
of'the
music
world.
25c lower; me for a few days—until he gets
n in Hazel the past few days
the more distant attendants. MinWhen we were small we learned to
mixed yearlings and heifers largely through."
istting her brother, Frank Vaughn
ister Pogue preached in excelling 1.500t8.110;
ring
school.,
It
In
As
we
grew
older
Hilda strove to master a groan.
beef meats 4.000 5.00-, cutilnd Mrs. Vaughn.
. fgesteleeeestete•••••••••••••••••
german.
"I'm terribly sorry that we have the words and rhythm came to ' Mrs. Audrey Simmons, Mrs.
ters and low cutters 3.00413.75; top
have
a
meaning.
deeper
"Dixie"
is
Mr. and Mrs. Alvin Brandon sausage bulls 5.25; top veaTers 10.50: only one room. You see Simon is
Myrtle.Lawrence and their visitor,
;V—
served an abundant and good after- nominal range slaughter steers 5.25 not rich, yet. Ile and I just man- as Southern as corn pone and mo- Mrs. Huntas Doherty of Hot
lasses;
American
as
Glory.
as
Old
church dinner to Mr. and Mrs. L. 010.80; slaughter heifers 4.50010.00. aged this little place, which is cunShortly after it had been written Springs, Ark., were in Murray SunH. Pogue and Lester, C. 9. Branning for two. But we eat and sleep
day afternoon to visit Mrs. Brady
-ss
In
1859 by Daniel Decatur Emdon and Miss Carrie, and
It Pays to Read the Claminede and live and work, all this little mett,
White who is a patient in the"Dixie"
became
the
song
of
room."
ISlason
Hospital.
"Hare you no kitchen?" said the the Confederacy. It was insepar- r A number of Hazel citizens atably woven by events into the warp
great-aunt.
Her tone sounded
tended the dedicatory services at
menacing, somehow, but It might and woof of Seuthern history, :To the First Baptist Church of
MurIts martial cadences the men of the
have been Imagination.
South marched through four years ray,. Sunday afternoon.
"Simon, come show Mrs. Warren
Mrs. Alice Jones and daughters
the kitchen," in a stifled voice from of bitter warfare on be_half of
cause they deemed juat. Dining the had as their Sunday dinner guests,
poor Hilda.
Mrs. Willie Jenkins and Mr. and
trying
days
of
reconstruction
"A closet, that's all it Is! RidicMrs. Orville Jenkins.
"Dixie"
helped
the
people
of
Dixie
nious to try and keep healthy In
Mrs. Sheltie Maude Petty and
to forget their burdens. Since then
The Comptroller of the Currency has released the such an absurd way. Er, have you It has won national recognition, and daughter, Ernestine of Paris. Tenn.,
no bathroom?"
while It must remain forever es- were here Saturday visiting her
information that he is preparing a SECOND DIVIDEND
"You ehow her the bathroom," in
sentially Southern, it is now a part parents. Mr. and Mrs. Frank Bray.
for the depositors of the First National Banks Murray, anguished tones from Sinum.
Mr. and Mrs. Terry Cochran, Mr.
the pattern of the Republic.
"Ilin. A nice big tub. Now, of
Kentucky. This dividend will probably be ready for de- children,
Thus the elation of Yale univer- and Mrs. Less Ross of Kirksey.
it seems to me I could
Mr. and Mrs. Tom
Clark of
livery to the various depositors in the next thi•ee weeks make myself. right oemfortable In sity over acquiring one of the three Florida,
and Mrs. Hoffman and
original manuscripts of the famovs
that
bathtub
for
the
few
days
Docor thirty days, and the dividend will be 15 per cent.
song is easily understandable. The two daughters, and Mrs. Loche
tor Jones will take to fix my plate.
manuscript, copied from the origi- Hargrove of Murray were Sunday
Now, riret don't say a word. I'll
This notice is given you, and especially to those who take my blankets I always take nal score- ity the hand of Its com- guests of Mr. and Mrs. E. D. Hurt.
Torirturton, H. E. Brandon, E.
poser in 1902,
two years bemay be in a business need of this dividend, that you may around with me, for one Can never fore his death, just
has been purchased M. Mason, -Will Alton were in
tell if hotels and boarding houses
for the library of Calhoun college Murray Monday.
take advandige of it in calculating your future affairs.
are really clean and sanitary. I alby the associate fellows of that
ways take two blankets and I've
PUBLIC SALE—I will offer for
branch of the university. Well may
the
dividend
this
'Whr
nlee steamer rug, used when
is. ready for delivery, you will
Yale be proud of such a treasure. sale Tuesday. Nov. 10, at 10 a. m.
Uncle Warren was alive, and
at my home 5 miles west of Murbe promptly notified of the fact that it is here subject poor
we went to Europe (dear, how sick
ray, on the Stella and Wiswell
to ;Our wishes and pleasure.
Stones
Reveal
Viking Visit
I was!). ,Weil, we'll fix it fine.
road the following; 11 head cattle.
Here," she opened. her suitcase and
to Minnesota in Year 1362 1 mule. 2 mule colts, 1 horse, 40
threw Oat the formidable but spotBelief that a tribe of ancient hbi. corn, 10,000 pounds hay, and
less blankets, a Navajo rug, the Norsemen visited this territory In farming implements.
Terms-90
steamer rug and assorted pillows.
the Fourteenth century was voiced days with apprOved security. W.
"No, you just get me a little din- by F. T. Gustayson, Pequot, Minn., A. Hale.
029-N5
ner, a steak (only see it's thick) nationally known anthropologiet
and a few potatoes and cauliflower after a study of several stones at
and some nice oranges and cake (I Cormorant lake, near Detroit Lakes,
only want a light dihner) will do Minn., known as the "Norse Anchor
tine! I'll help you with the rest of Stones," writes a Deristit Lakes
•
your unpacking and seems to me United Press correspondent.
you might have done without a
After viewing the relics, Gustavpiano until you had a bigger apart- son declared that the runic inscripment and then you could have had tion. on the famous Kensington
the stove outside that closet and Runeittone fits them entirely. The
been better able to keep house; but Inscription reads:
I guess yin) will be able to manage,
"Eight Goths and 2 Norwegians
Hilda. You might give me a tune, on exploration—journey from Vinesomething lively; and I will fix that land westward. NVe had camp by
steak myself_m_ soon as Simon two skerries one day—journey north
brings It in. Tm never so happy as from this stone. We fished
one day.
when I'm cooking a good dinner." When we returned home
we found
She stopped breathless, whUe Hilda ten men red with blood and dead.
DEFROSTERS, ANTI-FREEZE, CHAINS
merely gasped.
Ave Marie. Save from evil! Have
"But Aunt Matilda, there malls ten of our party by the sea to look
.BATTERIES, FISK TIRES, TUBES
Isn't room. You'd be most fright- after our ships in 14 day journey
fully uncomfortable. You couldn't from this island. Year 1882."
Eerything to make yOur car perform better
sleep In the bathtub, possibly. RealGustayson explained that a day's
and be more comfortable this winter.
ly you couldn't. It might drip and journey meant at that time the disrheumatism."
you
give
tance traveled by boat along the
A complete line of accessories for every car
"Now just you leave everything coast of Norway, shout eighty
at the lowest prices in Murray.
to me. 'I'll fix everything and here miles.
Is a nickel, for I must find the ex"The lake with the 'two skerries'
We have a /till line of parts for every make.
act time from Dtor Jones about is Cormorant lake," he added,"while
my plate." Somelrow she swept the the sea where the ships were left
hapless couple aside, and found the ts probably Hudson bay. The party
COME IN AND GET OUR PUIGES!
telephone. "Where'd you put the must haveseoine down the Nelson
nickel?" she cried.
savegesLake Winnipeg, and the Red
"It's not a nickel telephone," said river, and by this stream to Cor
anyone
"Call
you
Hilda.
want."
morant lake—where vestiges of the
"Telephone service goes with tbe Norsemen still remain."
Ben Mitchem, Manager

Miller's Frosh Win 7-0
Over Austin-Peay Normal

Hazel Missionary
Societies Meet

NO SPARE
ROOM E8

Game Is First for
Murray State
Yearlings
murray's

How Are You Going To Vote?

Faxon Facts

Livestock
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PAGE THREE

CHICKEN
DINNER

with Coffee and Pie
November 3rd
Election Day
HAZEL,KY.
Nix' Building
PRICE 25c
Served by ladies of
M. E. Church South
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VISIT THE

To The Depositors of
The FIRST NATIONAL BANK, Murray, Ky.

EW HOME
OF THE

LEDGER & TIMES

E. P. PHILLIPS, Receiver

PUBLIC SALE

AUTO HEATERS

I will sell at the H. V.
Darnel) home place between Lynn Grove and
Browns Grove, Thursday, Nov. 5, 1936, at 1
P. M., the following:
2 MULES
2 COWS
2 HOGS
WAGON
40 Barrels CORN
Farming Tools
Household & Kitchen
Furniture

CS

Just South of Our Old Location
on North 4th. Street

Terms Ceish

Murray Auto Parts
EVERYTHING FOR EVERY CAR

Read'the Classified Column.

It Pays to Read Use Classifieds

L

We Cordially Invite You, One
and All,, To Come in and Make
A Complete Inspection At Any
Time!

IL

THE LEDGER & TIMES
Kerdircky's Most Progressive
Weekly Newspaper

CARL B. KINGINS
Adm. H. V. Darnell
Estate

r
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PACE FOUR
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Camille Wells of
her daughter, Mrs. Buel Stroud. in infected hand.
Waldrop. Preston Ordway and T. Pain • Wallpaper Co.
Mr. and Mrs. C. A. 131shoil were Donna De and
were accompaRash Wells, district superVispr She was taken ill with a severe
Sledd. members, attended the dinMr. and Mrs. Will Rowland, Wed In Paducah Tuesday where Mr. Omaha, Neb. They
nied by Miss Rachel liood' and
ner meeting of the Paducah Junior 'Of finance and statistics, visited in cold and became too sick to return Olive street, were week end 'visit- Bishop transacted busineag
Stood who visited Ur. and
Chamber of Commerce in Paducah Murray Tuesday. He met with all to her home.
ors in Mayfield with their son,
Mr. and Mrs. George Hart have Oliver
A
Monday night. Mr. Holland ad- the Calloway county timekeepers
Miss Jennie Seay has returned J. P. Rowland, and Mrs. Rowland as their guest this week Mr. Hart's Mrs. Ben Hood.
"Mary MarMelugin,
dressed the Paducah organization working on the WPA projects.
Jane
Misses
from Mayfield where she visited and family. .
Hart,
mother, Mrs. Lina
and pledged the co-operation of
Kathleen Robertson,
Mrs. C. M. Rhodes, of the Na- her mother who has been ill with
011ie Boren was iii Darden,
D. Holton is in Cincin- tha Overby,
Mrs.
M.
the ,Murray club.
Re-employment
tional
Service, blood poisoning.
Tenn.. the last of the week to see nati this week visiting her daugh- Margairet Overby,: Gracie Neite
Mrs. John Thomas Miller and
Mae Hale. and Marelle
If you have *baton of mhos
Pete Williams, who has been-em- visited in Calloway Wednesday and
baby were dismissed from the
Sammie Paschall, Elvin Thomas, his -brother, Hubert Boren, who ters, -Mrs. Ed Sudhoff and Miss Jones, Reba
your are not aulsaased, please
Hartsfield will spend the week end
Mason Hospital Friday and are at ployed in Kansas City. Missouri, Thursday reclassifying the workers Martha Jennings and Howard Mill- -Was ill.
Anna Diltz Holton.
Mr. and
report thew for this column.
for the past several months, will files and bringing them up to er of Nashville, visited in Murray
tin Paducah in the home
their home on North Seventh.
A. 0. Woods, who has been conMr. and Mrs. Wheeler Denham, Mrs. L. Ms Overby.
return to Murray Saturday to join da(e.
fined
over the week end.
to his home because of 'ill- Hazel, 'isited relatives and friends
Mrs. B. C. Castleberry has been
Willis Hickok was admitted • to
Mr. and Mrs. Pat Jones are the Confined to her bed for several Mrs. Williams and daughter until
Mrs. Clara -Miller of Cadiz is
Miss Frances Ciark, of Cadiz, ness has recovered.
here Sunday.
work
re-opensspring.
his
in
the
the
William
Mason
Memorial
Ilos was a week end visitor with Miss
parents of a son which arrived days with illness at her home on
visiting her niece, Mr:. L. M.
0. T. Skaggs was a business
Hugh Giles, son of Mr. and Mrs,
Mrs. Margaret Orr Briggs, 28, pital for treatment Saturday.
Thursday and weighed 7 pounds. North Fifth street.
Mary Martha Overby in the home visitor 'in St. Louis ever the week Elvin Giles, was discharged from Overby.
Cincinnati. wife of Ralph Briggs.
2 ounces.
host
to
the
Curd
was
WPA
Pink
end
and
attended
of
Mrs.
L.
M.
Overby.
the
Washington the Clinic Hospital Thursday.
Polk Robinson has been ill the
Rupert ...Cole. Murray. was adMrs. J. 14. Sullivan, of Paducah. mitt,...to 'WS Keys-Houston Clinic music 'instructor. and native of foremen and timekeepers in CalloIvan Rudolph left Monday for 1.5.-Drake football game, which was
past week.
Mrs.
and
Johnson
Marelle
Miss
Mayfield. received severe injuries way county Tuesday night with a Memphis where he will study in won by Drake, 20.18.
is the infest of her son.
, Roy Ru- Hospital Monday...
..Mr. Skaggs 3: W. Carr will attend the State' Mr. and Mrs. L. M. Overby Jr.
Tuesday in a motor accident when barbecue. Twenty persons attend- the Chevrolet school for several was accompanied by
dolph,' and family.
Bob Parks, meeting of Deans of Women in and daughter, Betty Elizabeth, of,
of
•
--Piattsburg.
Houstod.
E. H.
a taxicab collided with a truck in
feast which was held near weeks. Upon his return he will of Metropolis.
Mrs. Ernma Valentine has been New 'York. and Mr. and Mrs.- W. Mayfield. Mr. Briggs formerly was ed the
Lexington on Friday and remain Paducah, were week end visitors
Crossland.
Overby's mother, Mrs.
be connected with Porter Motor
ill at, her home on Vine street the M. Houston. py%shileg,--Tenn., have
Dewey
Towery,
son
small
of
Mr.
for 'Homecoming' at the University with Mr.
a music instructor in Murray State
The State Highway Department Co.
ra 0 and Mrs. Joe Towery of thescounty on Saturday.
Mettle Overby,
past week.
been visiting their' brother, Marvin College. Mrs. Briggs is a former
has plated as,Monarsh, 75 tractor
Shirley Durham, small Slaughter was admitted to the K55i:Houston
Mrs. A. D. Butterworth returned'
Mrs. George Smith and daugh- Houston and family, near Hico, for student'.
and a 12 foot grader on the Almo of Mrs. Novie Durham, Wel treatcutst, large
Clinic Hospital Mohdays
_
day-froat a Short visit: to bar. Union ceunty farmers
she past. sev.eraL days_ This
and tar,-Mrs.
receieed by friends
PITA road project VS atd in estab- ed at the Keys-Houston Clinic
Complete Auto service, Chrysler, sister, Mrs. C. V. Townsend, and part of the corn crop to get filmier
__daughter. of Mt. Pleasant, Texas. E. H. Houston's first visit home in - Murray from Darden. Tenn.. where lishing the new road tinder conHospital Sunday for injuries re- Plymouth and DeSoto Dealer. See Mr. Townsend in Hickman:and roughage for Ilyeaterks
are visiting her brother_ and sis- more than 20 years. He visited his 0. L. Boren is with his brother, struction.
-a •
ceived when she was run over by the new 1937 Models on display at
Mrs. Joe Lovett, Wells and John
ters. Mr. and Mrs. Rudy Smith. Mr. father, M. M. Houston, in Dyers- Hugh who is ill, states that he is
FA-XON FIDDLERS' CONTEST, a ear.
300 acres of rye were
than
More
Raishing's
Gararge.
Sunday
in
Lovett
spent
was
accompaDaniel
week
and
last
burg
Miss
and
and Mrs. Adolphus Bury
at the point of death.
Saturday night, November 7, beneMrs. Curt Jones has returgeck
Dr. W. C. Oakley was a business Columbus, Ky., with Mr. and Mrs; seeded in Knox c`ustnty for a
nied here by his brother and wife.
Effie Smith.
011ie Broach is ill at the Clinic. fit of school, don't forget It.
from a week's visit in Paducah Visitor in Paducah. Monday.
,
about
here
in
not
been
W. J. Roberts, Mrs. Stum Wells, winter cover crop.
They
had
Novice Smith. _Chicago, arrived
Hair Cats 2Sc, Shainpso. and set
George Hurley, Murray, ander- with her son, Edgar Jones, and
length of time.
Saturday from Chicagosior a visit went a.., tonsillectomy at the Kea* Mrs. Jones.
Mt, Permanents froM 42 to if at the same
Complete Auto service, Chrysler, with relatives and friends. Mr. Houston Clinic Hospital one
the La Vaults Beauty Skeppe in
WINDOW GLASS at Murray"
. •
the First Nat'l. Bank Bldg. , Phone Plj,-mouth and DeSoto Dealer. See Smith. a former student of Murray last week.
Pain • Wallpaper Co.
at
display
Models
as
College.
has
been
quite
sucnew
1937
State
the
1119.
Among those who will go to
Burgess Parker. Jr., has returned
cessful since going to Chicago and Lexington for the Homecoming from a business trip to HopkinsMrs. Asher Story of 'hear Mur- Rasishsg's Gararge.
_
holds a responsible position with game Saturday are' Mr. and Mrs. ville.
B. F. Diggs. Paris-DOw
ray was discharged from the KeysHouston Clinic Hospital Tuesday. Paducah. and Terry P. Smith, May- one of the largest ice,cream com- Nat Ryan Hughes, Miss Elizabeth
Mr. and Mrs. Homer Williatits
Lodett, Preston Ordway, Mr. and returned Thursday from Ft. Worth
those attending panies in the city.
Mrs. James Albert Fisher and field, were among
See the new 1937 DeSoto and Mrs_ Tom Rowlett, Miss Mayrelle and Deltas, Texas, where they athere Monson returned to their home in Par- the National Hotel sale
Plymouth on display at Rushing's Johritert.- Mra. J. W. Carr. Mr. and tended the Centennial. They also
sons. Tenn.. following a visit with day.
Mrs. A. Carman, Miss Mary Clark visited Mr. Williams' sister, Mrs.
Dallas Morris. who is connected Garage.
he parents. Mr. and Mrs. T. P.
Miss Mayrelle Ward will leave Carmah.
Duqoin,
Tas,Shipley, and Mr. Shipley of
Farmer. Mrs. Fisher had just re- witk tlr ••Stoltar Motors.
Mrs: Finis Outland is a patient Sweetwater, Texas.
end at today for bexinon. Ky.. to visit
turned from Chicago where she Illinois. spent the week
O'Neal.
and
her
sister,
Mrs
.
.'
C
B.
at the. Keys-Houston Clinic.
The Rev. 0. A. Marrs, Miss Mary
visited her sister, Mrs: Stewart home with his family.
Mrs. Jack Gardner and children Marrs, Mrs. Vernon Stubblefield
Omer was admitted to the Yids Mr. O'Neal for-the Week end. Mrs.
Reynolds' for two weeks.
visit
with
.
of Bardwell are visiting relatives Sr.. and Miss Mary Shipley were
ham Mm-Memorial Hospital last O'Neal will returri for a
Miss Catherine Purdom. of Pur- Thursday for treatment.
her parents, Mr. and Mrs. 'Clint here.
'
visitors in Memphis Sunday and
year, Tenn., attended a teachers'
Mrs. 'Lennis King of Mayfield Monday.
Master Virgil Robertson painful- Ward. and 'family.
association in Memphis Saturday.
Mrs. Finis Outland. Murray. was spent several days the first of
ly sprained his left arm while play- Frank Lawson. Logan, W. Va.,
Mrs. L. H. Crass. of Hardin. is
ing basketball in physical educe- admitted to the Keys-Houston Clin- the week with Mrs. Frank Albert ware treated at thes-Clinic HosH.
visiting the family of her son,
Our new and 'modern LaStubb letield.
don claataat the college training ic Hospital Tuesday.
pital oue day last week.
ht. Crass.
\ dies' Ready to Wear DeThomas Kellow, of Hardin,-was a
We specialize in Chrysler proschsal Monday afternoon.
Mrs.. Ed Hutton of Charlotte,
Mr. and Mrs. Delbert Hale. of
partment on the
big and
Jack Dycus, of Georgetown, is business visitor in Murray Tues- duct service, reliable repair. Rea- Xerm.. visited relatives and friends
Elm Grove, visaed the latter's sis- visiting his 'uncle. E. B. 'Holland. day. Mr. KeRow is the father of bag% Garage.
roomy balcony contains the
in Murray thta week.
ter. Mrs. Gertie Farris Sunday.
Clyde Douglas Jones. son of Mrs.
and other friends here forseveral Edward Kellow, spouts Iditer of
Mr. hi-id-Mrs. Novice Smith of
greatest line ever shown in
the Murray College News.
Doug Jones of Model. Tenn, was Chicago. Ill., are visiting the formMrs. E. F. Butt. Tampa. Fla.. has days.
Murray in style, selection
Turner,
enterprising
Jennings
treated at the Keys-Houston Cilia- er's brother, Dawson Smith and
FOR SALE-:-11acres good ground,
been visiting her father. C. L.
)and
PRICE.
beautiful residence in first class' young garage and machine opera- ic-Hospital Saturday for a fractured family, and ssister, Miss Elizabeth
Stubblefield. Murray Route S.
See the new 1937 DeScite and shape. sleek and lobar-co barns, tor of Coldwater. was a business jaw bone and a badly lacerated Smith.
knee.
Hundreds and hundreds
Plymouth on display at Rashisurs ponds. right in city of Kirksey, visitor in town Tuesday.
See the new 1937 DeSoto and
Mr. and Mrs. Finis - Outland reMrs. Harry Siedd has returned "Plymouth on display at Rushint's
$1.350; small payment, rest on geed
of lovely new
garments.
Garage.
turned Saturday to their home in home from Alton. Ill., where she .essaaje.
Mrs. H. V. Andrews. Big Sandy. terns. See Farmer & Rhodes.
Come in and see.
Detroit
after
a
visit
here
with
relvisited
Prof.
and
Mrs.
who
manMartin
HinR.
Clarence
Tenn.. spent the week (aid with her
Mr. and Mrs. N. G.'Coy and son
father. C. L. Stubblefield. and other aged the Velvet Ice Cream Co., atives and friends. Mrs. Outland ton at Western Military Academy. Dick, visited Mr. and Mrs. Grover
was
Miss
Tennessee
Parker.
daughand
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Pat
Jones, East Bucy in Paducah Sunday.
plant here the pass summer
relatives of this county.
COATS
COATS
-Sam Holcomb Sr. of Lexington,
Miss Mane. Hatcher underwent has now taken over the Gulf Ser- ter of Mr. and Mrs. R. T. Parker. Poplar.' are the parents of a fine
before
her
marriage.
-son, born last Thursday. The baby Tenn.. visited his family here Stina tonsillectomy at the William vice. Stationi at Sixth and Main.
FOR SALE—Farm, 3-4 mile north ts -the grandchild of. Mr. and Mrs, day.
.
Mason Memorial Hospital Wednes- disposed of - his interest in the ice
'
cream and beverage dispensing of Penny. 65 acres all good land. Harmon Jones. `
Pete Williams arrived in Murday.. October 21..
A large selection of
Graves Hendon, manager of Hen- ray
Clarksdale,
Mr. and. Mrs. Ray Bowlan of business Monday night to Miller building in fairly good shape. good
Saturday from
attractive new fall The largest and smartest selection
Earlsboro. Okla., Route 1. an- Bros. The latter operate ice price and good terms. See Farmer don's One-stop Service Station. was Miss., where he has been employed.
a business visitor in Paducah
William Frazier•, Logan. W. Va.,
patterns. 36 inches we have ever shown. Genuine savnounce the arsval of twin daugh- cream and beverage plants in Pa- & Rhodes.
Dalton Woodall, Princeton, Ky.. Tuesday.
-was Treated, at the Clinic Hospital
ters. Joyce Rae and poris Mae_ on ducah. Mayfield and Metro's:dia.
wide.
ings of $3 to $6 on every coat,
J. A. Carlton, who has- resided one day last week-for hiceralitensOctober 20 at the Shawnee Muni- -Miss Betty Beale, Who is visiting was, discharged from the Clinic
Sunday.
Morris,
west
of
Murray
for
'many
,,Clifford
yeara. about the face.
cipal Hospital, Shawnee, Okla. her sister, Mrs.
Mrs. Eph Miller received a wire,has exchanged places with Bud
Springesvias
Sports, Plains, Fur Trimmed
Mrs. CWIte Hale was in PaduMrs. Bowlan was formerly Miss and family in
telegram
Wednesday
morning
with
week
Bogard,
who has been residing in call Monday to see her nepheds
stricken 'quite ill about a
,Euda Outland of near Murray.
the good news that fler sister, Mrs. college addition.-on South Fifteenth Sonny Hubbs. baby of Mr. and Mrs.
WINDOW GLASS at Morray ...ago but is recovering nicety.
Wool elegies, polo cloth, fleeces, suedes,
broadtaals,
waif Pe
A son of Gus Robinson was treat- A. .Viron Sumner, who was .hurt street and both families moved last Cletus Hubbs who was quite ill
Pain & Wallpaper Co. .
weaves
in
and snowflakes.
an automobile accident in Cali-- week .
with diptheria.
Mrs. Gatlin Clopton. Mrs. Hugh ed at the Keys-Houston Clinic Hosshades,
In
all
the
new
Dr.,P. R. Crawford. Dentist, Fbrit
Melugin. Miss GracesCole. and Mr. -. pital Tuesday for 'im Injured hand, Sarnia a week ago Monday, IS ••Briacirs'altigg. Hardin, underwent
ombre stripes and high
Preston Holland. president of the showing fine improvement and an operation at the, Keys-Houston Nat% Bank Bldg. Tel. 192-1.
and Mra. J. A. Cole were Paducah
if.
shade
plaids.
Heavy, best quality
that. there is' a chance for full re- Clinic Hospital Saturday.
Mr. and Mrs. Shelby Davis and
Young Business Men's Club,
visitors Tuesday.
AND $12.95
Sea island finish. 36
covery. -.Mr,' Sumner was killed 'We specialize in Chrysler pro- children were Matlield visitors
inches wide.
instantly arid his remains were duct service, reliable repair. Rash- Sunday.
Swaggers, fitted, dressy, fur trimmed plain
brought to Cadiz for burial last tog's Garage.
We specialize in Chrysler proor sports. Every coat fresh from New York
Friday. Mrs. Sumner- is in a hos--sizes for misses 14 to 20, and women 36 to
Mrs. Sadie Scott visited rela- duct service, reliable repair. Rush52.
Califognisi
tives and friends in Model, Tenn.. -Ines' Garage.
Andy olaus was discharged from Saturday and Sunday.
Mrs. Wayman Foster of' Caruththe Clinic-Hospital Friday.
Mrs. D. 'H. Stress and Miss ersvilles hflas la. visiting her liarMR THOSE WHQ WOULD _PAY_LESS WE_ OffER THU_
Miss Thyra Creekrisur will re- Lucille Wells were visitors in Pa- ents. Mr. and Mrs. C. R. Broach.,
SENSATIONAL GROUP urn Monday to her duties as ducah Tuesday.
The Rev. W. P. Prichard and Mr.
teacher in the schools of Deering.
NEW
Mr. Slid Mrs. Maine Hurt and and Mrs. J. C. Walker visited
Missouri, after Spending the cotton son Junior will arrive this week tives and friends in Puryear, Term.,
vacation with her parents, Mr. and from San Jacinto. Calif., to visit Sunday.
Highly styled"
,-ceic, becoming—Blacks, browns, Sport. swagger or fitted styles in new weaves,
Mrs. J. A. Creekmdr, in college ad- Mr. and !sirs. C. H. Redden.
Paul' Daily, Puryear, was admitincluded are all the best
dition.
green, wine, rust, red. DistincMrs. Frank Pool has been quite ted to the Keys-Houston Clink
shades as well as ombre
WINDOW GLASS at Murray ill for several days at the, home of Hospital Sunday for treatment of
tive new styles with brims, et:tplaids-.all sizes for missors arid coolie berets.
_
es and matron! _
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Join The Growing Hundreds in the
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, to NATIONAL STORES

Fast Color
PRINT

COATS

10c

,

Best 10c Brown
DOMESTIC

.95

8c

R

FALL MILLINERY

Extra -Specials
FOR SATURDAY

the LAST DAY of-OCTOBER '36
,11111111Z111111

,

•

ow Nash shows America

20 pairs first qualify Part Wool, 66x60 BLANKETS
to be sold. at

F.:W(Pitia/1P2tzecica4/5

$1.79 the pair

Values up to S6.95

SHOES

4k Glorious Array of New Fall

MATCH YOUR DRESS
* Brown

BLAN-

$1.98

Others 79c — $1.98

* Gen
Green

20 pairs first-ftuality Part Wool, 70x80
KETS, to be sold at
• '
• . --

* Patent

the pair
Sues:#
Kid
Rust

Men's Winter Weight UNION__ SUITS, * broken
•
sizes:, Regular 85c to
virfues,.as long a's
they last

1198
All Sizes

Others
$1.49

69c the garment
Vs
Weight UNDERSHIRTS,
.Men's. Winter
•R‘iiiilar 59c 'value, go,at

broilten-

98t

39c each- t.__• • See thenir,

.

CHILDREN'S SHOES

Full 8,-ounce- Guaranteed FEATHER .•TICKI146,,
. for the day
i"

22/
1
2c the yard •

BLACK, BROWN,PATENT, WHITE.
98c Sizes 2 to 8 and
8 1-2 to 2

„—

Heavy 9-4

BROWN.t-SHEETING. Quality' can't be
elacelled tol.te sold on this day for the price of

28c the yard'
YOU DON'T GO WRONG TRADING

NEW 1937 MODELS NOW ON DiSPLAY!
(Car :thus•Med is Nrsh Ambassador.Siin
Again Nash is a step

ahead of the industry
with bigger cars, more
luxurious cars than
America has ever before
seen at anywhere near
these prices.See them ...
and you'll get a new conception of the kind of car

power
tion'Siotor.
(Plat°i2o:"Iidie-ebeailrfulsoecu.k:Inu:

e.

dt1;:i51:7•7:.7:4:7";;;15:1;°,tone:r::;t;

sel,
ygrial kIfIASCADC4Iirign
1:511:8:p0"15rt-asnr5imt:i sooton::'
-W'
s-a
ehli
n
fl
asarl1.
:
ew
lid,:
(.‘1.75To70 .nchis.
the 'sates ot cars
pensive

you can afford this year!
ON
Ftoyd Gibbons
Ot M. C. with Vincent Lopoi
• and his orchestra. Famous Guest
Stars. 'C. B. S.5 Every Saturday
'
-terght, 9 P.M.'(E.S.T.)

54-inch,WOOLENS
New Shades

gptIM 01110SSMS:ate)

'All pcitrt 1.n.b. factors, and 6ubjctt tq change sillfout
notice. Special equipment extr.t. Automatic Cruising
Gear *variable on all Models-at slight extra coat.

ci

PARKER BROTHER'S GARAGE

NEV.'
arintfrri.AN
Low,revortsiestfermi

NEW COATS

Solids, plaids and rhecks in the
Fall%
prettiest Woolens for
Ski-rte.-Dresses and Coats. BIG
SAVING9

98c

DRESSES
Featuring every new fashion
and Silk

$2,98
Materials Triclode pan %Mina. crepes,. noveltys
weaves and S'eroy patent . . . Bieck, brow*
green. wine, rust, navy.

- A.beautiftil lot of Dresses
at
S1.98

NEW FALL DRESSES
Silks ... Crepes ... Wools
An exciting
Low Price ...

Others up to $7.95

NATIONAL STORES CORP.
Murray, Ky.

GUARANTEED LOWEST PRICES

illibis.w411P9111111illifinsftWABow
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Watch Our Windows for Newest Styles and Murray's
Greatest Valtres!

Phone 373

"
1
"
•••••tw

5.95

-.
Highly styled new fall sa- ( i .a,' and
wool
mixtures in every shade. Of the season. Solid
icolors and prints 14 to 20 and 38 to 52 -- -_

A

I
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I Farm Bureau Notes

'PAGE FIVE
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October 28, 1806—Lloyd Edwards,
before Max finally eat Ia. Mot
In Garrard county 40.-eitenonetraBackusburg, is the first farmer to
wag week from the strain. BM
lions shbwed that crops grew twice
tattoo his poultry flock. The entire
she rallied nobly. Now was her
as well on land treated with lime
•
By Mareile Terry
flock of Barred Rocks were tatchance.
and phosphate as on untreated
Rupert Hendon
School
be
seems
going
-along
to
tooed today. The tattoo mark is
"Hello, Max," she said sweetly.
fields.
fine,
and
why
shouldn't
It after the
011 the 14th day of March, ,I938, Cl because this la Calloway's first
By BARBARA BENEDICT
"Hello," mild Mist matter-of-factly.
grand success of the fair!
a group of farmers met at the flock to have this protection used
•
"Nice dance."
wePilOdirii.
As.eci.t•el
•
everyone was rejoicing over
courthouo- and organized the- Cal- en. The Farm Bureau is
WNU Service.
"Beginning new It Is," said Chloe.
ready to
the good grades on the report
loway county Farm Bureau with furnish the
Mar grinned. "You women are cermaterial for others in
cards that were given out last
the purpese of improving the farm- the county. The service
T WAS funny, Chloe thought, tainly gluttons for punishment. Its
is free to
Friday.
ing condition of our county, state Farm Bureau members and a
quarreling with a man only two about dead.'
and nation.
We are loosing
.forward to a
weeks after you methim. Why,
choice of $1.00 per flock to non
Chloe could have killed him. He
At this meeting a director was Farm Bureau producers which is too o eelcs hardly gaNe you a chauce. hadn't caught her metaulng---at all. large crowd at the Fiddlers' Con- F. H. A. LOANS—New construcelected from each magisterial dis- to pay the cost of tattoo fluid, rec- to get acquainted. Nu, you didn't Why, he -acted as though. they'd test yhich is to be held Saturday tion, existing properties or
retrict. These men constituted the ords and other expenses connected quarrel with a man as soon as that, never even quarreled. A 'terrible night, November 8.
The work is almost completed firtancapg., Herman Broach, Tel.
unless—. But that was silly, even thought tartlet her. Could he have
Board of Directors. They are: with the work.
Vet
if
cuusidering that she'd fallen in love. forgotten? Lord! Was that all the on the new floor in the gymnasium.
Hazel, W. E. Dick; Swann,, A. 0.
A new wicker suite has been added FOR SALE—cheap, exceilent brass
Very silly indeed. Two wweeks and Impression she'd made?
Paschall: Wadesboro, B. W.- Edla love? Itidicutous
ons; Liberty, L. Falwell-,, Brinkceiling pght fixture, complete.
"You weren't so agreeable the to the stage equipment.
Visitors the preceding week 'Ledger Chine tried to ghe her attention last time we were together!"
y, Devoe O. Reid; Murray, it. C.
if
8c Times office.
were:
her
Burgess,
beside
Mrs.
who
,
M.
sat
0,
Miss
to
Fells
Wrather,
Tarry; Concord, Rupert Hendon.
Be looked surprised. "No? When
Mary Swaine, Oubren
Shekel!, FOR SALE—house on lle Poplar
at the wheel of the roadster. But was that?"
The foi hoeing officeta were electThe Training Work Center re- Oils was hard, because a picture of
"When was Frankhn Wells, Junior Vance and street; it has 5 rooms, two halls,
Chloe's eyes blaze
ed to se. e for One year: Rupert
Wpm!' Carraway. We are always bath room and front poarch. If
MaA,Elayford the _intui w h _wheel la- It was -a
wilea-agoelltat -111411Hetidesa president; B. W. Edsetends, miasmata- WI yards- of melon -Swell
she'd quarreled: kept protruding it- We were out sailing. You called glad hi have visitors, and we hope interested see Mr. or Mrs. 0. L.
and
1393
yards
of
overall
denim,
vice-presment; A. 0. Paschall, secRose of New Concord.
they will come back again.
N5p
self in her mind. This was annoy- me a snob!"
this week from Louisville.
retary-treasurer.
The two literary societies scheding. Felix had asked her to go
"Say,
grinned.
Mar
that?"
"Oh,
An unusual window display WWI
Speed-o-bike,
SALE—new
the
FOR
There were 58 charter members.
to the country club dance, and she you've got
a memory! I'd forgot- uled a debate for Monday after- last one drawn at Capitol TheaThe olganization has achieved held Saturday and through Mon- had accepted. Bbs ought at least
noon. They were discussing the
day, October 24-26 in the show
tre; also second-hand
bicycle
the billowing in the county:
to try act civil-toward him.
Hot teats were on the verge of question, resolved—that: Modern
1. With the help of the business windows o E. S. Diugukt knon.
Accepting nits's Invitation was brimming .up in Chloe's eyes. She Advertising wields an infidence cheap.' J. B. Shelton, NO Poplar
Street.
ltp
men Of Murray the Farm Bureau A breakfast set was furnished by the first step In. putting Max. lluyShe could have for bad, W. H. Farris served as
has a ten acing outfit which will the furniture store and the cover, ford In his proper place. Max would could have died.
chairman.
The
Sigmaro
had
the
killed Max Hayford. He hadn't
STOMACH ACID, GAS PAINS,
terrace 'near 1,000 acres in the napkins, curtains, apron and cap be at the country club dente, too,
affirmative. - The team was com- INDIGESTION victims, why sufeven remembered!
were made by t.he sewing room.
county thi, year.
and when he saw tier there with
posed
-of
Wayne
Oyer
and
Imogene fer? For quick relief get a free
The music suddenly stopped, arid
The nursery conted of curL Felix he'd realize that he- couldn't
2. Has f stered a lime crusher
Max mild. "Let's step outside, I'm Farfis. The Wilsonians upheld the sample of Udga, a doctor's pretalus,
sheet,
pillow'
case,
call
her
baby
a
little
snob
away
and
get
on Miscast side of the county that
negatiyg... Their team was com- scription, at Dale, Stubblefield
boiling hot."
dress, olio, coot, blanket and quilt. with It. He'd ask her to dance, or
is mining full time.
D3p
take her acceptance posed of Wilson Gantt and Juanita Co.
seemed
to
Ile
.cut
In
anyway,
and Chloe knew exFor, the past few months a conRoberts. The dicision went to the
3. Ptirchasod and made available
begranted,
for
suggestion
of
the
actly
how she'd act when this hapBROOMS Made for 15 cents, or on
a poultry tattoo outfit for the flock test has been under way to see
cause he stepped through the negative testis.
shares. Square Deal Broom Shop,
who could make the best notebook. pened. Of course she was going
First and Second Grade
owners of. the county.
nothwas
there
and
C
h
doors,
Frell•
The contest closed Saturday, Octo- to let him make up. Even though
The health 'posters which 'won East Main St., Rail Road Crossfollow.
do
but
to
Cloe
for
ing
Extension
.work
the
aided
Has
4.
ber ,24, and four notebooks., were she Bated the man. Because If she
first and second prizes were made ing, Murray,' Ky.
029p
Max leaned against the tall apd
in the county through cooireration
placed on display belonging to didn't, how could she expegt to
by Evelyn Wells, Martha Evelyn
night,"
"What
a
cigarette,.
lighted
a
with• the county and assistantMrs. Lula Risenhoover, Mrs. Vae teach tilm the lesson lie deserved?
Morris. Martha Evelyn Jones, and FOR SALE—Lot 112a400 ft. on
moon.
agents. Helped with 4-H work
State Highway. 1000 feet from
Chloe squirmed In her seat, re- he said, looking at the
Hart him Myrtle Tabors, and bins.
Virginia Ann Houston.
jam
avoided
you
have
why
"Max,
and the.TVA phosphate'demonstra- Matgie
callIni for the hundredth time that
Coleman. •
The log house and -furnishings College. Price $235. Phone or
evening?"
lions in Kirkery community.
see I. L. Barnett.
022-29c
awful moment vlhen Max Hay- all
For the past two weeks 328 gar"Avoided you? Why, my dear, made by Eugene Rillington and
We are proud of what we have
ford had called her a snob and a
Otis
Elkins
won
a
blue
ribbon
for
ments
have
been
turned
over
to
FOR
SALE—good
2-horse
at
looking-doe%
wagon,
done. But we couhS. have done
flirt. 11'hoin did he think he was - I—" Be paused,
the best work in handicraft. A 1st class condition. See Otis Maginlich more had welyeen backed by the sponsors consisting of unfai- talking to hike that, anyway? Oh, her, and suddenly his lips Set grimtelephone made by Jack Roberts ness. 3 miles West of Five
a larger membership. So you r ells, shirts, dresses, underwear,and she'd bring him to his knees with ly: -•"frateause," he finished, "you're won
second prize in the toY
'Points.
a snob!"
farm owners who read this get sleeping garments.
a vengeance!
"I know it, Max. I am. But I'm
The country club was crowded
ready to join the greatest farm
FOR SALE—sow and 12 pigs, four
Those
honor
making
roll
the
for
erganization, for we are coming
when Chloe and Felix arrived. They going to try and change."
gilts bred; 2 Mee shoats 225 lbs,
• Max choked over some cigarette the second month are as follows:
were late, which was Ohloe's Idea
after you. Get your shoulder to
first grade: Glenn Roberts, Merline. each. See W. W. Dickerson, South
as she liked to arrive places nher smoke, coughed and fought for sir.
the wheel and let's all -push toDyer, and Betty Roberts; second 16th. St., Murray, Ky.
ltp
*every one else was, there. She liked Viressinily he retrieved his voice.
gether for the benefit of the greatgrade: Charlotte Holland, Martha
MurVan
Chloe
Yon!
"Good
Lord!
to stand In the doorway for a moest known people On earth—The
Evelyn Morris. Guy Cunningham, FOR SALE-1936 Chevrolet Pickment, looking around sort of cas- ton. admitting you're n snob! Sa TFarmer Who Feeds the- World.
up truck. Good as new, at a barand R•edy Holland.
Ile
change!"
to
going
you're
ually, seemingly unconecTetor but InK
This paper ha, agreed to publish
gain. Melotte Cream Separator
true.
Isn't
It
"No.
head.
wholly aware that most everybody shook his
Farm Bureau sautes for us so watch
in excellent condition. Tel. 306.
too—preposternite!"
our notes and see what we are
N. W. Kemp, Five Points,
Ite
A total of 15,400 feet of terrace had turned to stare at her admir"But It Is true, Mar, I am a
' dying as a county, as a state and have been laid by three Grayson ingly. Oh, Chloe knew she was
MAN WANTED—Mr, It. A. Seitzpretty—about the prettiest girl who /mob. And I'm going to change."
as a nation,
county farmers.
PRONES-24-25
giver has discontinued in east
had ever come to Shore Haven. There was no doubting the.gainelneNeiv
- Super-Sads, 2 lee Pkgs. _ Ile Calloway County, Kentucky.
This
ness of her statement. Max knew
u• Be. Cream Meal
66e
is a splendid opportunity for- an
she meant It. Ile looked down and
2 Lb. Our Mothers Cocoa
17e
industrious man to secure a good,
saw only a meek and womanly sub2 Lbs. Big Master Cocoa
. 15e steady and . permanent income.
missive little girl. Something caught
Sunny Brook, "The Finest
Sales experience unnecessary. No
in his throat. Ile reached out and
Ceffee—cup and saucer
cash investment in merchandise
took het In his arms. She yielded.
wtth 2 pounds
Sic stock necessary—we furnish capiHis lips found hers. Ile crushed her
Our 0. K. Coffee
MSc tal. Write at once, McConnon &
to him, held her securely for long
White House Coffee
15c Company, 1093 McConnon Buildmoments.
84 Lbs Guaranteed Flour
68c ing, Winona, Minnesota.,
029p
At length he drew away. "Chloe.
Lye's Grove or Exclusive
-.4-4-4ore you r'
Flour, 24 lbs.
WANTED for Rawleigh
85e MAN
.:•And I love you, Max. Oh, so III Lbs. Ohio
River Salt
95e Route of 800 families. Good profWry much. 1—I've known It all Contests on
its for hustler. We train and
Camay Soap—d
the time, but I was too much of a
Soap
_ Lie _help you. Write today. Rawsnob to admit it. You must be- 7 Ls, Nice
leigio's, Dept. KYJ-181-SA2, FreeTurnips _._
lieve me. It's the aria time in my
Oxydel
N5p
10 or 23c port, Ill.
myself.
life
humbled
Pre,ever
I—
"Avoided You? Why, My Dear,
25 Lbs. nice dabbage
55c
hail
to
to,
when
MI said yoli'd forHe Paused, Looking Down at Her. I
14 Su. Turnips
Mte FOR SALE—cow, good buggy.
our quarrel. I was
"Because," He Finished, "You're a gotten
10 Lbs. Cane Sugar
511c wagon, 2 harrows, cultivator and
conceited enough to think I'd made
(Mob."
Dozen 'tame Ftortda Omega _ 30c plows, will sell cheap. L. C.
more of an impregkinn than that.
Thomas, Murray Route '7.
ltp
50 Lb. ('an Pure Lard
Chloe stood In the doorway, as per
'But, yon did, darling. A whole
Delicious Apples, from WaddlingMIDDLE aged white lady wants
her custom, and looked around, but lot more. I didn't forget. I lied.
ton, per dozen
26c place lii home to do light house
she didn't see Max Hayford, and It was pride, I guests. If I let you
2 Lb. Box Crackers
15c
work.
Mrs. Gentle
Rayburn.
this was annnyIng, because she had know how I •felt I thought you'd
1 Lb. Vanilla Wafers
15c Notify ,B. L. Hutchens, Murray
expected that Max would he there gloat over it. I—I'm too much of
2 Lb. Jar Peanut Butter25c
Route 5.
waiting for her, even standing near n snot). I can't stand being humilltp
Can Country Gentleman Corn lie
the entrance with a dull, hopeless iated."
2
Cans
Whole
Grain
Corn
_
_
25c
BROOMS tied 15c or on shares'.
look in his eyes.
And Chine drew his face down
Pay in Trade for Eggs-27c
as low as
Men at work every day, prompt
But Max wa-sn't near the entrance to hers. "Neither can I, darling.
Pay
for
Eggs,
Cash-25c
service.
OT on the floor, and It wasn't until Ever again."
Noxall Shop, Five
Points.
029c
a halt' hour—later that Chloe saw
Mem, and then It was she who was
watching the entrance and Mar, City People Ignorant
,who arrived and stood looking casOn Terms Used on Farm
tially around. Max was waiting far
folks who usually think they
City
Sue Merryfield, who had gone to
know It all while tile country man
the ladies' room, but who joined
Is too dumb to understand the ways
him presently and stood looking
and wiles of the big cities have had
Casually about, /o0.
the trick turned on them. In recenti
Chloe was furious. It hadn't oCyears, says Pathfinder Magazine,
rimed to her that Mar would take
they liStv found that the people of
some one else to the dance, above
rural America haveuntieratood city
all, Sue Merryfield. She was a
One look at the Philco Color Dial and you'll see why foreign rePlank So well that they want littte
brunette and had black eyes and
ception is no longer a problem! Stations are spread farther apart
_atilt. They have also found that
'knew how Mio wear her clothes. if
n,amect and located, in color. You tame by name/ And Philco's
when it comes to understanding the
had
had
Chloe
a
rival
at
fMore Ha- langimge of the farm they themcxelusi've I Oftign Tuning Sysiem enables you to get and enjoy many
en„
Sue
Merry/10d
would
have been nelves are the dumb bunnies. How
more over.,As Programs. Come- in and sec the new Philco values!
-it.
many city people who have never
It was maddening. Just wait Unlived on a farm know what a "gang
til Max asked her to dance or cut
plow" is, or what "wild hay" is?
as low as..
In! She had It n11 planned. She'd
How Many could tell what a "brinlet him make up first. Oh, she'd be
' is? These and thoudle wagon?
very sweet above. that. Then equally
sands of other "everyday" farm
as sweetly she'd lead 1m on;-anC1
terms are so much Greek to the
then when all of Shore Haven was
average city person. Itut to help
U6
just about ready to expect an anthe city Peke understand what their
noameernent of the etig.agement she'd, farm relativii-s,--ftlende,
etc., are
throw him over. Flat. Drop him lire
talking gbout and what the newsa hot potato. Make him the laugh. papers are saying the
Ave-elated
trig stock of the iimort. Oh, It worillt Press, with the nid
of reliable farmbe delicious revenge.
-arii•eites,- bow ooioptiod
COTIOISIPSE
IThearfirbe—ias in ._l a position to ksp., a glossary of farm
terms and
see the door again. Mar and Spe expressions.
-" •
were gone. She saw them dancThis glossary will tell the city
ing together. Sue's black --held "smarty" that there is
no "buntricked under Mar's chin, and this dling" In a bundle
dragon. Rather
made her blittod boil. She waited,
It is a hay rack. By the same token
black vengeance in her heart. There a "gang plow"
Is not a gangster Imwas nothing of appeal or misery In plement. It
is a combination of two
hl eyes. Be seemed perfectly conor more plows on * wheeled fraud
tenAtri
.
pull of solid cornto Increase the area plowed his one
d he didn't ask her to dance, motive power. A "rod-baster"
f • anereal luxury
in
either, or cut In. The-evening, wore
not a mall of some laid, tout a walkc - Ns the travel-wise
on, and Chloe began to experience ing plow for
breaking virgin sod.
Hotel MelboUrne
little sensations of panic. Perhaps - "Wild hay" means
native stands of
t Lapis. Just a
when she glanced at him she hadn't grass, such as
the'prairle'grasses of
minutes from all
Injected the old "rums
lodk the West. Then there Is "tame hay;
in her eyes that had always been which is idiuply wild
• tS of interest
hay taken that
her main Rapport.
[ ^9 Room and
from its niftive habitats and introROOMS
Perhaps she had let too much df duced Into new
( -fee Shop serving'
'surroundings. "Listher true feelings reflect• theruselvea. ing" a farm does not mean
E lendid food at
putting
And an the next time she passed It up for sale or putting
it on a_set
low prices._ ••
Rye and Max she smiled In a man- of account books. It Is
a farm opner that should have proved devas- eration in which a hater
0. R GREATHOUSE
is used. A
tating.
But
Max
only
grinned hack lister is. equipped With right and
Manager
in that, maddenitig, amiable (ash. left-hand shares and
moldboards
Ion he had.
and throws dirt to each side, leavIt was the next to the last dance ing a trench or furrow as it
passes.

}*axon School News

"COME HITHER"
E8

will indicate they Treed.

Prof. A. Carman Has
Plans for Aiding
Ag. Department

CL*SSIIJ IND
AkIMEIMISI

, Correspondents and local advertisers who get their copy in by
Monday:—
East Pine Bluff
Joe T. Parker
Murray Milk Products Co.
Brown's Cafe
Peoples Savings Bank
Aline School News
Stella Gossip
,Independence School News
Coldwater School
Murray Meat Market

W. P. A. Sewing I

li

HONOR ROLL -

Center News

McCreary county farmers have
used, approximately 1,500 tons of
limestone.
4.

T. L. SMITH

tru."

Prof. A. tarman. new head Of
the agricultural department of
Murray State College, has in view
new plans to strengthen his department.
He stated that he expected to
add laboratory equipment, and
organize and classify the bulletin
library. Mr. Carman also expects
to build up reference matbrfal by
purchase of new books, and to offer those courses in agriculture
that men majoring in that tield

10 lbs. Sugar
50c
All Bran, measure cup 15c
2 10c Super-Sud
11c
2 10c Octagon Crystals Ilc
2 Lbs. Crackers
15c
No. 2 Lamp Chimney .. 9c
4 Sc Macaroni
15c
5 Bars Toilet Soap
20c
Nic_e Lettuce
5c
Nice Celery
5c
10c
3 Grape Fruit
15c
20c Lb. Cookies
14c
14 Oz. Catsup
3 No. 2 1-2 Hominey
25c
PHONE 204

New 1936 &moles

Not Everybody in
Calloway county subscribes to the Ledger
& Times but nearly
everybody reads it!

Fine Xmas Cards
NOW ON DISPLAY

Svvann's Grocery

See Them... Engraved or Printed
WIDE PRICE RANGE
PLACE YOUR ORDER
EARLY

eamay

THE LEDGER & TIMES
Complete Job Printing Plant

NOT Just
Hats off to
the Has...
BUT Sleeves
up for it/

Metric
PHILCOS

20

Swann's Grocery

p

ear Barkley

I LC0 with the
FOREIGN TUNING

sysTEN

NEXT MONDAY, NOVEMBER 2,
IN MURRAY

Battery Sets for the Farm Home

is going to be the best and last opportunity for
the people of Calloway county to get the real
facts and truths about the "New Deal and its
relation, accomplishments and worth to the
farmers of the good old Southland." This
message will be brought to
by our Senator
ALBEN W. BARKLEY.

$39.95

JOHNSON-FAIN APPLIANCE CO

•

Come hear this great man explain the isin -this campaign whieh-vitally
the great common people.

•

We really have an opportunity to hear a
speaker like Senator Barkley in Calloway
county. Take due advantage of this opportunity to hear the political gospel in this campaign bk a man who can and, will do the job
well.

•

There will be loud speakers arranged so
you can hear all that is said. There will be
a record crowd in Murray. Come and be one
of the delegation' . See friends and talk-with
them, and see what's really going on.

400

2s0 yeivAIT.TH

riitom $

a

HOTEL

MEL

ODELL BOULEVARD AT GRANO

MONDAY, NOVEMBER 2, at 1-:30 P. M.
AT THE COURT HOUSE

AVENUE

-It pays to read the ciasstiled

*IL

it Pays to Read the Clas11111•16

COMMITTEE.
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dence: R. H. Falwell, secretary,
Great Crowd Attends,issued
to J. T. Hughes, treasurer,
- Church Dedication the last *arrant to pay the last
outstanding bill, it was the last
I warrant in the office ,o.f the sec.
(Continued from Page 1)
---- retary. One thousand efghly-eight
us—
WAS EVER ALLOWED TOI warrants were drawn from first
C
iri
l_jMUI.ATE AGAINST THEI to last to pay in full all bills of
.1111/ILDING. the congregation hay- ' every kind during the work on the
ing decided to pay as the building present building dating from July
1924, when the old house of worerected.
_ Three building committees have ship began to give way to the
terved during the erection.of the present commodious building.
Present -building. they are as fol- 1 During all these years three paslows: First committee. E. B. Hol- tors and one supply pastor served
Und. W. T. Sledd...,R. H. Falwell; as follows, Bro. H. B. Taylor. was
aecond committee. J. T. Hughes. the one to inspire the great entermart Beale. R. H. Falwell, El- I prise and under his leadership
us J. Beale, W. T. Sledd: third much work of construction was
Committee. R. H. Falwell, "Yemen done; Bro. J. E. Skinner followed.
Seale. J. T. Hughes. A- coinci- ' and lid for four years in bringing
,

r

- ..19
.
-----r
the building to near its oseripletiot,
when he was forced by failing
health to . yield leadership to the
present pastor, Bro. Sam P. Martin, who came to the pastorate
March 8, 1938. Bro. A. W. Pink
was supply pastor for some months
while Bro. H. B. Taylor visited
Mission fields.

'was

The 'house faces the South 'with an
open front, but to protect the flock
against the cold a cloth curtain is
lowered over this at night. The
front is walled tight dp high
enough to keep the wind from
blowing directly on the flock when
they are down on the floor in the
day time.
This .is as good as an expensive
house as far as comfort is concerned and that, after all, is what a
hen house is for. The coot was
almost nothing. Mr. Edwards did
the work and used old timber for
reppirs. He is going to cover the
floor with a- heavy coat of straw
an feed the flock in the straw
to give them exeecise and keep
themselves warm these cold winter
days. Any one interested in better poultry houses can,obtain information at the Office of the County agent.

Three Sunday School., Superintendents have serttstPlhe church
during these years, they are brethren E. B. Holland, Albert Lassiter
and the present superintendent, Dr.
Hugh M. McElrath. Bro. Barber
McElrath served as Sunity School
superintendent for 23
ars prior
to the erection of the
w building.
Brothers N. S. Castleberry and
J. E. Skinner are the only living
former pastors of the church.
-Many of the faithful men' and
ii.women who prayed, gave money,
. time and labor in self denial and
Dust Blown 1600 Miles Causes
sacrifice that this well appointed
"Brown" Snowfall
building might be built in this,
Winter dust storms often cause
worldly age and stand as a monument of . God's goodness to them "browh't snowfalls in regions" far
and of the Sexing- Power of the distant. By analzing the dust, soil
Gospel have gone home to re- chemists of the United State Deceive their reward, and to serve partment of Agriculture sometimes
Him whom they loved and love are able to determine the region
to serve in unbroken fellowship in Which it originated.
They found that dust in the
and joy FOREVER.
"brown" NUM, which fell in FebSam P. Martin, pastor
ruary on New Hampshire and Vermont, probably got its start in
Oklahoma, Texas, or Kansas.—states
about 1600 miles away. Dust that
COUNTY AGENT NOTES discolored the New England snow
showed the proportion of lime that
Lloyd Edwards. Backusburg. has distinguishes southeastern soils.
Weather Bureau observers estirebuilt his old .poultry house and
has one well equipped at very lit- mate 014, storm deposited 31
tle cost. Mr. Edwards' old house pounds of dust an acre--or 10 tons
was a very poor one. It has a tin per square mile—in the area which
roof, walls that were full of cracks, the snow fell in. Every 10 tons of
Tax Included
wet floor, and the house. wag-di- dust included 1.080 pounds of lime,
,
vided into a roosting room and a the chemist estimate.
laying compartment.
Now the
WE PAY HIGHEST MARKET PRICE FOR
house has the cracks stripped, the Final Date For Meeting Compliance
BUTTER AND EGGS
petition removed, a dry floor made
On Soil Program
Saturday. October 31, is final
with gravel and clay, a dropping
board and the full floor space date for meeting compliance on
Soil Program. Supervisors will
for the hens in cold weather.
And speaking bf cold weather start at once on final cheek up.
those hens will hardly know it is Producers are asked to cooperate
cold because_ a double wall is with him that as little loss of time
between them and the North and as possible will result. When.. all
Fifth- &'Main Streets
poles placed over head with straw help the work moves along /aster.
.0 packed on them from the ceiling.
4-H Achievement Day is • little
more than one week away. ,FourH boy sand girls are invited to attend the program at the courthouse
and to bring parents along Saturday. November 7, starting at 9:00
a. m. All clubs should try to get
as many of their members to complete projects and records and attend this meeting. The county is
looking for you.
4-H _abiblia Merchants of Murray are 'donating their windows to 4-H bdys and
girls Saturday, November 7. to
B
ce
kst 95c
C Club APPLE BUTTER.
exhibit their 'projects. These boys
30-os. Jar
19e
24B
-I°
13 1(sa
Ack
and girls are proud of their work
and are glad to have the people of
MACARONI or SPAGHETTI, Bulk, 3 pounds .__ Itae
the county see
what they are
Pound
doing. Next. week this cblurnri
Embassy Brand SALAD
will carry the names of these merDRESSING. qt. $r
chants and the club to use their
window.
CPel Monte or C. C. Sifted, 2 No. 2 cans 99c
RICE. New crop, extra
Standard Pack, 3 No. 2 cans, 25c
fancy, Pound
Le
Sc
MEMORIAL BAPTIST CHURCH
PEANUT BUTTER.
C.CLUB BRAND 3 Tall or 6 Small cans 20c Embassy
23-oz. jar
Tenth and Main
Our Sunday School will convene
HOMINY, No. NS - se ___ Sc
at 9:30 a. m. Capable and consecrated teachers will be in charge
Finest Brand
KARO SYRUP. Blue Sr
of all the classes. Every _member
Red Libel, S-lb. can
Boxes
29c
of. the. church is expected to be
present for the teaching of the
CIDER VINEGAR,
Word in the Sunday School; all
C. Club Brand
Quau-t bottle c
lec
Others are cordially invited.
Full No. 2 can
10
Morning Worship at 10:45. The
C. Club SPINACH,
2 No. 2 cans
pastor's subject will be '"THE
23c
COUNTRY CLUB
KINGDOM FIRST." --These are
DILL PICKLES,
some of the questions that will be
Half gallon jar
zac
dealt with in this message: What
No. 2 1-2 caws
is the kingdom of God? Is the
Ground BLACK
Is 1Oc
,PEPPER, lb.
righteousness of - Matt. 6:33 the im10e
Pitted rightitpusness of Christ or
LUX
SOAP,
3
bars
.__ 19c
P. and G. WHITE NAPTHA.
the practical righteousness of the
believer's life? What does it mean
Penn-Rad MOTOR OILGIANT SIZE BARS
2-gallon can
91c
to put FIRST in our lives the kingTax _
Sc
dom of God and ' His righteousness? Is modern Christianity acTotal
99c
tually puttinig first things first?
SQUARES;NSoutga
jro wCius)
red. Pound
LUX FLAKES, Small pkg. Sc
What is the promise of God to
Large pkg.
23e
those who put Him first in their
lives?
Barbara Ann TOMATO
Evening Worship at 7;15. TI4
SOUP. can
BOLOGNA
LB.
15c
pastor will speak on "Tlig-MENHEINZ
SOUPS, amt..
INCED HAM or
ACE OF COMM1bNISM." Many of
2 large cans
our Christian people are wholly ignorant of the nature of ComFRESH JACK SALMON .
Pound
munism and of its seductive influs
ence in our own country. It is high
time that we awake out of sleep.
C. Club'Brand
for a deadly enemy of Christ.
Pound
Christianity, the Bible, the church,
the school and the home lurks at
the door. Hear this message next
Pounds
%minty-evening-. 'By no means- a
political talk, but a Bible message on one of the most important
questions of our. day.
Prayer meeting each Wednesday
evening at 7:15. Teacher's meeting after prayer service.
Our revival meeting will begin
November 8 instead of November
1 as previously_ announced. The
meeting will continue through November 21. Dr-R. .C. Stevens of
_HEAD
Loulvrttle.--Ry.; -antr---preacb 'twice
Large14
e,ss
.- size
daily.
All.„ are car-Many invited to all
of our services.
Pounds
Carroll .Hubbard, pastor

Thurmond's Cash Grocery SATURDAY SPECIALS

Royal('em COFFEE (our special
brand, ground, fresh, lb.
Pure COFFEE, 100 e;- pure,2 lbs.
CRACKERS,2 lb. box
Peanut Butter, 2 lbs for
TOMATOES,no. 2 can, 4 cans for
CORN, no. 2 can, 3 cans for
Corn Flakes, 2 boxes
SUGAR, 10 lbs
Vanilla Wafers, 1 lb.
Cigarettes, all popular brands, ...

19c
25c
15c
25c
25c
25c
15c
49c

MEAL, 10 lbs.

28c

,

MANAS' ANNIVERSARY
SALE—

anas'21St

will
the talk of Western Kentucky, West Tennessee and Southern Illinois! All the resources of
this great store have been concentrated in-a supreme effort to bring
you the greatest values in our 21
years of serving Paducah and surrounding territory!
MANAS' offer these Anniversary values
_
.in appreeiation of the.,
wonderful business you have given
us and to maintain.your confidence and good-will!

BUY YOUR CHRISTMAS
.
-SI,Fr.S NOW,AND SAVE!
+AY FOR'THEM NEXT
YEAR!

15c

You Get More for Lesa When You Pay
Cash at

Thurtnond's Cash Grocery

KROGER S

Ladies' Yellow Gold
Wrist Watch

$1421
New as tomorrow! Guaranteed
movement
In
smart, distinctive
case,
with open link metal band
to match.

Ladies' Yellow Gold
Baguette Watch

$1621

Lady's Ralova
-(.oddess Of Time"

Men's Yellow Gold
Wrist Watch

Men's Elgin,
Wrist Watch

$1421

$1421

$2975

Ultra-smart simplicity in
Such quality—such style-- 17 jeweled Bulova move- -Famous Elgin movement this man's handsome yellow
gold color strap watch
has never before been of- ment in smart natural in smartly styled mascu—complete
with metal
fered at this low price! gold color case! Use your line design case — tho- -band
--dependable moveFully guaranteed!
roughly dependable'
ment.
credit!

THE COMPLETE FOOD MARKET

•

FLOUR 2L:lobn'
DRIED PEACHES
PEA L/
MILK

65c
10f

MATCHES
GRAPEFRUIT
PEACHES'
SOAP
BACON

15

6

3 Traer
3c

7

"Miss Blanche'.
5-DIAMOND ENGAGEMENT RING

$4921

Brilliant Solitaire Diamond in center
flanked On the side by four smaller
,parkling diamonds. Natural yellow or
,olid white gfld mountings.

•-•

Fancy Sugar Cured BACON,
No rind, no waste, lb. 29c

Derby Brand TAMALES,
11-oz. can
10c

C. Club MINCE MEAT,
bulk, pound
15c

HEAD LETTUCE
TOKAY GRAPES
2
10-Pound bag
ONIONS 50-lb bag 69c
CABBAGE ICS) lb bag S1"
2 Pounds for
c FOR
GRAPEFRUIT
g° Size

5c

15c
15c
Sc

25c

MURRAY CHURCH OF CHRIST
---,r
1 Sunday school. 9:45: Worship,
10:45 a. m. Preachineby Prof. slt.
H. Smith at 7 p. m. next Sunday
Mid-week services
Wednesday
evenings at 7 o'clock. A cordial
1.1517PtIffie "extended the public.
PIE'SUPPER— at Macedonia
Friday night, November V, for
benifit of school.

mounting,

remarkable diamond value!

MEN'S ELGIN

$1221

NO
CARRYING
CHARGES

Famous Elgin movement
in new design thin model
case. Fully guaranteed and
- dependable!

TO PAY!

rwe -First
ANNIVERSARY

SLEEPING
and
TALKING

Beautiful'" carved
and exquisitely designed matthed
mountings. 3 -D i amond wedding ringgenuine diamond sol
- t ai r e engagement
r i n g. Remarkably
low
priced. Easy
terms!

LIBERAL
CREDIT!
21

moN,Ris

TO PAY!
is

Ea\ah One P;i'eed Less Than /
1
2)

6 Tube Battery Radio

..$29,21

- (Uses Only One Storage Battery)

DOLLS

227 BROADWAY

$12"

-21st Anniversary
SPECIALS

SUPER
SPECIAL

Buy Your
.-CHRISTMA.3
Gifts Now and
Save - - Pay Next Year!

Diamond
Bridal Set...
Both Rings
for ...

EXTRAORDINARY

.
V

10c
32c
35c

Fancy No. I Wisconsin
Longhorn CHEESE lb. 23c

3 sparkling diamonds in a new filigree

POCKET WATCH

M

2

$19'

N 'NO

25c
20c

FISH
ROLL BUTTER
131JLK- PORK SAUSAGE

-Mks Carlene"
3-DIAMOND ENGAGEMENT RING

Ile
They,talk ! They sleep!
Large size, fully clothed
dolls that sell regularly
Tor $2.50. Buy one now
for Christmas—you:11 never be *tile to 'get a value
like this again!

6 Tube Electric\Radio
. .$29.21
Gloria Silk Parasols
$1.91
Webster's Dictionery
41c
4 Pc. Percolator Set
$9.21
83 Pc. Tea Set
$2.21
Aluminum,Utility Cooker
71c
(Liberal Credit - - Easy Terms )

M. MANAS
JEWELR

C

Q

LUGGAGE

•
.41.111011Cob.......41.1.0.110.1.01010Mine,.,
•

•

_

•

PADUCAH, KY.
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;
0 Democratic motorcade will
hire Friday morning at 10
k for a brief stay ill its
ind trip around the First
Congressionlil Dlltrict.
A suund truck and hand will_ aeGehipany tne feRowing•Democratic
stalwarts: Senator A. 0. Stanley,
Hon. J. Dan Talbot, Judge Lorenzo
K. Wood, 1-ion. W. Owen /Cellar,
Hon. Harry V. McChesney. Congressional Nominee Noble Csregory
and others,
ar,

• Wills Probated in
County Court Meet
Calloway County Court met in
its regular meeting Monday. October 26, and ,trapsacted regular
business. The will of A. J. Cresson was read and probated as well
as that of Mrs. Alma Bogard.

421
simplicity in
iandsome yelor strap watch
with metal
ndable move-

Clay A. Copeland, first-year stuing. A feature was the fine power dent in the college of Law at the
demonstrated by the Tigers in University of Kentucky, son of Play at Dyersburg, Tenn.; Stewart's
down-field march to score. Mur- Mrs. Janie Langston, of Dealer:
Team Shows Improvement
ray made 10 first downs to the was elected first vise-president of
In Its Play
the University's Democratic club,
Blue Terrors' five.
The Tigers have another tough at a meeting held last Tuesday
The Murray College Thoroughgame for this week end. They play night on the University campus. breds, who heartened their folat Fulton Friday afternoon and the More than 60 club members st5. lowers mightly, even though they
band, cheejing section and a large tended the meeting.
lost 'the bail _lame by an unforPlans for a membership drive tunate play, by their fine showing
crow dof boosters will accompany
them. How tough the Bulldogs 7were formulated, as were plans at Isferfreesboro, Tenn., will go to
will be is shown .by their 55-0 de- for getting as many local students Dyersburg, Tenn., to meet the
feat of Dresden. Tenn., last Friday. to register for voting at the „local strong Bulldogs ef Uttion Univers
courthouse.
The 'club members ity Priday night.
plan to assist .election officers at
The game was arranged by pubthe polls on election day, it was, lic-spirited citizens of the live little
further stated at the meeting.
Tennessee town which sent MurA series of meetings, at which ray the famous Tommy Chambers
A record enrollment of students prominent-speakers will be heard, and his brother, Bob, Thoroughfrom 115 of the 120 counties In will be planned to create interest bred stars of a decade ago.
_ —
Kentucky, has brought the regis- in the current campaign among the
Union, where Coach Stewart
University's
students.
tration figures for the first term
played and coached before coming
of the 1938-37 school year at the
to Murray in 1931, always gives
University of Kentucky to 3,422
the Racehorses a good battle and
breaking by 190 the all-time record Sun-Democrat to Sponsor
the -big Red Bulldog will give the
Galen Gough in Paducah Thoroughbreds a stiff battle with
of 1931.
•
Among those
lots of danger looming up.
registered from
"You can't hold a good mail
Calloway county are: Fred Crawford. son of Mr. and Mrs. T. W. down!" so. it is said. Even if a
Crawford, Murray; Howard Chas. man does make mistakes, a wise
Scherffius. son of B. F. Scherffius, man profits by thent. Truly the
Murray; Clay A. Copeland, son of hazardous past episodes of Galen
Mrs. Panice Langston, Dexter; Gough golds no fear for this man
After discussing with some of
Anabel Firch Hart, daughter of of steel. Public opinion of Galen the officials of the charge, the
Gough
•Paducah
held
in
in
him
the
Dr. P. A. Hart. Murray; Gaston
meeting place for the adjourned
McKeel. son of Mr. and Mrs. W. light of a wild man from Borneo session of the Fourth Quarterly
Broken
time.
ribs,
at
one
and
arms
H. McKeel, Murray; Ruth Morisser
Conference was decided to go to
Richmond, daughter of Mr. and necks of policemen and irate op- New Hope. This meeting will be
ponents
reputation
gave Galen a
Before you
Mrs. J. H. Richmond, Murray;
held November 6. All officials are
Clough C. Venable, son of Mr. and of being one of the toughest men expected to be present. VisitOrs
ever known in Western Kentucky. are invited
Mrs. 0. T. Venable, Murray.
This foundation of Galen's deThe Rev. H. R. Taylor will
cision to become a temperance at- preach at 11 a. m. Lunch will
ALLEGED STOLEN GUN
be
DISPOSED .OF HERE vocate, gives him an excellent au- served by the entire charge, as
thority for using his past as an ob..
New Hope has had her Quarterly
Police of Benton and Smithland ject lesson In his marvelous courConference this year. After lunch
are looking for Hurley Warfield, age to return to Paducah to fight
there _ will be a brief business
29, of Smithlknd on a charge of against the ethics which neasile
session. Things look promising for
stealing a gun from Dr. N. M. Ad- wrecked his life. Paducah was
a good close this time. Let's all
kins, former Murray State College the mecca of the beginning of his
work to make it that. •
physician, in Kuttawa
Sunday hectic career.
L Z. Hurley, P. C.
night and di/posing Of it here.
Time change,s . many courses of
The gun was purchased by Nel- life.' Poor men become millions
son Miller and Freeman _Wilford aires, rich men die in poverty. The Young Business
Club Committees Named
after Warfield repreiented it as life of Galen Gough sounds like
his own. The weapon, a 16-guage a fairy story, for in the repetition
President Preston Holland has
Winchester repeater, was allegedly of the life of John B. Goug
named the following committees
taken from Dr. Adkins' car in Galen is following in his footste
for the Young Busines Men's Club
Kuttawa early
Sunday evening John B. was renowned through
after which Warfield hitch-hiked the world as the foremost tempest- to serve during the current year:
Membership: T. Sledd, chairman,
to Murray.
ance advocate of his age. 11*
Herschell Corn, Harry Broach, _Ed
books can beread in the pub*
Frank Kirk.
libraries to this day. Galen
Publicity: Eugene Boyd, L. J.
making history and by the reco
Hortin.
he has made, nothing under
Finance: P. W. Ordway, H. T.
sun could atop him now. Her
proven his will-power in becom- Viraldrep, F. M. Gingles, Roy Stewring on of the strongest men that art.
Boy Scout: C. M. Graham, A. B.
ek',er lived, he returned from
''
S
'France hopelessly invalid. Galen Austin, Joe T. Lovett,
Social: Frank Ryan, Frank A.
continues to prove his will-power
Stubblefield, Tom McElrath, Boody
by fasting and depriving himself
Russell.
of the greatest satisfaction known—
Initiation: Harry -Siedd, 0. D:
that is to eat. Self denial is not
unknown to him. Galen Gough Edmonds, Robert Williams.
will come out on top with his proIt Pays to Read the Classifieds
gram in Paducah.
We greatly comment on his courage for going back to Paducah and
facing the issues. We also greatly
stress our approval and admiraWhen you bring your car to the
tion for Edwin J. Paxton, editor
SUPER-SERVICE STATION
and publisher of the Sun-Democrat
get every service at one-stop except
'(or sponsoring him. Galen will
not disappoint him. He did a
major mechanical repairing.
great work, here—he will also do a
good job there.

Ty Holland's marvelous little
band of Murray High School football players showed the Marion,
KY.; Blue Terrors, who have somewhat a reputation for scrappiness
themselves,' a few tricks in the old
fight in a ball club that will not
permit them to be licked.
In B. C. Allbritten. Ty has one
of the finest running becks in the
state but B. C. is getting marvelous co-operation from all his teammates and the fine co-operation
that Holland has inspired his team
with* the main point in a brilliant season which has carried
them thusfar without a defeat.
Their season's record is marred
only
the tie with Mayfield.
The Tigers -won
13-6, scoring
twice in the second quarter and
permitting Marion to count its
only time in the final period.
The outstanding play of the
game was Allbritten's 98-yard return of .E1 punt, eluding a swarm of
foes by beautiful stepping and
some timely and effective block-

Mr. Farmer!

nn

In Calowsg.
va•"Marsa, Graves, NIS.
ry and Stewart Counties.
year elsewhere ha
the State of Kentucky.
a year to any addrams
other than above.

$1.50 a
$2.00

CIRCULATION APRIL 13-2,933, SWORN TO.
•
DISTRIBUTION SHOWN

Singing Convention

Volume CIV; No. 44

QUARTERLY MEETING AT
SINKING SPRING CHURCH

Here Nov. 29 Planned

Hale Gives Ruling
On Bus Hauls

The Woman's Missionary societies
The singers of west Kentucky
1
and adjoining counties will meet of the Blood River Association will
It. A. Hale Jr., inspector f
the
statay
trans
oof. Motor
at Murray. at the court house, hold their regular quarterly meet- tDeiorrtFTZItsfrt
Ted
November 29, fifth Sunday in No- ing at the Sinking Spring Baptist ,
schoo
. 1 busses will not be Wow
vember.
Quartets, trios, duets, Church November 5.
'to haul anything but school chiland soloists are cordially invited " The meeting will
begin at 10:30 dren and teachers to and from
to be present. Singing begins at o'clock. Every
member is urged school, and under some circum10 o'clock,
to attend.
stances the athletic club of the
Bring your song books and lunch
I
I school. Long distance hauls over
baskets and we will have a good...Sevea
lime-griading ou' "fis we're the highways to ball games, 'etc..
'day together.John Key, manager. In full operation
in Barren coun- even if schoolchildren, is a viola..ty last month, with a 400-ton daily tic=
Cif state laws .and must be
It pays to read the claanfied ads. output.
stelpped. Hale stated.

Seven from Calloway,
Attending U. of Ky.

Murray Circuit Meets
at New Hope Church

•
There is a difference
in Radios.
buy, write a card or a letter to
Mow Gold
Watch
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SATURDAY

Enemies in conflict for
the woman they adored!

..• THEY, TRIED TO PIN THIS
AILUNG-011 A WOMAN...

A beautiful woman ..
a strUggling nation...
and two,m-en fired with a,
desperate love for both...

but a cocky netbspaperman on.
cowered the real solution to this
thnlling mystery.

HARRY M.GOETZ
presents the
JAMES FENIMORE
COOPER CLASS'

TURNER'S GARAGE AND
MACHINE SHOP
COLDWATER, KY.
Murray, Kentucky, Route I

Men's

for a Free Demonstration Without
Obligation

Vit

All prices and all makes

OneStop

SERVICE

EDIT!

Don't get caught with a busted
radiator in a sudden freezing spell.
Bring in your car today and have
the "radiatorfilled with

ONT.friS
PAY!

PYRO-THKRMO Non-rusting ALCOHOL for those who prefer alcohol for an anti-freeze. Lasts longer, keeps rust from forming in
your radiator.

lary

You should wait no longer about
putting winter oil in your crankcase and winter greases in your
differential and transmission.

*a
EDWARD
SMALL

- 0301
•

with LEW AYRES
GAIL PATRICK
Paul Kelly Joyce Compton
Benny Baker • Ern's, Gossett

birectiid by Gayly(' I. Nati

SUNDAY and MONDAY

The "Cuckoos" in
Darkest Egypt!

1111111111•11M11111111111111

you.

ERAL

titotot

tffltP•1

00
"

Douglas ifi Homecoming
Game Here Friday P. M.
The Douglas High School Bulldogs will meet the Henderson,•Ky..
Bisons in their Homecoming Game
here Friday afternoon. Coach Miller of the local boys says his boys
will beat the highly rated, visitors.
The game will start on _Douglas
High gridiron at 2:30 o'clock.

DEPOSITORS
Please come in and get
FLOUR to supply
your needs until
MARCH I

1
0Pi
tS
,
See the Bashful
Boys in this
blast of hokum!
•
You have nothing to
lose but your mind!

LYNN GROVE
MILLING CO.
111•1111111•11111111111111111

It Isn't How Much Money You Have

It's WHAT You DO With It!
Enjoy Winter at Home With a Sensationally New 1937
GRUNOW RADIO

0

$29.21

ttet-

.$29.21
• $1.91
. 41c
. $9.21
• $2.21
. 71c

1-m s
••••

We have the amazing new GRUNOW RADIO for every purse
and purpose. You really have never heard anything like it before.

Electric Table Models as low as
Farm Radios as low as
The All-World Grunow "1 1", only
The marvelous new Grunow "12" with
TELEDIAL, at

$19.95
$34.95
$69.95
$99.95

Super. - Service Station

AND

MAJOR BOWES
IAMATEUR THEATRE OF THE
AIR

TUES. & WED.

DEPOSITS INSURED

Next Thurs.-Fri.

BY

The Federal Deposit Insurance Corporation

JACK
HOLT

WASHINGTON, D. C.
°$5 00 liet)Fttia
l CMH it:1444g

-OF-

99(it 411'1
_....asegAtSq110
-too
oil.

$5000 -

{08 11/116•1°.•4%°c"*...

Jackson Purchase Oil Co.
LOT MAIN MOM

Nothing is ever accomplished by the mere
possession of money. It takes judicious handling
to put it ti? vairk for you.
_
--Tri-ev
- ery phase of finance, the pees Bank of
Hazel makes it possible for you to-do MORE with
your money. From initial accumulation throUgh a
savings account to the selection of a sound investment plan, this bank is always reedy to serve Calloway County.

MUILMAY. KINTUCKY

Igo
'
5 4;1+
suo.1 16:0te .1•1.1
%sisal
'
701
f
t:orgW's.
t a
1

EiEES BANK OF HAZEL
Hazel, Kentucky

in
ZANE GREY'S
"End of the Trait"

.d4 4
°

r, KY.

101.1118/11.1110111amaaaa -
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Brilliantly
DEMOS MOTORCADE Rolland's Amazing Tigers
Beat Marion; Play at Fulton Friday

TO ARRIVE FRIDAY

Ty Holland's marvelous little
Many Party Leaders to Re Here band of Murray High School footFriday Morning at
ball players showed the Marion,
16 O'clock
Ky., Blue Terrors, who have -somewhat a reputation for scrappiness
A big Democratic motorcade will themselves, a few tricks in the old
arrive here Friday morning at 10_ fight in a ball club that will not
o'clock ter a brief stay in its permit them to be licked.
whirlwind trip around the First
In B. C. Allbritten. Ty has one
Congressional District.
of the finest running backs in the
A sound truck and band will ac- state but B. C. ig_gettng marvelcompany the Millpiving Democratic ous co-operation from all his teamstalwarts: Senator A. 0. Stanley, mates and the fine co-operation
Hon. J. Dan Talbot, .Ludge Lorenzo that Holland has inspired his team
K. Wood. Hon. W. Owen Kellar, with is the main point in4a brilHon. Harry V. McChesney. Con- liant season, which has carried
gressional Nominee Noble Qregory them thusfar*ltikhout a defeltis
and others
Their season's record is marred
only by the tie with Mayfield.
13-6, scoring
The Tigers won
twice in the second quarter and
permitting Marlon to count its
Calloway County Court met 19 only time in the final period.
its regular meeting Monday, OctoThe Outstanding play of the
ber 24, and transacted regular game was Allbritten's 96-yard rebusiness. The will of A. J. Cres- turn of a punt, eluding a swarm of
son was read and probated as well foes by beautiful stepping and
some timely and effective blockas that a Mrs. Alma Bogard.

Wills Probated in
County Court Meet

Mr. Farmer!
There is a difference in Radios. Before you
buy, write a card or a letter to

Seven from Calloway
Attending U. of Ky.
A record enrollment of students
from 115 of the 120 counties in
Kentucky, has brought the registration figures for the first term
of the 1936-37 school year at the
University of Kentucky to 3.422
breaking by 190 the all-time record
of 1931.
registered from
Among those
Calloway county. are: Fred Crawford, son of Mr. and Mrs. T. W.
Crawford, Murray; Howard Chas.
Scherffius, son of B. F. Scherffius,
Murray; Clay A. Copeland, son of
Mrs. Panice Langston, Dexter;
Anabel Fitch Hart, daughter of
Dr. P. A. Hart, Murray; Gaston
McKeel, son of Mr. and Mrs. W.
H. McKeel, Murray; Ruth Morisser
Richmond, daughter of Mr. and
Mrs. J. H. Richmond, Murray;
Clough Cssjfenable, son of Mr. and
Mrs. 0. T. Venable, Murray.
ALLEGED STOLEN GUN
DISPOSED OF HERE

TURNER'S GARAGE AND
MACHINE,SHOP
COLDWATER, KY.
Murray, Kentucky, Route 1
5.

for a

ing. A feature was the fine power
demonstrated by the Tigers in
down-field march to score. Murray made 10 first downs to the
Blue Terrors' five.
The Tigers have another tough
game for this week end."They play
at Fulton Friday afternoon and the
band, cheering section and a large
crow dot boosters will accompany
them. How tough the Bulldogs
will be is shown by their 55-0 defeat of Dresden, Tenn., last Friday.

Free Demonstration Without
Obligation

All prices and all makes

Police of Benton and Smithland
are looking for Hurley Warfield,
29, of Smithland on a charge of
stealing a gun from Dr. N. M. Adkins, former Murray State College
Sunday
physician, in Kuttawa
night and disposing of it here.
' The gun was purchased by Nelson Miller and Freeman Wilford
after Warfield represented it as
his own. The. weapon, a 16-guage
Winchester repeater, was allegedly
taken from Dr. Adkins' car in
Sunday evening
Kuttawa early
after which Warfield hitch-hiked
to Murray.

One-Stop

SERVICE
When you bring your car to the
SUPER-SERVICE STATION you
get every service at one-stop except
major mechanical repairing.
Don't get caught with a busted
radiator in a sudden freezing spell.
Bring in your car today and have
the radiator filled with
PYRO-THERMO Non-rusting ALCOHOL for those who prefer alcohol for an anti-freeze. Lasts longer, keeps rust from forming in
your radiator.

Copeland Heads
l
University Demos
Clay A. Copeland, first-year student in the college of Law at the
University of Kentucky. son of
Mrs. Janie Lengaton, of Dexter,
was elected. first vipterwid.sAt
the University's Democratic club,
at a meeting held last Tuesday
night on the University campus.
More than 60 club members at's
tended the roetating.
Pleas lete- a membership drive
were formulated, as were plans
for getting as ;irony local- students
to register for voting at the local
courthouse. The club members
plan sto Amity' election officers at
the polls' on ttlIklion day, it was
further stated at the meeting.
A series of meetings, at which
prominent speakers will be heard,
will be planned to create interest
in the current campaign among the
University's students.

Sun-Democrat to Sponsor
Galen Gough in Paducah

"You can't hold a good man
downl" so it is said. Even if a
man does make mistakes, a wise
man profits by them. Truly the
hazardous past episodes of Galen
Gobgh holds no fear for this man
of steel. Public opinion of Galen
Gough in Paducah held him in the
light of a -wild max from Borneo
at one time. Broken ribs, arms and
necks of policemen and irate opponents gave Galen a reputation
of being one of the toughest men
ever known in Western Kentucky.
This foundation of Galen's decision to become a temperance advocate, gives him an excellent authority for using his past as an object lesson in his marvelous courage to return to Paducah to fight
against the ethics which newly
wrecked his life. Paducah was
the mecca of the beginning of his
hectic career.
Time changes . many courses- of
life. Poor men become millions
aires, rich men die in poverty. The
life of Galen Gough sounds like
a fairy story, for in the repetition
of the life of John B. Gou
Galen is following in his footst
John B. was renowned throughont
the world as the foremost tetoPelF.
ance advocate of his age. Hle
books can be rued in the publee
libraries to this day.. Galen
making history and by the reco
he has made, nothing under
sun could stop him now. Her
proven his will-power in becoming one of the strongest men that
ever lived, he returned from
France hopelessly invalid. Qalen
continues to prove his will-power
by fasting and depriving himself
of the greatest satisfaction knoWn—
that is to eat. Self denial is not
unknown to him. Galen Gough
will come out on top with his program in Paducah.
We greatly comment on his courage for going back to Paducah and
facing the issues. We also greatly
stress our approval and admiration for Edwin J. Paxton. editor
and publisher of the Sun-Democrat
for sponsoring him.. Galen will
not disappoint him. He did a
great work here—he will also do a
good job there.

Douglas Hi Homecoming
Game Here Friday P. M.
The Douglas High School Bulldogs will meet the Henderson, Ky.,
Bisons in their Homecoming Game
here Friday afternoon. Coach Miller of the local boys says his boys
will beat the highly rated visitors.
The game will start on Douglas
High gridiron at 2:30 o'clock. ,

You should wait no longer about
putting winter oil in your crankcase and winter greases in your
differential and transmission.

Enjoy Winter at Home With a Sensationally New 1937
GRUNOW RADIO
We have the amazinguenew GRUNOW RADIO for every purse
and purpose. You really have never heard anything like it before.

Electric Table Models as,-low as
Farm Radios as low as
The All-World Grunow- "11", only
The marvelous new Grunow "12" with
TELEDIAL, at

$19.95
$34.95
$69.95

Jackson Purchase Oil Co.
DA' allADRI MINT

MURRAY, IIINTUCKT

1
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CIRCULATION APRrL 13-2,83.5, SWORN TO.
DISTRIBUTION SHOWN
QUARTERLY MEETING AT
SINKING SPRING CHURCH

,. Hale Gives Ruling
On Bus_ Hauls

The Woman's Missionary societies
R. A. Hale Jr.? inspectoessfor the
of the Blood River Association will
Department of Motor Transportaholtrtheir regular quarterly meetstated
.
Frankfort,
baurik
stfcohno.z1Fr
ing at the Sinking Spring Baptist
theadt
llow
ilsltanteodt todaybe y
Church November 5,
.s
I to haul anything but school chit!rtl meettnry*--beam-at - Kw°'drew and -tedsh.sis to -anci• fromo'clock. Every member is urged school, and under some circumto attend.
stances the athletic club of the
' school. Long distance hauls over
Seden rimesgrfnding outfits were the highways to ball games, etc.,
in full, operation in,..Barren coun- Leven if school.chilitsgn.'is a violaty last month, with a 400-ton deity :don of state lbws and must be
It pays to read the classified ads. odtput.
stopped, Hale stated.

The 'singers of west Kentucky
and adjoining counties will meet
at Murray, at the court house,
November 29. fifth Sunday in November.
Quartets, trios, duets,
and- soloists are cordially invited
to be present. Singing begins at
10 o'clock.
Bring your song boohs and lunch
baskets and we will have a good
day together.John Key, manager.

Murray Circuit Meets
at New Hope Church
After discussing with some of
the officials of the charge, the
meeting place' for the adjourned
session of the Fourth Quarterly
Conference was decided to go to
New Hope. This meeting will be
held November 6. All officials are
expected to be present. Visitors
are invited.
The Rev, H. R. Taylor will
preach at 11 a. m. Lunch will be
served by the entire charge. as
New Hope has had her Quarterly
Contereece this year. After lunch
there . will be a brief business
session. Things look promising for
a good close this time. Let's all
work to make it that.
L. Z. Hurley, P. C.

SATURDAY _1

TODAY and FRIDAY
Enemies in conflict ior
the woman they adored!
A beautiful woman ...
a striiggling nation...
and two.nien_fired with a
desperate love for both...

THEY TRIED TO PIN TH1S
KILLING ON A WOMAN ...
bui a cocky newspaperman un•
covered the real solution to dm
thrilling mystery.

HARRY M.GOETZ
presents the
JAMES FENIMORE

COOPER_ CLASSI

‘44000

Young Business Men's
Club Committees Named
President Preston Holland has
named the fallowing committees
for the Young Busines Men's Club
to serve during the current year:
Membership: T. Sledd. chairman.
Herschell Corn, Harry Broach, Ed
Frank Kirk.
Publicity: Eugene Boyd, L. J.
Hortin,
Finance: P. W. Ordway, H. T.
Sthildrop. F. M. Gingies, Roy stewart.
Boy Scout: C. M. Graham, A. B.
Austin. Joe T. Lovett...
Social: Frank Ryan, ha-Mei- A.
Stubblefield, Tom McElralh, Boody
Russell.
Initiation: Harry Sledd, 0. D.
Edmonds, Robert Williams.

An

Protection

with LEW AYRES
GAIL PATRICK

,1111rected by Georg* B. Seitz
•

Paul Kelly • Joyce Compton
Benny Biter Evros, Cossort

EDWARD
SMALL

SUNDAY and MONDAY

The "Cuckoos" in
Darkest Egypt!

It Pays to Read\the Claroitleds
1111111111111111111.1111111111111

DEPOSITORS
Please come in and get
FLOUR to supply
your needs until
MARCH I

•
See the Bash hi!
Boys in this
blast of hokum!
•

•

You have nothing to
lose but your mind!

LYNN GROVE
MILLING CO.
1111111111O11111111111111111111111

les-WHAT You DO With
s•

—

Nothing is ever accomplished by the mere
possession of money. It takes judicious handling
to put it to work for you.
In every phase of finance, the Dees Bank of
Hazel makes it possible for you to do MORE with
your money. From initial accumulation through a
savings account to the selection of a sound investment plan, this bank is always ready to serve Calloway County.

AND

MAJOR BOWES
AMATEUR THEATRE OF THE
AIR

II

DEPOSITS INSURED
BY

WASHINGTON, D. C.
Ot5000

MAXIMUM INSURANCE
FOR EACH DEPOSITOA

$5000

Next Thurs.-Fri.

JACK
HOLT

The Federal- Deposit Insurance Corporation
. V

1

CAPITOL

It Isn't How Much Money You Hale ...

$99.95

Super - Service Station

The Murray College Thoroughbreds, who heartened their followers mightily, even though they
lost the ball game by an unfortunate play, by their fine showing
at Murfreesboro, Tenn., will go to
Dyersburg, Tenn., to meet Ow
strong Bulldogs of Union University - Friday night.
The game was arranged by public-spirited citizens of the live little
Tennessee town which sent Murray the,famous Tommy Chambers
andAis brother, Bob, Thorough:
bred stars of a decade ago.
Union, where Coach Stewart
played and coached before coming
to Murray in 1931, always gives
the Racehorses a good battle and
the -big Red Bulldog will give the
Thoroughbreds a stiff battle with
lots of danger looming up.

ei cal

--

Convention
Here Nov. 29 Planned
RACEHORSES MEET Singing
UNION U. FRIDAY
Play at Dyersburg.#Tenn.; Stewart's
Team Shows Improvement
In Its Play

•yesr In Calloway,
Marshall. Graves. Henry and Stewart Counties.
a year elsewhere
leV
4...4#the _State of Kentucky.
addiuse
bove.
n aany
tr to
abe7althan
(
* Mot
2
I4
—
$1 00
.

-

in
ZANE GREY'S
"End of the Trail"

DEES BANK OF HAZEL
Hazel, Kentucky
•
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- -the show isot
attended
Elsie
Several
Misses
and
children.
and
who
tamed
Beale,
walk.
grant a
floating Theatre", which
for Almo, granted five hits and Garlaget-and Mari Lena Barrow --Ilse.
the other aide last Suewalked one batter. Beale _struck were 'Sunday diner guests of Mr. landed- on
day night. As for the conduct
out two men to, ThompsonO two. and Mrs. Euin McDougal.
Mr. and Mrs. Lewis Dill and ask someone else. As for me and
We expect to begin basketball
dinner my house we will stay at home
were Sunday
practice as soon as the gymnasium daughter
next time and dream decent
has a new floor. The men are at guests in the home of Mr. and
dreams.-Sarie.
Mrs. Willie Vinson.
work on it now.
nicely
School is progressing
Debate ChM
Rye is being extrieively seeded •
The Debating Club was reorgan- under the management of our very
Miss Martha in Harlan county as a wittier (noelized Mianday morning and expects efficient teacher,
to stsrt work as soon as they get Thomas. The school 'will sponsor crop. •
the material. The officers for the an old fiddler's contest tonight,
club were elected as follows: presi- tThureday. October 20.1
Jean, the little daughter of Mr.
dent, Wilson Gantt; vice-president,
Wayne Dyer; secretary. Imogene and Mrs. Ruin MeDougal, has been
Farris; treasurer, Rex Falwell; re- ill the past two weeks with maporter, Juanita Roberts; sponsor,
Clyde Jones. son of Mrs. Vera The white and light-colored shoe
Mo'. Jones. The club chose their
farmer name. the ."Megarlan" De- Jones, of Poplar Spring. was car- season is over, but not the wear
bating Club. The Megarians are ried to the' Clinic-Hospital Satur- in those shoes.
sponsoring, for the first activity, a day for treatment of a broken jaw, At surprisingly low cost, you can
debate between the Sievnero and cuts and braises received when a Italie those comfortable summer
Wiliam/an societies The question horse threw him. "°"°—
shoes dyed- and rECOnditioned- for
Mr. J. D. Dill is eantined to his the winter season. Bring them to tu
ir Resolved that Modern Adver•
tisement' Wields an Influence for home with a severe cold. "
Bad. The affirmative is upheld
Mr. J. D. Jill, mere:lent of this
by Wayne Dyer and Imogene Fer- community, is giving away a range
ree the isehAtli, is pupported by stove on January 2.
East Maple Street
Wilson Gantt and Juanita Roberts,
Fifth and Bluth Oradea
The fifth and sixth grades won
six blue ribbons in the fair. We
were very proud of our ripcord. but
we had worked hard to Win them.
Tests are cotning thick and fast
this week. It seems they come
oftener than anytiung•-eise. but they
are not dreaded by those who have
learned their lessons each day.
We believe that fyiansel James
Vinson, sixth grade of Outland
school, set a record in entering five
contests and ,winning five blue ribbons.
The play, "The Girl in the Fur
Coat," sponsored by Mr. Walston.
was exceptionally well given and
well attended, and the attention
was good.

TS
FARM PRODUCTS
Gordon
Kathleen
I ond: resets
c• Isand Jblee Gordon. Soloo-Russells . Product osteition tiron -Ortd name
SCht)07 ‘-0 1
respectively:
Chapel: Valley Rushing.
I follow,
--...
Readings-first: Faxon. Cletus i Yellow corn: John Reed Falwell,
WL.S
fair
The Faxon community
Colson; second. pottertown. Char- Silvester Ellis. White corn; James
put over with the greatest sucse. ity Garland; third, Faxon,. Dorothy Brandon. Wayne Dyer. Pop corn:
Theo.
in the history of our school,
! Edison Lee. Ernestine 'Fakery.
o Ellictt.
were fi *pens of poultry and tuu Spelling-third grade; Shady Hill.: Irish potatoes: Wayne Dyer. Rex
entries in farm cr.ops_
W. H. Hopkins:. second, Russells Falwell. Sweet potatoes: Silvester
We want to thank the judges ;of Chapel. Elaine Rumen.
Fourth Ellis, Lestel Elkius. Onions: Sil..
both these departments. Every one grade: first, Elm Grove; Evelyn vester Ellis. Lespedeza: Roy Cun.
well Dale
products seemed
entering
Morris; second. Russell's nirigham. Wayne Dyer. Grass her.
Fifth Roy Cunningham, Wayne Dyer.
Pleased with the way the J udges Chapel. Dorothy Guerin.
We cer- grade: first. EliW' Griove. Dorothy Pumpkins: Roy Cunningham.
distributed the ribbons
.tautly appreciate the s-plerichdkeo- Jean 'Burks: • second. Faxon, Ricke Thomas Carrieion -Wheat: John
operation- of the Almo -schoor tereh- Clark. ;Sixth grade: first, (Outland. Reed Falwell. Thomas Lovett. Lima
ers in judging the school contests. James Vinson; second. Pottertown, beans: Roy Cunningham. Lestel ElThe sehogls of this district took a R. J. Phillips.
Seventh grade: _cons. Molasses:. Roy Cunningham,
- large interest in the fair.
. Ruth
first, Faxon. Mary Brown Steele;.John Reed Falwell. Beets:
The school winning the most second, Shady Hill. Maud Williams. Scott. Roy Cunningham. Hut Pep-'
blue ribbons' was ,gutiarid: credited Eighth grade: first. Elm (Rove , per: Roy Cunningham, Dorothy
with 11 ribbons; following which James Chaney: second. Pottertown; WilliamNsi Sweet Pepper: Wilson
was Russell's Chapel, with' eight Budl Stalls. Oral' Readirtg---61Oeft-01111f. -1„esTet.Elkins.--; ribbons. The attendance at She grade: first. Ruby Miller. Faxon; I Egg plant: Voris Parker, Wilson
fair was won by Palestine with 82 second. Eva Gray Adkins, Elm t Gantt. Carrots: James Brandon.
per cent present: .
---.
Grove. - Fourth grade: first, Fay "i; Polito Pumpkins; James Brandon..
The winners of the school con- Whit Russell's Chapel; second. Roy Cunningham. Parsnips: Roy
tests ye: ' Music-quartet; first. Dorothy Hale, .,Pottertown. Fifth : Cunningham.
Wilson
Radishes:
Faxon. Sue Ellis. Virginia• Ann grade: first. Dorothy Jean Butts, j Gantt. Cowpeas: Roy Cunningham.
Houston, Sara Ruth McClure, and Elm Grove; second. Nettle Scott,' Soybeans: Roy Cunningham. Yard
11110deen ,Gerdon; second:, Pales, Pottertown. Sixth grade-Maurice beans: Roy Catkaytettien. Tobacco
tine, Dorothy Williams. Nell Scott, Vinson. Outland; second.. Margaret . beans: -Rey Cunningham. BestJaunita Holland. an
•Lee- Roberts, Faxon. Seventh trade- 1 eared stalk of corn: Roy CunningLouisell'
1 Vera Idirst. Llicole McDermoti. - Faxon: ,
'
' -Grogan and Fay
WOMEN'S- DEPARTMENT
44.-18,go+seeterntoo-Oi,ue---1 scoter. Outland. i
greatthe
won
Geurin
Octa
I Eighth grade -first. Charles Miller. l Mrs.
Outland. second, Dpmel Parker. I est number of blue ribbons' with
1 Mrs. Z. R. Donelson and .Mrs. FleuI Faxon.
ry Elltius tying for second honors.
girls,
dasti.
Athletics-- 50-yard
Foods
rePalestine, Ruth Scott: 50-yard
Best plate fudge: Mrs_ Octa Geurlay :race. girls, Faxon. Dorothy
OF
FIRST ISSUE
Elliott: 50-yard dash. boys. Potter- in, Mrs. C. 0. Brandon. Best angel
NEWSPAPER
town. Mutt Phillips; 100-Yard dash, fepa. cake: Mrs. Buren Falwell,
AMATEUR
These four comedians of RR° Radio's "Mummy's Boys"'rash
Dismond
boys 'Potedeown. Mutt Phillips: Mrs. Octa..Geurin. Best spice cake: Curses! angels fear to tread, braviag the curse of a Pharash'il tobtn
any
FREE at
In -where
boys. iloottrd. Mrs. Octa Gesinn. Best carmel
race,
relay
-yard
Station
50
Besi a fast and furious story of the mystic EgPdIM waa Of mune
-cake: Mrs.
D-X
• inreine sad saperulstunet
henry Elkins
Softball
I town. ,Mtleis,„„ Phillips.
sad Woolsey get mixed up with m
the romance
plate.. baking - powder biscuit: Alm-, Midge amid the tombs. Barb*g Pepper (shovel presides
I Throwing. girls. Palestine- Dorothy
..Listen to
;
stews away on the arwho
"Catfish,"
of
rote
the
has
Best
Willie
Williams; softball throwing. bays. Truda Brandon. Best plate soda and
t
to bask in itgypt's ancient glories. Fred 011.4l
DIAMOND CITY NEWS Pottertown. Cody Cosine!: stand- rb•;:rclt: Mrs. C. O. Brandon. chaeological expedition
directed the Lee Marcus production, whkh opens Ssmday riti Me CAP"y Williams. Best plate corn- ITOL THEATRE.
Mg broad jump, Pottertewli,-thin
delol0
sticks: Mrs. C. 0. Brandon. Best
.00 IN CASH PRIZES PhillipsWayne Dyer. Old
plate corn muffins: Mrs. C. 0. ta Geurin. Best peach marrrislade:- vester Ellis,
pen Rhode Island Reds: Voris Parapple
jar
Best
Ellis.
Hardy
Mrs.
Best
Elkins.
Henry
Mrs.
•
Brandon.
"i
ker. Young pen Rhode "Island
As it has been sometime since I.
cocoanut pie: Mrs. Truda Brandon. butter: Mrs. Octa Geurin.
Reds: Ott Holland, Voris Parker. have tried to broadcast any news,
Canned Fruits,
Best plate cinnamon rolls: Mrs.
Best jar canned peacts: Mrs. C. Young pen Buff Rooks: lames Out- It surely seems I could write someOcta Geurin.'
O. Brandon. Mrs. Nannie Folwell. land. Young pen Barred Rocks: thing someone might like to know.
,
Canned Feeds
Folwell. Silvester Ellis. Old Vest, news is scarce-so what?
,..Best jar cucumber. pickles: Mrs. , Best can blackberries: Mrs. Octa V. B.
pen any other breed: Alvin BranMr. and Mrs. Arthur Vinson. Mr.
Truda Brandon. Mrs. Henry Elk- I Geurin, Mrs. J. R. Donelson. Best
Roy Cunningham. Young and Mrs. Tommy Vinson. and Mr.
ins. Best sir pear pickles: Mrs. can cherries: Mrs. Octa G-eurin, don,
peach Mrs. J. R. Donelson. Best can pen another breed: Alvin Brandon, and Mrs. Willie Vinson have purBest jar
Octa (seurin.
James Brandon. Best pen of all chased new radios.
pickles; Mrs. Nannie Folwell,. Mrs. pears: Mrs. Octa Geurin. Mrs. Henbreeds in show: Alvin Brandon,
Mr. and Mrs. Paul Dill and chilEthel Collie. Best jar beet pickles: ry Elkins. Best can apples: Mrs.
Mrs. Octa Geurin. Best pair Ca- dren of Murray spent the week end
- Mm. Clarence • Dyer, Mrs. Henry Fred Collie, Mrs. Henry Elkins.
James
Geurin,
pons: Mrs. Octa
with their parents. Mr. and Mrs.
Elkins. Belt jar canned peppers: Hest can plums: ,Mrs. Octa Geurin„
J. D. Dill and Mr. and Mrs. W. F.
St can grapem Mrs.' Henry Elk- Brandon.
- Mrs. J. R. Donelson. Best jar mix.Roy Cunningham won the prize Vinson of this community.
ins..
ed catsup: Mrs. Hardy Ellis,
for the -most farm products entries
Mr. and Mrs. Rayborn McDougal
Panned Vegetables
Truda Brandon. Best -jar rdl
Best jar corn: Mrs. J. R. Dontl- and also for the most blue ribi 7.1r5. J. R. Donelson. Mrs.
ture: son. Mrs. Octa Geurin. Best can bons won.
Geurin. Best jar soup
Mrs. Octa Geurin. Mrs. Nannie tomatoes: Mrs. Henry Elkins. Mrs.
Softball
J. R. Donelson. Best can beans:
•,,,Kielivell.
The Faxon softball team lost to
Mrs. J. R. -Donelson. Mrs. Octa
Preserves
October 16, by a
bad regular shaking spell,treat
y preserves: Geurin. Best can pears: Mrs. Hen- Almo Friday.
Best 'Oar straw
ralcore of 2-1 before a very large bewrousaees," writes bars. Coca flanacts Geur- ry Elkins.
Mrs. Henry Elkins
of Paragould. Ark_ "I was all
Men
after
inning
first
'crowd. In the
Articles Made Up
. in. Best jar
preserves: Mrs.
were out. Donelson se- ran-down and cramped at my time
men
two
Mae
Edna
Miss
pajamas:
Ladles
Henry Elkins, rs. Oscar Folwell.
have to go to bed. After
cured a walk, Gantt hit a hard until I would
Best jar pear preserves: Mrs. Octa Roberts. Ch„ild's dress: Mrs. Wyvan
tint bottle of Cardul, I was betbut was put my
field
right
into
drive
Walston,
H.
J.
Mrs.
Morris.
Geurin. Mrs. Delbert Hale. Best
I kept taking Carchst and soon
home plate. DoneLson ter.
at
out
Gtris' Handwort-(5-15 tears)
I was all right. The shaking quit
jaruapple preserves: Mrs. J. R.
the
of
run
Faxon
only
the
red
Dorothy
Williams.
did not cramp. I felt worlds
I
dull:
Oldest
and
Donelson: Mrs. . Octa Geurin. Best
e. Almo's runs came in the liester. I iVra Cardul to my disegatie who
jar watermelon preserves: Mrs. Desks_ dressed dolt. Lucille We124
about It. elm* eon:1MM and *be
in
Om
ane made dress: Dorothy Nell ffth and sixth panels.
wen soon ell right"
; Octa Geurin.
and
Faxon
for
of eerie tartety Cared haw
pitched
Thousands
Thompson
I .
McNaniel. Rheda Bell Carraway.
Jellies
gllad tar= It.tt dbse not basalt TOO,
' Best jar blackberry jelly: Mrs. Best quilt pieced: Nelle Scott. Ruth ;Wowed only five hits but did not season a abeidelsa.
Elkins. Scott. Best apron: Bertha Wells.
I. EL Dunekon. Mrs.
• Best jar grape jelly?" wt. Henry. Dorothy Walker. Best one article:
Elkins, Mrs. Nannie Folwell. Best 4quitt)Nelle Scott, age 12.
Textile
jar plum jelly: .Mrs. Henry Elkins,
1; Ws. Lillie Houston. Best jar ap- Best hand woven article: Valley
ple' jelly: Mrs. Octa Geurin. Mrs. Rushing, Mrs. C. 0. Brandon. Best
Henry Elkins. Best jar peach jel- piece applique: Mrs. Rheuben Donly. - Mrs. Octa Geurire Best jar elson, Mrs. C. 0. Brandon. Best
pear jelly: Mrs. Octa deurin. Best piece embroidery: Mrs. Tamson
, jelly assortment: Mrs, Octa Geurin, Parker, .Mrs. Tainson Parker. Best
piece stenciling: Mrs. Wyvan Mor, Mrs. Henry P2kins. ris. Mrs. Octa Geurin. Best,miscelnenrehrikis
I Best grape inilOMedaets: Mrs. Cie- laneous article: Mrs. Wyvan Morris.
/TINE results you get from GULFPRIDE OIL can he
Mrs. Truda Brandon. Best hand•
.'
I obtained from no other motor oil in the world!
made handkerchief: ladies: Mrs.
Truda Brandon, Mrs. J.R.'DonelFor only CAJLFTRIDE is made from choice PennsylWyvan
Mrs.
son-gentleman's:
vania crude ... refined to equal the best motor oils on
Morris. Mrs. Wyvan Morris.
the market ... and then farther refined by Gulf's excluBest quilt: Mrs. C. 0. Brandon.
sive Alchlor process.
Mrs. Rome Elkins. Antique quilt:
John Emerson. Best quilt apThis process was developed by Gulf after 15 years of
plique.cie Mrs. C. 0. Brandon. Franresearch—the kind of painstaking research that
scientific
ces Ross. Best quilt pieced: Mrs.
is behind every Gulf product.
Rome Elkins, Larne Williams. Best
You who drink Budweiser. have
baby quilt: Mary Smith.
Best
Read the facts below. Then replace your summer-worn
bought millions of dollars worth
handmade purse: Mrs. Mark Paroil with GULETRIDE now. At all Gulf dealers.
ker, Mrs. C. 0. Brandon. Best
Of barley and hops from Ameripiece knitting: Mary Smith. 'Mrs.
can farmers...paid millions more
J. R. Donelson. Best piece crrhet:
Ruby Morris. Mrs. Miry Smith. •
(Left)
in taxes into federal, state and
Best pillow top: Mrs. Delbert Hale,
BEATING THE REST. No other procided
wages
treasuries..-,prov
Mrs. Trusts Brandon.
ess refines oil so thoroughly as Gulf's
MOHO, process. When • blend of 6 of
POULTRY
for workers in allied industriets
the Dern Pemisylesnia motor oils-afOld pen JerseY Giants: Mrs. Octa
hied, refixed-was put through
realty
Geurin. Mrs. Fannie Mae Donelson.
.. kept railroad men on the
this grocers, 20"-t waste corms ext. Proof
Young pen Jersey Wihte Giants:
that the Alchlor process makes GULFmove ... brought4profits to reMrs. Octa Geurin. Old pen White
PRIDE finer than the finest other Penn.
El
Wayne
Dyer,
Sib:rester
Rocks:
business
tai:ers everywhge and
sylveais oils.
lis. Young •nen White Rocks: Sil

Comedians Defy Pharatime s Curse!

TRANSFORM YOUR - '
SUMMER SHOES for
WINTER WEAR!

..reset
at
Will
son,

DUTCH'S SHOE
SHOP

childn
ent as
• Ealey
Mrs,. I
dree, ,
and lc
and tl
_BC W
Mr7a
four c
Mr. ai
child.
Of
were
• dren
Mrs.
Mr. at
three
Flanni
Porter
Oliver
One
Mrs. ./
and tl
Clyde

1

DIAMOND CITY

!

R -. Comedy Hit

Twin
&Id
Twi
Etta
celebr
day al
River.

WHAT HAPPENS ...

East Pine Bluff

Mae S
Fries

10 Per Cent

Penalty
GOES ON NOVEMBER 1

Nervous, Weak Woman
Soon AR Right

n

—on

-LOANS
Nothing more than an explanation, and then
•
YOU'RE the one to decide. Not long until winter.
Build BEFORE winter sets in.
—SEE US FOR F. H. A. LOANS—

CITY TAXES

•

E'

Peoples Savings Bank

remaining unpaid

You are urged to take care of your
avoid this assessment.
taxes at once

Live
Salve.
Try "1

When you ask for the

•

_Hay

-7hc as/on ill

-Charlie Grogan

o

•Bri
of de
mewls

(YU-LIP/UDE
THE

Banes
hedk
distia

WORLDS oc/NEST MOTOR 0/L

City Tax Collector

F.

Every sip helps somebody

Gr,
gone
provl

triode

light!
•Jts
morn
braid

focal

and activity to properties long
—'vacant
. Yee;--whemever youdrink BudweiSer, you are helping somebody . ..
and helping yourself
to a keener enjoyment of good living..

AUTO
LOANS
,

All Dealings Strictly
Confidential
—0—
Your car or truck only security necessary, and same
remains In your possession.

/1.

t'S

See

—0—

In Cans. In Bottles

•
GULEPRIDE USER
drove from Bennington. Vt.
to Portland, Ore., averaging
400 mile, a day. He did sot
add a sigele area of oil. An
unusual record. yes. But expect GULFPRIDE to take
you farther before you need
a quart than any other oil
You ever used.

-set

EASTERN AIR LINES' Great Silver Fleet uses
GULFPRIDE wily in every one of its 21 mightv
planes. No ether oil will dp, because no other oil
can match GULFPRIDE -the world'is finest motor
'oil-for safety, stamina, and low cost per mile!

NO ENDORSERS
"Payments Reduced
170—
1,
N. A." sher" KLAPP

Order a carton for your
DEPOSIT•
horn•- NO
REQUIRED

et h st

-Murray, Ky.
Itepresenting
Guaranty Finance Co.
106 Broaristay, 'Paducah,

503 So

ANHEUSER-BUSCH
ST. LOUIS

Kr.

Budweiser

—ci—
t.

E V E'R Y W IUE R E

10•

K. Morgan. special representarivq will be in teen
each
TCESDAV AFTERNOON

glULFPRIDE
TNI °Mr AteillOR-PROCISS10 Met ItIAI PlIIHMVAAIM OIL
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Mrs. Bert Dodd and son Charles, children, Maxine and J. T.; Mr.
Mrs. Dora Edmonds, Mrs. Maisel and Mrs. Dillard McCuiston and
Alexander and Tommy, Mrs. Eliza:- son
Mr. and Mrs,. C. S.
beth Norsworthy and Mies Lola Marr and on Ctrttrley Fox, Mrs.
Norsworthy of Benton, Mrs.
J. B. Hodges, Mr. and Mrs. HansRowlett, Mrs. Nell Nestaw0r, Lord McCuisiun and daughter ReMrs. Bess Linville..
genie Ann, Miss Hontus McCuiston,
Mrs. Edd Norsworthy, Mies Sue Miss Sheltie Scarbrough, Misses
Linville, Miss,,, Lottie Harmon, Miss Mary Hyland, Jessie Myrtis and
Louise Ctebron, Mese Alice Robert- Robbie Allbritten, Miss Berline
Copy for this page should be submitted not later than Tuesday
son, Miss Ethel Robertson, Miss .Osbron, Misses Eva and Neva
afternoon each week.
Neom Norsworthy.
Ferguson.
Those seliding gifts were Miss
Miss Frances Thompson, Miss
Twin -Brother And Sister
and Mrs. Cecil Lee and family, Elizabeth Walker, Mrs. C. H. Audry Mae Smith, Miss Elizabeth
etlebrate
•
Mr. and Mrs. Concord Malcolm and Hurd, Mrs. Treva Canus, Mrs. Winton;" Messrs. Harold
Elkins,
Twin sister and brother, Mrs. family, Mr. and Mrs. Ike Ferguson
Ruby Euron Elkins, Dee Scarbrough,
Norsworthy, Mrs.
Katie
Etta Oliver and Mr. G. F. Ealey, and baby, Mrs. Hubert Lee and
Vernon Taylor, Lloyd Thompson,
Snow, Mrs. Mary McKinney.
celebrated their 87th birthday Sun- family, Mrs. Pink Moody and fam• • • • •
Rudolph Osbron, Willie Osbron,
his
home near the Tennessee ily. Mr. and Mrs. Hosea Moody
day at
Everette Oliver; Mr. and Mrs.
Perkins-Summers
River. One hundred and sixty- and baby, Mr. and Mrs. H. T.
Aubry Marr, Misses .Haline and
Wedding
five relatives and friends were Grooms, Mr. John Grooms and
Miss Frances Perkins and Des- Hynda Marr, Mr. and Mrs. W. R.
resent es enjoy the bountiful din- family, Mr. and Mrs. Bob Grooms
mond Summers were quietly mar- Mare
and the event.
--• - anti -heftily, Mr. and Mrs. P. A. ried at -Canyon City, •Colo,, OctoTh-ose sending' gifte Were . Mn and
With the exception of one trend- Elkins and family, Mr. and Mrs.
ber 15 in the presence of a few Mrs. Pat Ross, Evansville, Ind.,
son. all the children and grand, Andrew Wilson and family, Mr.
Mr. and Mrs. Edd Bunlpass, Paris,
relatives and friends.
children of Mr. Ealey were pres- and Mrs. Charlie Wynn and 'famMrs. Summers is the daughter of Tenn., Mrs. Louise Tyler, Paris,
ent as follows: Mr. and Mrs. C. E. ily, Mr. and Mrs. Weralc Wilson
H: S. Perkins, a prominent rancher Tenn., Mr. and Mrs. T. E. Cooper,
• Ealey and three children, Mr. and and family, Mr. and Md. J. M. of near Canyon City, Colo. Mr. Hazel, Mr. and Mrs. Jimmie Buey,
Mrs, F. P. Oliver and five chil- Thompson.
Summers is the son of Mr. and Murray, Mr. and Mrs. J. I. Fox,
dren. Mr. and Mrs. R. L. Ealey
Charlie Shackford, Ho.
haft- Mrs. A. H. Summers, Murray, Ky., Murray, Mr. and Mrs. Kelly Smith,
four
and
children. Mrs. A. B. Ealey ford, Gordan Shackf
Willie Route 6.
Miss Lorene Smith.
and three children, Mr. and Mrs. Porter, Francis Con. gham, WilMr. and Mrs. T. F. Marr, New
Mr. Summers was fortnerly a
W. Ealey and three children, lie Johnson,
Oliver, Elbert student at 'Murray 'State College. Concord, Mr. and Mrs. Walter WilMr. and Mrs. W. C. Ealey and Malcolm,
ton
Moody, Miss
They will make their home at liams, Mr. and. Mrs. Clarence Elkfour children, Elder` John D. Ealey, Parlee Wi An, Miss Edith Gibson,
120 Midway Ave., Pueblo, Colo., ins, Mr. and hers. Lynn Ferguson,
Mr. and Mrs. Paul Ealey and one Miss V
a Moody, Miss prances where Mr. Summers is connected Mr. and Mrs. ildury King, Mr. and
child.
Linvi , Miss Ruth Oliver, Mrs. with the J. H. Cooper enterprises. Mrs. Jerry Allbritten, Marelle AllOf Mrs. Oliver's family there Fa y Tfisehart, Mr. and
• • • • •
Mrs.
brilten. Charley Brooks, McCuiston,
were present the following chilh Wilson, Miss Mary Lee Rogers-Cooper
Mr. and Mrs. Marvin Garland, of
dren and grandfathers Mr. and W Son IR SpIringville; Mr. and
Hymon.
Wedding Saturday
Mrs. G. E. Freeland„And child, Mrs. J. R. Turpin, Mr. and Mrs.
The wedding of Miss Inez Rogers
and
Mrs.
Mr.
Lilburst Oliver and Will Speight and son of Paris, and MY. 011ie Cooper was solemn- Mrs. Mark Parker Given
three children, Mr. and Mrs. Hattie Mr. and Mrs. Steely Nanney and
Shower
ized at four o'clock Saturday afterFlannigan and four children, Mr. family, Perry Sturdivant, G. B.
Mrs. Mark Parker of Faxon comnoon. October twenty-fourth at
Porter Oliver, Mr. and Mrs. Wayne Marberry, Vern Henderson, Miss Murray, at the home of the Rev. munity was given a shower at her
Oliver.
Nettie B. Nanny of India.
home by Mrs. Effie Holland WedL. 2. Hurley who officiated.
• • *SS
One niece was in attendance,
Mrs. Cooper is the daughter of nesday, October 21, at -2 o'clock
Mrs. J. A. Steele. with Mr. Steele Surprise Shower
J. V. Rogers of Lynn Grove. The P. M.
and their children, Mr. and Mrs.
Neighbors, friends and relatives bride, a petite blonde, was gradA nice social hour was enjoyed
Clyde Steele and baby, Mr. and very pleasantly surprised Mrs. Edd uated from Lynn Grove High by all and delicious refreshments
Mrs. Hob Johnson, Miss Robbie Norsworthy with a shower on School with the class of 1934. She consisting of ice cream and cake
Mae Steele.
Tuesday afternoon, October 20. The was attired in a fall model of navy were served.
Friends present included: Mr. afternoon was spent in pleasant blue crepe with matching accesThose present were Mrs. Tamconversation.
son Parker, Mrs. Effie Holland,
sories.
Refreshments were served the
The groom, a prominent young Mrs. Odie Folwell, Mrs. Lorene
guests by Misses Nemo Norsworthy farmer of the community, is the Ray; -Mrs. Elizabeth Walston, Mrs.
and Sue Linville.
son of Mr. and Mrs. J. W. Cooper Fannie Mae Donelson, Mrs. Ethel
Those enjoying the hosiptality of Lynn Grove.
Collie, Mrs. Essie Carraway, Mrs.
were Mrs. Mavis Harmon. Mrs. B.
For the present they will reside Roxie Holland.
C.
Dodd,
Mrs.
Audie
Mae
Nix
and
Mrs. Treva Jones, Mrs. Aline
•
first day
with their parents.
Liquid, Tablets
Betty Ann, Mrs. Jessie Thurman,
Headache 30
Holland, Mrs. Gertie Wells, Mrs.
Skive. Awe prole;
Minutes
Mrs. Frank Stegner. Mrs. Myrtie
Eula Wells, Mrs. Maud Wells Mrs
Locust Grove Missionary
Try "Beds-My-Tism"—World's Best Osbron.
Willie Williams. Mrs. Octa Geurin,
Liniment
Socielly,Meets
The worrfen and girls' missionary Mrs. Nannie Folwell, Mrs. Gracie
ea.7i..5's
society of the'tooust Grove Holi- Terry, Mrs. Bessie Wells,
Mr. Opal Hopkins, Mrs. Nellie
ness Church met Saturday afternoon. Ahinteresting program was Mae Holland, Mrs. Rovine Walker,
presented which was composed of Mrs. Susan Wells, Mrs. Lucile Hale,
Mrs. Opal McClure, Mrs. Stella
the following:
Song by members; introduction Ragsdale.
Those sending gifts were Miss
of Miss Seay, Mrs. Sula Cunningham; devotional, Artie Guier; roll Edna Hale, Mrs. Lola Jones, Mrs.
call, Mrs. Robbie Staples; playlette Agnes, Walker, Mrs. Jewell Phelps,
by Mt. Carmel Missionary Society Mrs. Lova Phelps, Mrs. Clydia Robwith the following cast, Mrs. HOP- erts, Mrs. Hattie Roberts. Mrs. Ella
tas Lynes, Mrs. Tom Swift, Mrs. Barnett, Mrs. L. D. Hale. and Mrs.
Hallet Dunn, Mrs. Paris SWift, Mrs. Lola Hale,
Headley Swift, Mrs. Clay Marine.
Mrs. Carl Usrey, and Miss Evelyn
McCallon Brothers Honored
Commission,
Dunn; The Great
Relatives and friends gathered at
I.E.'S.
Mrs. Charlie Wateote Why our
Children Shieuld Attend Sunday the home of Mr. and Mrs. Hollie
APPROVED
School, Mrs. Robbie Staples; solo, McCalean, Sunday, October 25. in
"Thow out the Life Line", by Ge- honor-of Hollie and Monice McCalBETTER LIGHT
neve Cunningham; Redigging Wells Ion with a surprise birthday dinBETTER SIGHT
by Mrs. Autumn Ezell; talk by one ner. Their birthdays were the
21st and
respectively.
300 WATTS of our missionaries from India, All the 24th,
•Bring susemer sunshine into your horn*, a flood
brothers and sisters were
Miss .Bessie Seay; dismission by
Floods the room
of clear, glareless, white light, perfect for reading,
with tight
present for the occasion, except
prayer, Mrs. Mary Alezander.
sewing and gassier will transform your home from
Miss Bessie Seay also gave an
seral-ohecurity to a place of cheer. These I. E. S"-interesting tat -Sunday afternoon
Better Light —Better Sight Lamps are designed by
to a very attentive audience. Her
leading Illumination engineers and styled with
talk was based on her work in
leading
lamp
designers.
by
distinctive beauty
India and South Africa.

Phone 338, Please
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— one sister, Mrs. Noble Cox of De- lines, a silver turban and silver len. The first having as her nibMrs. C. L. Sharborough entertroit, Mich.
accessories ,and carried an arm ject "A Comparison of the Home tained her bridge club on ThursAt noon a delicious basket din- bouquet of pink rosebuds tied with In 1885 and in 1938", chose to re- day afternoon.
ner was enjoyed by all present,
silver streamers.
view the * splendid
article "An
Visitors present were Mrs. A. F.
The following enjoyed the day
Mrs. Parks wore pale green taf- American Home" from the June Yancey. Mrs. Alexander of Somertogether:
feta, with pink o'-the-face hat and Readers Digest. The latter handled set, Kye
. Miss Ruth Alexander of
Mr. and Mrs. Orvin Beach, Mr. pink accessories and
wore a her subject, "A Comparison of the., -Somet'iet.
and Mrs. Paul Pierce and sod, shoulder corsage of sunburst roses. Home in a Facist State and in a
Mrs. Walter Blackburn won the
Doyle, Mr. and Mrs. Clay Smith
After the ceremony an informal Democratic Government" as only a club prize for high score and Miss
and children, Wilma, Gail, and W. reception was held at the home of student and well read persJn could Ruth Alexander the guest prize
C.. Mr. and Mrs. Clay Brewer, Mr. the bride's parents where Mrs. do.
for high score.
and Mrs. Hoyt McCallon, James 011ie Paschall,
Misses
Modest
A plate lunch Was served.
Roll call was answered by quoMcCallon, Buei.McCallon.
Clark, Kathleen Caldwell. Rubena titions on "Morrie."
Mr. W. T. McCallon, Ralph Mc- Ford and Mrs. Ralph Jones served.
Mrs. Ralph Stanfield of ,Los AnCallon, Mr. and Mrs. Monice McMr. and Mrs. Farris left imCallon and children. Jewell Ed- mediately after the reception for geles, Calif., was a visitor.
Chirc.practor
..The librarian announced that
ward. Marie, and Howard Keith, a short southern trip.
bus West Main
Office
at
Home,
purseven
books
had
been
and Mr. and Mrs. Hollie McCallon.
Mrs. Farris is a popular teacher
Mondays, Wednesdays, Fridays
Mr. and Mrs. Hays McCallon of the Lynn Grove High School chased.
e
were afternoon visitors.
In Afternoon
and holds an A.B: degree from the
A lovely party plate with the
• • •• •
University of Kentucky and an Halloween motif was-served.
I P. M. to 6 P. M.
MA. degree from Peabody College,
Miss Sallie Howard
Nashville, Tenn., where she was
Marries Rev. Edgar D...Farris
•
The marriage of Miss Sallie a member of the Kappa Delta .Pi,
Howard, daughter of Mr. and Mrs. honorary educational fraternity.
W. B. Howard of Lynn Grove and.
Mr. Farris, son of Mr. and Mrs.
the Rev. Edgar D. Farris of Albert
(.Farris' of trbi.vn's Grove,
Brown's Grove was solemnized 'received his A.B. degree from
Friday evening, October twenty- Larhbuth College, Jackson. Tenn.,
third, at six-thirty o'clock in the and at present is assistant pastor
Lynn Grove Methodist Church in of the Mercer circuit.
an impressively beautiful single
Out-of-town guests were Mrs.
ring ceremony read by the Rev. Errol Barron of Pineville, La., and
L. Z. Hurley, pastor of the church, Mr. and Mrs. Matt Sparkman of
in the presence of a large number Benton, Ky.
of relatives and friends.
You are still entitled to a 2 per cent discount
For the occasion the altar and Mrs. P. A. Hart Is Host
chancel were banked with ferns
To Magazine Club
on your taxes, but remember October 31 is absoand silver baskets holding autumn
Mrs. P. A. Hart was host to the
lutely the last day for this saving. Pay now and'
flowers, flanked by clusters of Magazine Club on Thursday afterwhite candles.
noon.
avoid the rush.
The spacious drawing room' or
The only attendants were Mr.
and Mrs. Luther Parks_ of Lynn the pretty colonial home was very
Grove. Howard Paschall, nephew inviting.
of the bride, served as usher. Just
Mrs. G. T. Hicks presided with
befor the members of - the wed- 'her usual poise and presenteci,itte
ding part -entered Misses 'Mildred two speakers of the afternoon, Mrs.
Swann, Odine Swann, and Tennie E. P. Phillips and Mrs. F. D. MelWilson Rogers sang "God Touched
the Rase" and Charles Bough sang
"I Love You Truly" accompanied
by Miss Emma Douglass.
at III North., Fourth Street
Mrs. Jesse Story played LohenMrs. Risenhoover Apt,
grin's "Bridal Chorus" for the profor
cessional and for the recessional
Mendelssohn's "Wedding March."
As the vows were being pledged, on Smocks, HAM and School
Quilt Pieces, Rug Matershe played softly variations of Dresses,
ials, Yard Materials.
"Love's Old Sweet Song."
ALL DRESSES AND SMOCKS are
The bride wore an aqua moire MANUFACTURED and GUARANTEED BY THE -NORMANDY- - -taffeta' frock made on the Princess
FROCK MFG. CO. '

Dr. W.C. Oakley

SAVE 2
ON TAXES

BY EARLY PAYMENT

Discar

WILL MEAN
A 2-Per Cent
A NICE SAVING

See MRS. MORRIS

and your early payment will be appreciated. Come in at an early date and
take advantage of this discount

Special Prices

Carl B._1<ingins
Sheriff of Calloway County

ON DISPLAY at all Buick Showrooms

for

EVERY
HOME.

• • • • •

_SPECIAL VALUE
Genuine
I. E. S. APPROVED
Better Light—Better Sight

200 WATTS
Perfect for reitlIng.
nettlit000tk gest udy

Floor Lamp
Graceful as a Greek Urn, exquisitely proportioned. this lamp will beautify any home, while
providing the most efficient lighting devised by
aiocai4.,illumirssea er.gineers, with its 3 way
lighting for any purpose
alts graceful. damask parchment shade, triroried with silk
braid, as color and life to Its

100 WATTS
Smoot h. evenly d i9triton *A 1.g ht lot

ordinary ramling

$5.75

surroundings. Special at
,
See This

and Other Special Values in I. E. S. Approved Lamps

Kentucky-Tennessee Light
and Power Company
Murray, Kentucky
Pd

Mr. And Mrs. Aubrey Marr
Honored With Shower
Mr. and Mrs. W. R. Marr gave
a household shower Saturday, October 24; n honor of their son,
Aubrey Mare and Mrs. Marr.
The hanorees received many nice
and useful gifts which were highly appreciated.
refreshments
were
Delicious
served.
The guest ItSt included Mr. Sam
Mare Mr. and Mrs. Alvis, Smith,
Mr. arid Mrs. Russ McCuiston and
children, Betty Jo, Barber G. Elena
and Johnnie Grey; Mr. and Mrs.
Wavel Osbron, Mr. and Mrs. J. H.
Perkins, Mr. and Mrs. Euria Smith,
Mr. and Mrs. Blanco Ferguson, Mr.
and Mrs. Osco Patterson and son
Keys.
Mr. and Mrs. L. F. Moore, Mr.
and Mrs. James Valentine and

Wallis Drug

oo• IIILIALITY•SAFETV•WILUES See

(-GENERAL TIRE ma.

th

12„tajuiSt4.44,

SAVES YOU MONEY
Insures longer, trouble-free service from
your battery. Drive in—iee FREE.

EANIVERMS
•••••

ON THESE NEW

SPOTLESS TOWN!

;GENERALBAT T ERIES
General Jumbo batteries ,
are oversize—but our prices are
LOW and ourferms extra easy.

Atm ukrwomen who live in spotless homes
always cliecially appreciate the Brown-this
small city of transient homes that really is a
"spotless town." When you arrive, notice the
cleanliness of everything-the lobbies,the restaurants,the bed rooms. More than ever, you'll

LON G E R
LIFE
III EXTRA
CAPACITY

then appreciate The Brown!

,THE BROWN H&EL
Wm,/

••••••

BIESER CAPACITY

ENSATIONAL is the fervor with which the
American public has taken to its heart the
brilliant motor cars offered by Buick this year.

S

Indeed, the sweeping success of the 1936 Buick'
program flatly challenged us and our great parent
General Motor'to a momentous decision.
Should we ontinue this amazingly popular line
of cars into next year, perhaps the prudent thing
to do—or should we dare broad improvement
upon their spectacular excellence?
We felt there was only one right answer to.that
question, the bold_and progressive answer—and
that's why insiders now forecasting 1937 are
already saying: "It's Buick again!"
That's why on top of$15,000,000 recently spentretooling and re-equipping Buick's great plant, we

0111GIEN
STARTS
Al Ill
TEMPERATIRES

Murray, Kentucky

That's why every car in the 1937 Buick line—the
SPECIAL, the CENTURY, the ROADWASTER
and the LIMITED has more beauty for dazzling
style, more po r for breath-taking action,
rnOre room for full=rainily comfort, more downright "road-command" for safety and pleasure.
See them.

yqu,v2

II 'TAKES
GOT WHAI
$765

Buick. It's tall
afford du new
With allTirIA toed st jot
on.
You it; tArifty
Orson:001w
to
and
Meek.
perforaurau
and
elf gist,
$ Mei
•
•
.
as
its
inciuded,
quality,
priers::art Al low
lass
liking. Safety g once.
stunning styli,
ovithout
suet your
trial
thaw
maCM
Central Motorsextra. Price' tubjed
osusasa
aariforitt
$IA A
YOUR

aAOREV 00§S

F

Arrtial

L. S. Anderson Motor Co.

ad.

JACKSON PURCHASE OIL CO.

appropriated and are now spending $14,500,000
more.

fritsducah, Ky.
* * * * WHEN

BETTER AUTOMOBILES ARE BUILT, BUICK WILL BUILD THEM * * **

eellINIMOs

•••••
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Metyfield, Ky.
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gram given by each Union in their be Lost, Can If You Will.
Large Crowd Attended
1st District P. T. A. Meet
respective rooms, R. W. Churchill,
These meetings are ror evo
Pipe Organ Dedicatiotl
Date is Changed
director.
within reach of the
person
Church
at Methodist
Revival Castanets
In order to comply with the
whether members of any char
Dr.
with
continues
revival
The
schedule of the national council
At the Methodist church Sunday
J. W. Porter preaching powerful at all .as well as memoers of
member who is to speak at ,the morning, the house was filled to
sermons which under the faiths. The church and pastor a
First District P.T.A. conventiolli at capacity when the pipe organ was gospel
the Holy Spirit are con'- very anxious that a blessing sin
of
sway
Lowes, the date has been changed formally dedicated. The Rev. W.
convicting, converting. come to every home and Ii
vincing,
to Monday, November 23. About P. Prichard, who gave the organ
been a number of ad- through these meetings under t
have
There
200 delegates and 'visitors are ex- was present, and mede a short
preaching of the brilliant marl
church already.
the
to
ditions
pected fo attend the meeting at talk, expressing his
very great
Dr. Porter will preach twice God and the gospel songs. All a
pleasure in being able to give the
daily morning and evening through earnestly invited to come.
Mr. Baldree. county school sup- organ. Special mute - was given
Sam P. Martin, Paste
week and next perhaps closerintenchint, will give the welcome by the choir under' the direction this
his engagement the night of
address, and the Murray gtate Col- of Mrs. G. T. Hicks. A quartet ing
Dr. Scrivner of.S.Powell court
8, His subjects are as
lege quartet will be a special fea- from the college also meg. s The November
God Doesn't Answer made 300 gallons of molasses frC
ture of ,the program. Arrange- quartet was coTposed of Samuel follows: Why
Prayers, How to be Logt, two acres of sorghum.
One of • my roost thought%
ments will be made if necessary to Shelby, William • Carrier, Arthur Some
fur.
Sixteen. Zeal, Halting,
Three
John
.
friends in Calloway county
meet the buses at Folsomdale, on Coliannai, and Harwood Tilton.
Bell county homemakers lears
The Unpardonable Sin, First Corinthe Paducah- asid.,,bila,yhaid•At ihe-evendiag hoar another pro11liiterecr at titie-POstafftW.-111Urray. KCutuk.yis second.ciasaneard-rnattair .4h/disc*,-Homeless .-the sAcinairni
to mate salt rishiCbread and •
Election,
Prodigal
Thirteen,
thians
the "Tennessee, at Newburg -On
way. as there is, no bus connection gram of music was given, with
Son, Seven Sayings On the Cross, eral kinds of cake7ast month. •
Subscriptidn Rates:--in First Congressional District and Henry and the Tehriessee" who is always kind
to Lowes.
Miss Lillian Walters at the organ.
the Cross, Lot's
Stewart Counties, Tenn., $1.00 a year; Kentucky, $1.50; Elsewhere, $2.911 enough to be sending me various
Dinner will be served to all Mrs. Waiter Boone sang a solo. Come Down Isom
R. F. Kelly of liaviess cou
from Sodom, Finding Fault
Advertising Rates and Information about Calloway County market interesting material.
The latest
delegates and visitors at the usual The pastor preached- on the sub- Escape
has used a ridge roof vent la
furnished upon application.
Failures,
and
Fools
God,
with
Artist sani Berman presents the price of fifty cents.. Please send ject. "The Greatest Passion", combatch contains three very valuable
Heaven, The Wages of Sin. Christ's and a hygrometer in tobacco
pamphlets, issued by the T. V. A., above impresson of Jack Benny, reservations to Mrs. Kenneth Pow:- paring • religion to music.
Court. hopelessly deadlocked, is
radio comedian. In his role
famed
and Mother's Love, What Moat I ins with favorable results.
report, a tract on the
annual
of
the
_refreshment
chairman
the
ell,
pastor
the
1,
November
Sunday,
ha "The Big Broadcast of 1931."
aiTelidy guilty of contempt in the
of the Tennessee Val- playing at the Callinol Theatre Tues- committee, Lowes, Ky., before the will preach at both services, morn- Do to ht.-Saved, The Last Step,
Read the Classified Ads.
coat- -Zir- TifISITion whether Dye1QpspenL
Why Will Ye Die, Can a Christian
and a book on soils, finely day _and Wedy., Benny heads 19th of NtIverobet:ley
ing and evening. Morning hours
or not it is so ruled by the Suillustrated, and showing some of a big east of rdale ',favorites who
of worship are:: Sunday School
preme Court appear in the him. •
the work done by the T. V. A. to
9:30, preaching 11 a. m.; evening
save the soils of this area.
hours: Young People will _meet' at
Mr. Ford. backing Landon. again
To rival the fame of the goose
6:30, preaching 7:30.
that laid the Golden Egg is the one pren"•es Co us- that he's still a lot
Mid-week meeting Wednesday
that lived to be 35-years old in better maker of automobiles than
After being absent for about five
The Elizabethtown News thinks
choir practice
he is the picker of Presidential the DuPonts - are also furnishing
Charleston. West Virginia.
weeks on account of illness, I am 7:130. There will be
meeting.
Wheat sowing is about over with
•- winners.
glad. that I am able to write again immediately _After prayer
plenty of ammunition for the
••
••
and the result is that a fine crop although it may be a short letter - There are only two more SunIn the parlance of the race traCk4..
Democratic speakers.
days until the Memphis Annual
has been sown.
ICI unanimous. now that Carl
the Presidential campaign is now
because of the lack of news.
Tobacco stripping seems to be the
. Hubbell was the best pitcher of
a Claiming race.
lilt-and Mrs. Clarence 'Coles, Mr. Conference will meet at Fulton,
•••
'The spirited bidding at the auc- order of the day and the weed has and Mrs. Genie Adams of St. Ky. Bishop Darlington will prethe year—Dizzy riow admits it.
.• •
tion of the National Hotel Mon- better color than usual with prob- Louis. Mo/
The Digest vote IS giving us
4 spent a few days in the side.
1
heal the trritatatl tissues as tt
NO matter host
Stewards will meet again at the you have tried for your
phlegm is loosened as
some indigestion we hope to throw . King Edward- is said to lurk day afternoon recalled to -M. T. ably a little heavier body than last home of Mr. and Mcii. George
of
Tuesday
church
parsonage
the
year.
bronchial
Druggists also know' ti
farm
man,
or
expelled.
veld
business
Murray
Morris.
$125;000
a
Simpson
given Mrs.
off after November 3.
Coles. They ',returned home Sunrelief now with
effectiveness of Beechwood Crec
We hp a nice refreshing rain the. day accompanied by Mr. and Mrs. evening, November 3, 7:30 o'clock.
• • • • •
necklace but won't tie the matri- operator, and trader, probably the
eontsliti
nee and they rank Oreomul.sio
,A cordial invitation is extended
Fiscal monal knot around her neck with MOld unique auction ever held in other night but it failed to put George Coles for
Jefferson .county
The
sonunon tong tegi
short visit.
'tor coughs because you get
anywhere water in our ponds for the stock.
county or
Calloway
IlYruP et
Mr. and Mrs. Tom McPherson to all visitors in the city. arai ,to
keel due of Ounces in Creomit
d with Tar, fluid
00I▪
Clay Marine has about finished of Louisville 'spent "'a few days all who have no church home ereelse. Mr. Morris reminisced that
se -that it Is mild
tract C liCorice Root, fluid
•
- about 43 years ago he and the late his nice little home.
sod potent for
with the latter's sister, Airs. Edgar where.
and menthols
of
Tenn.,
a
of
Seay
A.
0.
pastor
Memptps,
Marrs,
Miss
Bud Jones were buying stock . in
otthe troubl
extract
aleoM
Wells. ,and Mr. Wells. \
elikileed nth
One court day. each foreign missionary to East India
Murray.
its
Phlegm
Mrs. liallet Stewart has)spen ill
at sough
thaa
for
Cascara
of
effect,
attract
ffilletia
bou4ht a quantity otie-hogs and and South Africa for the past 10 for several days.
FIRST BAPTIST CHURCH
d bronchia Irma
Its rand
e effect and, most cheek
when they made their shipments years. was over at Locust Grove
and
•
Mr. and Mrs. Roscoe Hayes
Important of all, Beec,hwood Creo- Lions end ediseleply thaw Stabor
by rail each had half a car' load Church Saturday and Sunday and family, spent Sunday with Mrt,
Dr. J. W. Porter will. preach both sote is perfectly blended with all ones Mg abut with a NMI= co;
made spendid talks on her work. Alice Ellis and Mr. and Mrs. Den- morning and evening.
!.'ft.
lei
of these to reach the
ei the and heft on for dreedill
coo
highilL_Mermfter. Elmo
Somehow they met in the rain Failing health has caused her re-_ nis Boyd.
Sunday - School every Sunday trouble from the
's\
be
can
skin
taken
.he next morning and Mr. Morris turn to the U. S. '
Mr. and Mrs. Ainos Wells and with claSiCs for all ages under the continuously by adults
el
la
alot
2d
reVeom
Zage
=
Neighbors. friends. mid relatives James Ralph Well spent Mon- direction of well trained officers with remarkable results,
7'ecalls that Mr. Jones was carryto refund rimy wetof yoa
don
you
not
wit
are
If
satisfied
ng a smaller than usual umbrella. gathered at the home of Charlie day in ,Paducah.
CreoUse
money
Thousands
doctors
of
ers. Dr. Hugh M. Mcand tetke
mottles In their own families as reedlle from the very first bottle
Mr. Morris offered Mr. Jones 4 Chambers last Sunday and gave
printendent.
Barnie Paschall who bought the Elrath,
well as in their practice knowing 130$11,5torry through another slog
ents for his hogs. Mr. Jones Charlie's father. Mr. Bert Chains Cage Scruggs place as it is called,.
Training \Union meets at 6:40, how Creomulalon aids nature to kin rekett—phene or go get a bottl
.,untered with a bid of $4.10. bers, a nice birthday dinner cele- is preparing to build a new honse. with very gas and inspiring pro— soothe the Inflamed membranes and of Cre0Mulaion right now. (Ade
,
in the., rain, huddled brating his 90 birthday. "Uncle
s'..nding
Remember the election is draw
inder the small umbrella arid all Bert" as he is usually 'called, ing near and don't forget to vote
,ione Mr., Morris and Mrs. Jones seemed to appreciate the thought- right—of course for Roosevelt!
and re-bid by nickles and half fulness of 'his friends very much.
"Rose Bud"
'.ickles until Mr. Morris sold' Mr. Among those present were Mr. and
Glad to have you back and of
.7 -ries his half a car load of hogs Mrs. Ancel Ezell and sons. Mr. youi•-recovery, Rose Bud.—Editor
and Mrs. Homer G. Radford, Mr."
$5.25 a hundred.
and Mrs. Frank Hanley, Mr. and
Mrs. Charlie Watson. Mr. ancli Mrs:
Emmett Hanley and family. lard,
Mary Alexander. Mr. and Mrs.
Nearly four months of our school
Dennie P. 'Alexander and daughare taking
ter, Mr. and' Mrs. Claud' Manning term have gone by. We
:pupil
Every,
and family. Mr. and Mrs.- Mac exams' this. week.
try
Boyd. Mr. and Mrs. Claud, Cun- has workedhard- this month to
roll.
ningham. Mr. and Mrs. Moss Cun- to get on the honor
We are going to give a Halloningham and daughter. Mr. and
afternoon,
Mrs_ Fray Cunningham and bon ween- program Friday
,
,77/7177=77171711777117177171
Glenn Neal. Mr. and Mrs.,Owen,s October 30.
The fifth grade pupils have com,,f , Brewers. Mr. and Mrs
Roy
-booklets.
Owens, Mrs. Shaw and family of pleted their geography
We are awfully proud of our
Benton. Mr. and Mrs. Jim Kinney
of Benton. Mr. and Mrs. Brinkley new library case and new library
Cavitt and many others too numer- books.
Miss Juanita Peeler of Ripley.
.uis to mention. All enjoyed the
our school Wednesnner and'shortly afterwards most Tenn.. visited
,,f the group returned to the church day and Thursday. Muriel and
Louise Peeler visited relatives in
hear the missionary talk. c
last week end.. L W.
It is reported that the Rev. J. C. Paducah
out of school most of last
Chester is critically ill at this writ- Hill was
on account of illness.
ing and is not expected to live week
There are 15 pupils who have
long. Bro. Chester is a fine man.
neither absent or tardy durHe has been in business at Brew- been
school year. Their names
ers for some 35 years and has a ing this
as follows*:-Pauline Hill, Mary
are
,
good business with his son.
Frances Burkeen, Alfred Duncan,
The homecoming at Hal Riley's
Johnnie Burkeen, Irene Hill, Nalast Stinday week was attended
Duncan, Geraldine Smith, Joe
by hif`children and son-in-laws. dene
Rob Kiley. James Duncan. J. C.
Those attending were Mr. and Mrs.
Schroader. Ervie Richard SchroaDennit ft,. Alexander . and daughder, Charline Haley. Mary Frances
:er. Mr. and Mrs. Curt Newsome
Jones, Molehe Peeler, and Birdeen
rid Mr. and Mrs. Carlos AleaanDuncan.
Uer.—Lary Ned.

THE LEDGER SE TIMES
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•
Smith and Davis are two good
u•-•
AtaerIcan names gone wrong.
Contolidation of The Murray Ledger, The Calloway Times, and The
•••••
Times-Herald, October 20, 1921.
questioned
Magazine
Libe*y
Published by The Calloway County Publishing Co., Inc.
4.600 editors about whom they
North Fourth Street, Murray, Kentucky
believed :Would be elected ProstMr. '„Roosevelt was the
*Mar dent
JO. T. Lovett
opinion of 2,813; Mr. Landon of
1.814. and belie* it • or not. 18
think-Mr. Lemke wasuld win. Now,
what we would like to know:—
TIONAl EDITORIAL
who are the 18 who actually think
• 4 .•Itet_S
.A
AS
OCIAT1001 Mr. Lemke will be the nekt Presi/ 93 5 dent.
.

JUST JOTS
By Joe

ware The Cough
From a common cold
That Hangs Or

Gunter's Flat

Kirksey Kinklets

•

•

sat

a

In im

GOOD MEAT is the basis of every good
meal.

You can afford the FINEST MEATS because we sell high quality meats
at economy prices!

Murray Meat Market
Telephone I

IndiPendenee Sehoo

Not Everybody in
Calloway countisubscribes to the Ledger
& Times but nearly
everybody reads it!

You Can
Still
Take
Advantage

ON'A STRONG PAST
. . . . Future Security

OF 1936 BUILDING

- CONDITIONS
a-nd PRICES!

'There will still be lots of favorable.weather for building and.
modernizing youi home -this'fall. Act now to take advantage of 1936
.ctraditions and pric4.4.• for,. government :surveys show that II-adding ha-s
not yet. caught .up with demand and in all probabiliti.1937 building
costs Will be higber...

you

a.

FINANCE
WE CAN liEJ-P
YOUR PROJECT!
We stand ready to render every ,aid to the
family that wants a new home or a better hoirie
•--Lin financing, planning and actual construction.

MAKE WINTER REPAIRS NOW.

•
-

_

FREE -

-To be given away Saturday, Dec. 12
BEAUTIFUL 2-PIECE
LIVING ROOM
SUITE
and
4-Piece WALNUT FINISH BED ROOM
SUITE

cYaONE ROOFING. will solve that
for manyyea'
Put up storm doors and
on display at CraAs FurWindows-to ward off cold and save fuel.
niture Store
'
Whatever Your building problem rely on the
Get Complete Details
firm Wit has served 'Calloway County honestly .
from us
and economically for matix year4
- -7
.

Campbell county 4-H club mien,ers won $123 oa Holstein cattle at
'he • State fair.

Not Everybody in
Calloway county subscribes to the Ledger
& Times but nearly
everybody reads it!

Phone 262

Dull Headaches Goge
Simple Remedy Does
Headaches Calsdkt constipat
dose of
tion
tier
of
s
cieansisonout
On upr!ndlower bowels.
nervousness
Ends had sleepnerioL
lr
Sizes
they last
:
eC
liazeLj.4L
'on sale
1i

E

bowDggCo,
,

No less important to the people of 'the
country are their local treasuries, the banks that
serve the individual communities. Trustworthy
traneactions and satisfactory service during the
years that they have been in existence have
made their clients feel that in them and in their
service lies the future prosperity, stability and —
protection of the community, tuch a bank is the
BANK OF MURRAY, and its services dre always available to the people of Murray and
Calloway County.

SPECIAL SALE PRICES ARE AN
EVERY-DAY OCCURENCE

SHOP WITH US ANDBUY MORE
WITH irOUR CASH— —

Deposits and resources have increased virtually a
quarter of a million dollars each since the first of the year.

A COMPLETE DEPARTMENT
STORE

%%Weak,

Incorporated

Depot Street

OR stability, for prosperity, for protection,
the people of the nation have come to look to the
Treasury of the United States. In it and around
it we have come to feel lies the future security
of the nation.

EVERY DAY BARGAIN DAY.

Murray Lumber, Co.
41.verything -teBuild Anything" -

F

Read the Classified Ads.

•S.

Fitts & Son
•

••••

.
"
.
S.SS•r

--et-se
41e

Murray,Ky..

1

•

ax*

MIN

Wants Your Business and Will Take Good
Care of It

a

-

_
•••

•

•••••-,

•
4 0,
-

•
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We are hoping Mr. Ellis may he
13. F. Schroader Owns Valuable Prospectus
able soon to leave the hospital.
Oat Grogan is on the sick list
of Stubblefield Radio; One of Supporters with
a severe cold.
returned Sun-

ter evet
Of the
cur
era of ;
pastor a
sing sh;
and li
under t
it man
t. All a
e.
U, Paste

Mrs. 011ie Nesbitt
day after a six week's visit with
declares.
patent. which. con be offered on dnir sister, Mrs. Strader and other
"THIS INVENTION IS THE
"With like apparatus. of greater 'the electrical market as soon as the- relatives of the county.
TRYUMPB OF4HE AGE. AND IS Inadttntude, ..tt- the distant atattbur -application eon be gotten into their
Mr. and Mrs. Hubert Deering,
r sounds at the voice and atueic may resPoiserow Iotadries. I believe you
w (") R T H
SHIPLOAD
OF
I be transmitted many miles, through. may modiser a few hundreds, if not Capitola Deering, Elder and, Mrs.
GOLD". Such is the description space, or stone wails, without line a IOW tbouseuxls. on your invest- Tolbert Robbins left lad weak for
of Nathan B. Stubblefield's "Port- wire; or earth connection," the ad- ment aod Abet in the course of a Detroit.
Dew 'Weeks or months, at most, al- While en.route to Detroit last
ante. Wireless Telephone" as adver- wytiserrient continues.
tised three decades ago in a "PrivIn tiace type, the prospectus an- lowing for any unseen delay, that week, Gilbert Grogan stopped in
ate.PUspectus" by Mr. Stubblefield flounces: "This Dealt Telephone, hs' might (tome, if my judgement m Paris to visit relatives. -Mrs, Grota your .the matter is good, and I think it gan was called to Detroit several
whose address then was 515 Sixth imayabik may ba
weeks ago on account of the illStreet Nor1hwest, Washington, D. BlIbie, Parlor, or Flyby,/ Car. or
The pamphlet asserts that the ness and death of a sister, Mrs.
C. A.jummtp. or Water €4.0e. or
The prospectus is the property of siker vimkur. The einnee of "financial supporters" "own among
:. F. Schroeder. Etbirray,
is in still larger -type: them, _eigbt-tsventietise of my U.
— 1lEw-13
who was then one of six "Finsulelel
Invention is the Tryumph of S. Patent. I own the balance.
Supporters" of a "wireless tele- 111m,',Age. and is Worth a Shipletad twelve twentieths. They put up
one hundred dollars on each twentone" enterprise.
of' Gold".
srtable wireless receiving and • Of his "Financial Supporters", tieth, as expense money, for get,dcasting sets have come- nato Mr. Stubblefield declares: "These Wig out the patent and offering
commercial use only during the gentlemen believed in me. and my on the market, of that amount
past four or five years; yet soon Invention, we have been vented Share is money on hand for that
after IWO, "A,Zortable Wining an allowance of the United States PurPose, but not for the paying of
'
'NC-Phone, The Need of the Age" patent, and by our Attorneys at patent fee, in these Foreign °Quathey,
with
are
Now
me,
was offered to the investing public Washington, guaranteed the issue trier.
BY L. J. HORTIN

coun
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D. Rowlett, Mr. George C. Mc- Foreign patents, before the U. S.
Lams and Mr. John B. McElrath". patent is made . public, through or
The pamphlet, now in the pos- by- -some plans, presently to be
,e,lon of Mr. Schoader, contains cited on next page, under head of
A)cture of the desk wireless tele- Private Prospectus".
phone, a photo of five of the six
Explaining in the prospectus "we
-finanical supporters," and a life- think , it is. a decidedly valuable
time of Mr. Stubblefield, the 'in- proposition to withhold the issue.
- And publicatidn las the law re, yen tar.
Do you think that this little quires) of the home patent until
instrument before you, can send we can get in the Foreign applicaand receive teteptiOne wiessagea.„ tions, (which will require two or
electrically, for miles, without three weeks)", Mr. Stubblefield's
earth connection, or line wirer- offer to the prospective investor
___tbe• pamphlet asks on the front follows ih part "If you will put
page' -You will think, fake; but up one hundred dollars, we will
it isn't thougfr its fact, like Wash- deed you at the patent office, a
ita-ton Monument", the literature one-twentieth of the Canadian

EDUCATIONAL BALLOT For ELECTION
TUESDAY, NOV. 3, 1936
FOR CITY COUNCILMAN
City of Murray

El

R. S. JONES

STATE OF' KENTUCKY,
QOUNTY,OF CALEOWAY, Set,

Gene West of Paris were week end I Mr. and Mrs. J. S. Ellis • of
Mr. and Mrs. Cully Nesbitt and, visitors with ?..s. Ruby Radford , Thompkinsville, Ky., visited relabyes here the first of the week.
family have moved to the place and
tlidt. Master Johnny Ellis is spending the
Paannall "
a
I
families.
vacated by Mr. and Mrs. Grogan
. week with his little cousin, Hazel
Miss Louise Paschall returped 'Lee ReYSI. and attending South
Belford, Goeble and Beckham
Cooper have bought the Jeff Coop- home Monday after spendinjeoess- Howard' 'school of which Fred
er farm. Mr. and Mrs. Cooper re- ,eral weeks with her grandmother Clark la the teacher,
cently passed away.
and aunt, Mrs. Tom Hendricks
Bro. K. G. Dunn, in use aioence and family, of Mayfield.
of Max Hurt. made an interesting Mr. Deering of- the Mayfield
talk it the-District Epwortn League CCC Camp spent several days last
Darrel Wilson returned from
meeting at this place. Several week with his parents, Mr. and Florida Saturday.
James
Deering.
Master
Mts. Bert
delegates were present.
Mr. and Mrs. Johnie Hughes and
The Tucker brothers, who have Deering who is in school in Henry family
visited Mr. Hughes' parents
been in Detroit, have returned county,, Tenn.. and Mr. and Mrs.
Feericti. Deering were week end in Tennessee last week end.
home.
Mr. and Mrs. Garvin Linville and
- Mrs. Myrtle Veasly and Miss jeists of this home.

Steelyville News

IliDUCATIONAL BALLOT For ELECTION
TUESDAY, NOV. 3, 1936

SCHOOL TICKET

Graded SChool District

Murray

FOR MEMBER BOARD OF EDUCATION
(VOTE FOR TWO)
R. W. CFIURCHICt-,

electrician of that town, has been
a
an experimenter in electrical actonce for many years; was the author and patente of The Stubblefield Acoustic-Telephone nineteen.
years ago; eight years later the inventor and patentee of an elearical batrtery, patented in the Urriled
States, England, and Canada, which
battery invention, proved the foundation of the present inventions in
Wireless Telephony. An experimental place just West of the town
of Murray, is the home of the extended research aocessary in the
working out of problems. Here,
aided by intelligent effort and
eternal push, with the assistance
of a son, Bernard B. Stubblefield
(now 20 years of age), my invention, which I trust will be worth
something to the world as well as
myself, have been made."
"Long Distance Transmission"
was the heading of another topic
in the pamphlet. "Our patent specifteations are thorough and broad
in their scope, covering many valuable points, as to different applications and some scientific fact
underlying long distance transmission, tas witnessed by Mr. Conn
Linn and kr. F. F. Schroader, at
my - eapernitentol place) has been
fully disclosed in the claims, making us master of a means of long

applied all over
the world. On this point various
illustrations vsill_appear in the official daawine not shown here".
Mr. Schroeder had forgotten that
he had the, prospectus and happened to come across it just a few
days ago while looking for some
papers its an old trunk.
It is remarkably well printed in
excellent typographer' and the picture of his Murray supporters has
a high historic value.

S. Pleasant Grove

Rachel'Jackson of Buchanan, Tenn.,
visited Mr. and Mrs. George Linville Sunday.
Mr. and Mrs. Will Morris and
family visited Mr. and Mrs. Van
Dyke of Puryear, Tenn.. Saturday.
Mr. and Mrs. Edd Norsworthy
are the parents of a baby girl,
Elizabeth Ann, born Sunday.
Our visitors Friday were Dorris
Morris and Louise Osbron,
Miss Nemo Norsworthy has returned from Benton where she has
been visiting.
Little John Simmons is ill.

Bead the Clieselfied Column.

LUMBER
have purchased

I
the
Scott Sawmill, located on
the best of roads running
from Murray to Paris and
connected with my mills in
Stewart county, Tenn. I will
be able to furnish all kinds
of rough lumber at the ruling market price. Will do
custom sawing, hauling your
logs to mill, sawing the
lumber and hauling lumber
to your place of needing it.
Will buy timber delivered to
mill- or'ia -the woods. Will
do custom sawing for a part
of the lumber. Your buhir
nesa will be appreciated.,

W. D. SYKES

• Ili
4.10.

;

_

: OFFICIAL BALLOT FOR ELECTK)N TUESDAY, NOVEMBER 3, 1936
, -v.;;
...-A• .
.
OA'
14
..
2
,4 14
A.Ve;"'"
/go/

DEMOCRATIC
PARTY

REPUBLICAN
PARTY

UNION
PARTY

For Presidential
Electors

For Presidential
Electors

For Presidential
Electors

George B. Martin

Ell

L. M.

Li

Adman__

1=1
U.

,Dr. J. C. Sparks_

Edward L. Allen 1:1

COMMUNIST
PARTY

Arthur Jones

For

H.

Presidential_
Electors

SOCIALIST
LABOR PARTY
For Presidential
Electors

LI
El
C1
1=1

Jack Hollman___

A. Davis

LI
J. B. Evans

1.• Herman Hornung
Fernando Burch_ 1=1

Davis Moore ___

faarshall Barnes

*Wm bled

El
CI
C
Li
El

J. Lapsley Wilson0

Robert L.
Vallandingham

I:1

1=1
LI

J. L. Hays

C. B. Daugherty

Grover Lanham ri

For United States
Senator

Charles E. Whit

.7; A. Brown

Karl Schmitt

C.]

Robert Sheffer

J.

Robert Wryler

Li

Charles K.
O'Connell

Noble J. Gregory

William H. Braun Ell

Alexander Nicholsn

El h
El

C.
Huddleston

George P. Garner0

I=1
D

W. Harve Knox_

CI
1=1
EI
1=1

Hugh Sizemore.:

For United States
Senator

•••,--41se- -Clerk of the -Court of Appeals
Stewart _

1=1

, For Congress
Robert N.
Brufnfield.____

George J.

Louis Fleischer_ El

LI
LI

Clem J. Miller

PROHIBITION
PARTY
For Presidential
Electors

W. E. Cissna

Mrs. H.
A.cCamey
M

LI
111
1=i
CI
I=1

J. M. Greenwell_ [1:1

1=1

Li
LI
El

Dique Eldred

Thomas H. Turnetij

El
L. W. Benedict__ D

-

LI

R. Lee

For Congress

Ed Ward M.
Riedling

11
LI

M. A. DePage

J. R. Boswell

El
[1]

Per Clerk ef
Court of Appeals

Williams--

DI

Robert H. Lucas_

M. M. Logan _

Jack

Presidential
Electors

Henry Schmitt

Emmett Fields

El
C)
LI

Sir

Wain= E. Jones

William
O. M. Ropers

SOCIALIST
PARTY

It's. J. Milburn El
Stone

El

Sammy Paschall of Nashville acmortipanied by Miss Thomas and
Mr. Wilson Also of Nashville, arrived -Sunday morning for a visit
with his parents, Mr. and Mrs.
Wayne Paschall, and sister, Mrs.
Bee Starks, and family. These
young people and also Charles
W. V. HALE •
James of Paducah, who was visiting his parents Mr. and Mrs. Galen
James. attended Sunday morning
services
here.
After
Sunday
School the superintendent, Lucian
Crupton and others whose names
were not reported attended a birthKENTUCKY,
OF
STATE
day dinner in honor of their cousin,
Set.
CALLOWAY,
COUNTY OF
Jeff Farris of Murray.
Bro. K. G. Dunn, who attended
Court,
County
Calloway
the
of
clerk
Neale,
Mary
I,
prayer meeting Iasi Saturday eventhe
and.correet
copy
of
true
ia
a
do certify that-the abDve
sing at Mr. and Mrs. Will Cooper's
ballot to be voted for member of Murray School Board in some 40 present) commented on
election to be held- Tuesday. November 3, I036.—Mary the fact that so many young people
were present. He will be the
Neale, Clerk Calloway Creinty
leader next
Saturday evening
when the Cottage Prayer meeting
will be,, held with Mr. and Mrs.
Ivan Guthrie.
- Mr. and Mrs.
family,
Mrs. Duncan Ellis and Stark ErGRANO AVE,
win visited Holmes Ellis Sunday
afternoon at Riverside Hospital,
Paducah. where he underwent an
appendicitis operation last week.

- Experienced travellers knew
that a pleasant nights rest
awaits them in St. Louis at
Hotel Melbourne. Soft cornfortable beds; every luxury and
very fine food at moderate cost
J. K. BRYAN, Mgr.

,11111 u111.1

modesty—But a Word about Ourself", the inventor is described as
follows: "The author of this in-.
vention, Nathan B. Stubblefield of,
Murray, Kentucky, the pioneer

I, Mary Neale, Clerk of the Calloway County Court,
. lo certify that the above is a true and correct copy of distance wireless telephone comHie ballot to be voted for member of City Council of munication. Such fact points us
Murray, Kentucky, in the election to be held Tuesday, to the time when wireless teleNovember 3; t936.—Mary Neale, Clerk Galloway County- phony will be recognised aa the
"better half" of wireless telegraphy
CraPt.
now practically

Ike

Case.

MPLE BALL

by Mr. Stubblefield and his "Fi- of patents in the following FOreigo owners of these Foreign patents,
nancial Supporters", listed as etintrisit: Canada. England, ?risme, In the proportion, as of the U. S.
"Senator Conn Linn, Mr. B. F. Spain, and Belgium, and it is our Patent."
Under the oaption, "Pardon Imgehroadel, Mr. R. Downs, Mr. J. aim to apply for five additional

Or

PAGE FIVE
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LI

H. L. Bowlins

Rose Lerman

LI
Edward Coyne__ El

Yona Marret

W. G. Patrick:__ID

I]
Floyd Keeling..

C
LI

.1•=110MI.

Josephine
Buckovich

Samuel F. Link_

Mrs. Estelle M.
Snow

Mrs. Ida .
Northcutt __

Cherie', W. L.
Marrett

A. S. Morgan __

David R. Cox

LI

LI
C

Joniph Lehman_

El
LI

Li
William Kern --

F. S. Thompson_ El

Morris Warner 1=1

W. C. Pearce._

LI

LI

LI
LI

T, C. Fitzpatrick

D. T. Van Hook_

LI
Ei
LI
17

LI
For United States
Senator

For

United Slates
Senator

William M. Likins0

LI
For Clerk of the
Court of Appeals

Fier United States
Senator
Ferdinand
Zimmerer

For United States
Senator
W. A. Sandefer__

El
For Clerk of- the
Court of Appeals

- Per Clerk er
Court of Appeals

For Clerk lit4be Court of Appeals

-For -Cieris at,the —
- Court of'Appeals.

El

LI
For Congress

For United Slates
Senator

For Congress

Fer
'
Congress

For Congress

Tor Congress

El

LI
For Magistrate
District No. 1
Will Washer ___.H

STATE OF KENTUCKY,
COUNTY OF GALLOWAY, Set.
•
County Couk, do certify
Calloway
of
the
I, Mary Neale, clerk
ballot to be voted in
correct
the
Copy
oL
and
a
true
that the above is
136.—Mary
NOVEMBER
3,
TUESDAY,
held
be
the election to
Court.
County
Calloway
theClerk of

;

/

•

C

•

•
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-irewer-
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-
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...iiimmary of Activity in Calloway
County by Federal Emergency Agencies

Coldwater Junior Hi
School News

era of these groups are Ned Wash- Phlenoy Bedwell
and Kathleen
er, James Pierce. Novise Copeland, Brown.
Cotton Billington. Lyman Dixon,
The senior play entitled. "A
9. B. Adams, and Wilson marine. Prairie Rose", will be presented
Was in Murray Saturday. I saw
These groups played a softball Saturday night, November 14. The
Rutherford Morgan
Ledger & Times' gigantic
Since- the founding of the Recon- son Purchase Credit Corporation, the
A mother's club is being organ- tournament which was won by Ned cast will appear in the paper next
struction Finance Corporation in $212.901100: 35 loans by resettle- printing press turning out The Colweek.
1930 the Federal Government has ment -administration. $8,558.82: 21 lege News which was a wonder- ized here, for the purpose of bring- Washer's team.
Grade News
spent and loaned billions of dollars loans rural rehabilitation. $2,57E46. ful sight to me, Gene Boyd gave ing the parents and teacher to a
Several students have intimated
closer relationsgip so to be able to
to halt the depression. A tabula- Sixteen farm debt adjustment cases me a copy, fine as Split silk.
they intend hi` try out for the deFive
new
analyze
students
each
enrolled
child's
in
the
problem.
tion has been made of all the fed- adjusted. $62.330.50.
bate teams within the next few
Horace Churchill snowed me
A basketball game, between the grades this week. They were: days. Mr. Billington, who
eral emergency activities in Callodebated
In addition the Public .. Works through their Funeral Home; caskMarjorie
Brooks
Coldwate
Hornets
and Sue Crouch.
and
Lynn
way county. They are as follows: Administration of the state has ets from $600 down to
$30-00- Saw Grove's second team is scheduled 5th grade; Wanda Jean Brooks, 3rd while in -high school and has
Loans by Reconstruction Finance spent a total of $26,049.155.00 in the glass embalming table. arnbucoached debate at Faxon, will be
Crouch and
Sue In charge of the teams this year.
Corporation. to June 30. $2.211.001.- which Calloway county has shared. lanee and every thing. Resplend- for Tuesday night. October .27. The grade; Max
Coldwater sports prognosticators Brooks, first grade.
00.
ant in neatness and beauty. First
The honor roll for the primary
differ as to the outcome of the
Home Owners Loan Corp., 54
coffin sold for S. L. Basel' Oct. 29,
room for the second month is as
News 1888 for 314.00, also coffin for game.
limns made. 1110.455.00.
Our library was- classified last follows: first grade: Charles BagFederal Housing Administration,
Zeke Dale same . year:v"Caskets
week. S We decided that we needed well, Bobby Gene Burchett, Charles
By Lavern Edwards
21 loans under title 1. 14.237.05:
have taken the iplace of old style
a librarian to keep the books in Cochran, George Dunn, Bonnie Lee
14 loans under title 2. 140.810.00.
Our school is progressing very coffins, which leaves me "hanging order, so we elected ,Rutherford Hale, James Jones, Ted Wilson,
Civil Works Administration, to
out."
nicely under the supervision of
Morgan head librarian and Fran- Clarice Palmer, Doris Ann Pool,
"T e d d y" Roosevelt's
July 14, 386.922.00.
gallant
•
I saw a girl humming "Shooces Fuqua. assistant librarian. We June Rudd and Evon Suiter; sec- charge up San Juan Hill at the
Federal Emergency Relief, to Mr. Russell Watson.
fly",
school-hop
ping on pavement,
Backusburg's softball tetuit met
ond
grade: Joette Sulter. Mary Pitted of tile_ridef.._ immortal. Rough
are going to enlarge our library by
---aamoselialr-h-IL--3148.19s-00.
our -ream rut FTWY afternoon. which made -me- glade'- end t
tames Coleman, and Ray Riders is thrillingly re-enacted in
several volumes. The books are
Agricultural Adjustment Admin..
girls smoking cigarettes, which
Backusburg
won over Landon in
Marine; fourth grade: Loma Alex- Columbia's "End of the Trail,"
being selected.
to June 30: Wheat, $1.938.02; Tobacthe lilt: and in turn Landon won Made me sad,
Another night for the witches ander, Dorothy Alexander, Jean showing at the
co, $115,758.23; Corn-hog. $80.440.78.
Theatre
Over Backusburg in::ffie boys and • L. Z. Hurley will preach at and a night full of fun and frolic Tucker, Billy Gingles, and Geral- next Thursday andCapitol
Farm Credlt Admihistration. 33
Friday. StarGoshen
Sunday
at
10:45
a.
m.
and
ring Jack Holt, with Louise Henry,
Federal Land Bank loans, 5112,- girls- mix-up team. Our boys are Cloys Lawrence at Coldwater at for those who _wish to accept our dine Darnell.
Campfire News
Guinn "Big Boy" Williams, Doug300.00; 64 Land Bank Comm. loans, beginning to practice basketball same Asour. We attended Sunday cordial invitation to come, eat,
and we have a new student, Pres,
On Weclnes,day of last week the las Dumbrille and George McKay
drink, and be merry -117.our Hal5102.100.00; 309 crop and feed
ton Adams who started last 'Mon- School and Lord's Supper service loween Carnival Friday night, Oc- Campfire Girls got together and in support, "End
loans, $13.150.00; 806 loans by Jackof the Trail"
day, who will strengthen the team. at Coldwater. last _Sunday after- tober 30. You, have a promise of organized a pep squad for our dramatizes the
famous novel by
The honor roll: first grade: Day: riCion: 53 in the classes, besides plenty entertainment and lots to basketball team. We realize that Zane Grey.
"Outlaws df Palouse."
mond Neil Carson; second grade: visitors from Graves county. Dark eat and drink, and remember—the every one except us will be against It was
directed by Erle C..Kentod
-Freida Della Adams, Martha Sue mink day. Prepare to meet thy more the merrier.
them and we decided to do all the who earns particular distinction by
God." Amus 4:12.
good that yelling and encourage- doubling as an actor to play the
SALE—I warTeri-Saturdiy. Oct. Hughes; third grade: W. C. Smith • I heard a minister -say in his
ment will do. We plan to get blue role of Lieutenant Colonel Roose31,,at,11) a. m., at the John L Ross and Ruth LaDelle Jones; fourth pulpit that he had preached
25
grade:
Ruby Carson. Jewell Whitshirts and white skirts to wear to velt in the stirring battle scenes.
farm, 211 miles East--of--Kirksey;
funerals
in
last
12
months,
and
the games as there are our school Harold Shumate adapted the Zane
4
household and kitchen furniture, low. James H. Morgan; seventh they 1.?) all went to hell
except 6. By Dorothy Nell Stark. Mary colors. Miss Erwin
showed us a Grey story to the screen.
1 seven year old mare. 1 two year, grade: Mattie Lou Morgan.
I suppose every one has a "BeElizabeth Johnston. Geraldine Hurt sample of a little pinsin the shape
filly, 1 two year old mule, and 10
Hdlt and Williams are seen as
setting
sin"—thief,
liar,
get
drunk,
Approximately 4.400 turkeys were
Halloween Party Oct. SI
of tr. basketball with a small '37
barrels of corn. Terms cash.
war-time buddies and rivals for
seen on a 'tour of four Nicholas adultry, slander, and selifshness;
A Halloween party will be given attached to it. We intend to get
the 'hand of lovely Louise Henry.
and uncontrollable temper.!
county farms.at - the Kirksey High auditorium this pin in the colors of blue and
Holt loses an eye when he saves
I want every woman in Calloway
Saturday night, October 31. The silver and are expecting to send off
the life of Williams on the battle
county to vote nest Tuesday! Men
our
students
and
order
community
all
are
some
time this -wvek.
a.
field. For all their strong friendfolks, by a be majority, voted for
cordially invited to come and are
ship, however, an inevitable conour just and honorable rights "in
urged to mask. No admission will
flict ensues when Williams Is electthe free land in our our _beloved
be charged. The following proed Sheriff on his return from the
home.",_
gram is arranged for the enjoyment
war and Holt follows the more
. Sixty-one deaths reported in
Office Over Dale & Stubblefield
of those present: male quartet,
questionable
Paducah
vocation
of easy
paper
counting
auto Novise Copeland._ Cotton BillingOur
pie
supper
was
a
success
money and little work. What hapdeaths, October 20. East wind!!
ton, Ned
Washer,,, and Jimmie and was really better than expect- pens
when these former buddies
October 26. 1936 and no FROST,
Pierce: guitar solo, 'Y. • R. Jones; ed. Our basketball boys
have find themselves on oppoiste sides'
-,.
yet, but the wind is whistling from
girls' trio. Dorothy Nell Stark, SUe started practicing in earnest.
of the law makes for a thrilling
the North. and as Hoover used to
Marine. and
Imogene Dulaney;
A party is being planned for climax.
say 'lust around the corner?"
guitar solo and song. Mary and the winningz.si,ae of the softball
Now-a word to Jim Cole. Billie
Vivian Jones; songs, fifth and sixth tournament. A Halloween party
Whitnell. and Rufe Langston: "The
Breathitt county
grades; siongs, first grade: dialogue. has been spoken of. The societies
homemakers
rose' is red, my nose is too; the
first grade."-band T. R. Jones, Eld- expect to give programs and a con- have been canning every available
violet's blue—and so are you."
foodstuff.
on Tucker, Ned Washer. Lamox test in debating is planned.
—"Eagle"
Housden, Joe Jones, Joe Ross and
The honor roll for the first six
others. Mr. Darnelle has arranged weeks is as follow's: first grade:
/
J. H. CURD WINS SUIT
a - basketball game between the Rebecca
Roberts, Edna --Mitts.
small boys and their fathers. This Rubye Dell Bizzell and Freda RobJimsky__Curd, son of .Hamp Curd,
will give the fathers a chance to ertson; second grade—Leon Long:
-BEN GROGAN, Manager
New Providence, won the free suit
prove their skill which they are third-grade—Dorothy Mae Roberts.
of clothes given away by Lerman
PHONE 472
MURRAY, KY.
always talking about to their sons. L. G. Tubbs, Hilda Mae Childress.
Bros. Monday
Games, are being planned by the and Edward Allen; sixth grade—
committee so that everyone present Sally Ann McMellon, Inez Hale-will take part. There, will be a
I.
Junioi High—Altie Long: fresh-'
"House of Horrors" in which ou men—Heyword Bectwell, Marjorie
will have a chance to •prov
Jones, Mamcie Nell Rowland and
bravery. If you are subjeft to Nell Suiter: juniors--PaHine Lassie s
fainting it would not be advisable ter, and Frances Suiter; seniors—
to go through. There wilt- 'be 'a
hamburger booth, in which candy,
a4.
chewing gum, drinks, crackerjack,
etc.. will be sold to those whose
appetites are not taken after all of
Due to Constipation
the excitement.
Opt WI et suaa$1111“101 es Wait Waft
Basketball Game October .30
so ma as you new MUM
ilah nlit
tioVP ft puss to
There will be a basketball game
"
piarar
-Draught
here Friday night. -Oetober 30,
nee U liaa !liming
.
etude.
1111111Da.
lea
au
Ariz.
with Farmingtoris first and second
Calg;;SIT Mabee' mai I be* fiskii
teams. This will,be the first game
-anuold sma ma
.r
b up•aquabne= sat
masiZia
to be played by the Eagles' this rmia
that
year. They intend to start the maws VMS Ulla
--;.-' ...-- 11Oler= to Iftrult
.
dish
season right by winning it.
..-.... -Mr
- ibs var.
Athletic Club
"Trisr"'W
. Me tams sod II gam assa
ruNlSu
The 'Athletic Club has been di
.vicled into eight groups. The lead-

"End of The Trail",
Starring Jack Holt,
To Show at Capitol

Landon School

SALE

Kirksey School News

Harmon Ross

GROGAN REALTY COMPANY

Almo High School

Real Estate"ought and Sold FIRE"INSURANCE
Travelers Fire Insurance Co.
Sun Fire Insurance Co.

—e
fans by their forceful line plays.
Both stores were made in the
second quarter.

MURRAY HIGH
SCHOOL

Next Friday the Hollandmen will
to Fulton to meet the FulBy Clara Waldrop
ton Bulldogs. We are contemplatThe halls of Murray High have ing an even bigger victory than
been rather quiet this past week. lest week against, Marion.
The senior class will sponsor a
A Boone county farmer is feedHalloween carnival Saturday night.
The doors will be opened at 7:30. ing 200 lambs with distillery slop.
Thursday morning at chapel period
each high school class elected their
king and queen. They are as follows: freshman, Gene Patterson
and Frances Sledd; sophomore,
Haron West and Virginia Seay;
junioreleitin Outland and Robbye
Sykes; senior, Van Huie and Sadie
Nell Jones.
latterly wonderful be
quickly this scientific
Last Friary afternoon Ty's.boys
maw takes away"am-film'
-.nub 5 radio' At
stuck another feather in their cap
$15-4(1, eves, women now
by downing the Marion Blue Terthrill With rose-peially sole3;
11, yaristhfulty de
13-6. Our two touchdowns
din This Gold's Peacock llch Creme ac
were made by B. C. Allbritten the suety was team:skin of dull, ugly. old-lonk•
darkening particles! A
film of emoi-sir
who ran 98 yards for one of the revelatim
far ugly bladthrun. surface punplee
markers. Some run! Phil Cutchin's freckles. toot Try- id Got Coldest Mesa Shad
at
place kick for the extra point was
DALE & STUBBLEIFIELD
good. The Tigers amaze football
Corner Drug Stout

travel

to

Have
Finds Way
Young-Looking SO
at 35!

•
tHE BEST TRADITIONS OF
THE OLD KENTUCKY
HOME
are ever observed in the Service, Comfort
and convenience of the

KENTUCKY
HOTEL
Louisville's Newest and Up-to-Date in All
Appointments and Most •
Reasonable Rates
Write TURNER MILAM, Ass't. Manager
for Reservations

Collecting and adjusting of notes an
accounts
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To Inspect
This

For Bad Feeling
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SLACK-DRAUGH
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MODEL
HOME

it will still be "NEW"

///

/i
-

Featuring the JOHNS-MANVILLE principle of "TRIPLE-INSULATION"
1
, of construcBuilt to an utterly new standard
This model home is now
''TRIPLE•INSUL
AXED!' ufint construction on the
tion—this beautiful home is
Coldwater _Road at the site
against FIRE,WEATHER and WEAR fo tbelfUrraY Airport.
uOR its combination of charm, convenience and
'durability, you will have difficulty in finding a
Easy to find and you are
house anywhere in America to match this one.
cordially invited to make an
Built to a standaid previously considered impossible
in moderately priced homes, it will be basically as new
informal inspection at any
and as modern W years hence as it is today.
time that suits your conThis beautiful home embraces no unproved experivenience.,
ments. It embodies the Johns-Manville principle of
"Triple-Insulation,- the result of the vast research and
At the present stage of
engineering resources of the Johns-Manville organizaconstruction
you can see
objective—maxim
um
tion, and was built with one vital
how the triple-insulation 3
living comfort and freedom from maintenance for its
owner. In accomplishing this, Johns-Manville Building
points are dovetailed toMaterials were used to -TRIPLE-1NSULATE" it against
gether to make the Perfect
FIRE, hot and cold WEATHER,and WEAR.
Home.

S.

F

. Products are healthful

_

Send for
FREE BOOK NOW!

\- With an entirely new type of motor car body
—pow available for the first time on any lowpriced'car.—combining new silence with new
safety for your family.

Si

am considering remodeling.
Send Free J-M "101 Book"
(
lam considering building. Send Free J-M "Forty
Points" home building book
).

Name •

DEMAND SUNBURST PRODUCTS
Milk . . . Butter ... Buttermilk . .. Cream

Address

Point No. 2 in the
Model,Home
J.-M. STEELTEX—A patented construction that passes the most rigid tests. Built
on the same principles as reinforced concrete, it reduces to a minimum the
plaster cracks and expensize maintenance so common
to ordinary types of plastered walls.

.01

Headquarters for
Home
Improvements

RETURN MILK BOTTLES
See us ibout tickets on the Free Chevrolet to be given away just
before Christmas

When you buy a bottle of milk, you assume an obligation to see that the empty bottle is returned to the route
man or the grocery from which you bought the milk.

Murray-

Calloway County Lumber Co.

Products Co.

Incorporated

Telephone 191—

PHONE 73
•

-

-t.

MURRAY, KY.

•

